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News In Brief
Study: drinking drivers involved
in almost half of '86 traffic deaths

9

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP ) — Of the 808 people killed in traffic accidents in Kentucky last year, 43 percent of the cases, or 343 people,
involved a drinking driver, according to a state police study.
The number of fatalities grew from 1985, when a 22-year low of 715
was reported. According to the report, there were 1 billion more
miles traveled in Kentucky during 1986 than the previous year.
There were 46,823 people injured in traffic accidents in 1986, also an
increase from 1985 when 45,313 people were injured.
Fully 94 percent of the vehicle occupants killed during 1986 were
not wearing any restraining device such as a seat belt. Ten children
age 4 or under were killed and nine of those were not in any restraint.
The other was wearing a lap belt.
Kentucky law requires children 40 inches tall or shorter to be
secured in a child-safety seat.
Another study released Wednesday said 5,901 people were reported
missing in Kentucky during 1986. Of that total, 5,882 persons were
located.
The Elizabethtown state police post, which includes Louisville, had
the largest number of cases, 48 percent of the total. The Frankfort
post, which includes Lexington, was second with 18 percent of the
total caseload. The Dry Ridge post, which covers northern Kentucky,
was third with nearly 10 percent of the statewide total.

Elsewhere...
the kno4,..1b1...1

SEOUL, South Korea — Tens of thousands of mourners carry the
coffin of a comrade killed during anti-government protests through
the black bunting-draped streets of Seoul, and broad amnesty is announced restoring civil rights to more than 2,000 banned people, including top dissident Kim Dae-jung.
WASHINGTON — Senate Democrats admit they can't break a
GOP filibuster aimed at protecting President Reagan's Persian Gulf
plans.
DAKAR, Senegal — Representatives of the African National Congress, the black guerrilla movement banned in South Africa, plan to
discuss strategies for change in a meeting with white South Africans.
NASHLYGTON — Republicans say Democrats will.: hamper the
Supreme Court's work by stalling Senate consideration of the
nomination of Robert H. Bork.
HEBBRONVILLE, Texas — Nineteen illegal aliens are rescued
from the 120-degree heat of a locked railroad trailer and 88 from a
locked tractor-trailer rig in California, and an official says a tougher
immigration law is probably causing an increase in smuggling
humans from Mexico.
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North: top officials knew of dealings
WASHINGTON (AP) — Lt. Col.
Oliver North is casting a broad net
over the Reagan administration,
asserting that there was
widespread knowledge of his activities in support of Nicaraguan
rebels at the highest levels of the
government.
"He's given a number of people
reason for some sleepless nights,"
said Sen. Warren Rudman,
R-N.H., at the close of North's second day of testimony Wednesday
before congressional Iran-Contra

investigating committees.
During his second six-hour session, North named Secretary of
State George P. Shultz and his
assistant, Elliott Abrams, as
knowing in "sufficient detail"
about his efforts on behalf of the
Nicaraguan Contras at a time
when U.S. military aid was barred
by law.
Former CIA director William
Casey had detailed knowledge, as
did his Central American task
force chief, Alan Fiers, North

Poindexter
McFarlane•
Meese in
tough spots

said. Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger and Joint Chiefs of
Staff Chairman Gen. John Vessey
also were in on his activities, he
said.
"It was fairly well known, certainly to those men — although
they may all deny it — what I was
doing," North said of the Cabinet
officials and Vessey.
"I honestly believe that there
were many, many people within
the executive branch who had a
grasp, if not in specific 'detail ... in

sufficient detail that they knew
who to turn to when they wanted
something done," North testified.
North used his position as the
star witness of the proceedings to
make several long statements of
support for the Contras fighting
Nicaragua's leftist government
and for the kinds of covert operations he undertook to keep supplies
flowing to the rebels when money
was cut off by Congress.
(Cont'd on page 2)

In the hot seat

WASHINGTON AP)(
— Lt. Col,
Oliver North's explanation of what
he did at the National Security
Council places his old boss, Adm.
John Poindexter, in a difficult
position.
An AP News Analysis

Att. Gen. Edwin Meese HI

Not to mention Attorney
General Edwin Meese. m and
former national security adviser
Robert McFarlane.
North has testified repeatedly
before the congressional IranContra investigating committees
that he sought approval from his
superiors for every action he took,
and he assumed that President
Reagan gave his assent.
But he was running a highly sensitive covert operation nurtured

by former CIA Director William
Casey, and said he was ordered by
Casey to destroy all the evidence
as the affair began to unravel.
Casey died earlier this year, and
there is no one to verify North's
claims about him, statements that
in some instances contradict
Casey's final statements before
the Senate Intelligence
Committee,
With Casey gone, the man in the
hot seat is Poindexter as congres-

John Poindexter

Robert McFarlane

sional investigators try to learn
The pipe-smoking admiral Who
who bears ultimate responsibility
is waiting in the wings as next
for the diversion of Iranian arms
witness at the Iran-Contra hearsales profits to the Nicaraguan
ings faces a most difficult choice,
Contra rebels at a time when Conand he surely will have the full atgress had prohibited U.S. governtention of the White House.
ment assistance.
Poindexter could implicate the
North said, for example, that it
president in what might be an imwas only after the fact that he was
peachable offense, namely signing
told Reagan didn't know of the
the memos that North prepared
diversion of those funds.
for him proposing the diversion of
Who delivered the news?
Poindexter.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Report: Marcos plotted to kidnap, overthrow Aquino
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WASHINGTON (AP — Ferdinand E. Marcos plotted to kidnap and
overthrow Philippine President Corazon Aquino beginning with a return
this weekend to the land he ruled for two decades, according to reports
of his conversations with an arms dealer.
Learning of the plot, the Reagan administration, which supported
Marcos until shortly before his ouster as Philippine president in
February 1986, has barred the 69-year-old exiled leader from leaving the
Hawaiian island of Oahu, State Department spokesman Charles E. Redman said Wednesday.
Redman said an emissary also hand-carried a letter to Marcos from
President Reagan, whom Marcos once considered a close friend. Redman did not disclose the letter's contents but said it repeated the president's admonition "that while Mr. Marcos is in the United States he is
subject to our laws."
The U.S. government has a tape of a conversation between Marcos
and an arms dealer that indicated the former president was actively

1

plotting to overthrow Mrs. Aquino, governmentsources said.
Officials said the Justice Department was expected to disclose more
details ofaiamos' alleged plans today. and the House Foreign Affairs
subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific scheduled a hearing on the
matter.
In Honolulu, Marcos called a news conference Wednesday, rescheduled it for today and then canceled it. Spokesman Leonie Tan said he
wasn't told why the news conference was canceled. Marcos has denied
previous allegations that he planned to return without Philippine
government permission or that he planned to overthrow the Aquino
government.
The State Department's legal adviser, Abraham D. Sofaer, delivered
the warning against travel to Marcos at his home, Redman said, adding
that it concerned "activities which we believe violated the understandings under which he is permitted to remain a guest in the United
States."
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Subscribers who hgAke not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger IL
Times by 5 30 p m Monday
Friday or by 3 30 p fs Soturdoy
ore urged to cull 753-1916 bet
weer" 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Saturday.
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p.m. Saturday.

Forecast
Warm and muggy tonight
with a 20 percent chance of
thundershowers. Low in the
lower 7(Ys. Light southwest
wind.
Friday: Continud hot and
humid with a 30 percent chance
of thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for hot and humid conditions
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359 2
Barkley Lake
359 2

The cast members of Murray State University's "Summer Showcase" encourages the
audience to join them
in a lively rendition of "Casey Jones," just one of the songs in the show that includes
Kentucky lore. The program of upbeat family entertainment is scheduled at 7:30p.m.every Wednesday. Thursday
and Friday through
Aug. 7 in the ("urns Center Stables on campus. Admission is $3 for adults and $2 for
ages 6-12. Appearing in
the show are, from left: Donna Krueger, Fulton; Kent Jenkins, Murray; Greg Aplin,
Union City, Tenn.; Earl
Brown, Maw,
Cindy Hale, Owensboro; Beth Farris, Benton; Media Erickson, Murray;
and Shelley
Howell, Murray.
41181 photo bu Ram Johnson

FRANKFORT. Ky. Al' —
House Speaker Don Blandford
predicted the 1988 General
Assembly would do "some serious
looking" at the tab for the lieutenant governor's office, which costs
taxpayers $1.1 million per year.
But Blandford said he objected
to inventing new jobs for the
state's No. 2 office simply to swell
Its workload.
"Unless we give him something
to do that someone else is already
doing, we're not actually saving
anything," Blandford, D-Philpot.
said in an interview Wednesday.
The lieutenant governor's
salary — now $55,647 — and office
staff — now 13 executive officers
— are reasonable, Blandford said.
But, "in view of the overall
revenue problems we have," and
the cost of the office's perquisites,
-we probably ought,to look into,"
Blandford said
Those perks include a mansion,
oar and state police protection
((ent'd on page e)
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Tough spots...

Republicans say Democrats stalling on Bork nomination
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Republicans say Democratic stalling on Senate consideration of
President Reagan's nomination of
Robert H. Bork to the Supreme
Court will hamper the court's
work.
Senate Democrats announced
Wednesday that hearings on the

Budget...
(Cont'd from page 1)
-There is some room for some
serious looking," Blandford said.
His comments came as a subcommittee of the interim joint
State Government Committee
renewed the debate about whether
the lieutenant governor's office
has enough duties to justify its
cost.
A bill filed in the 1984 General
Assembly to strip those perks was
approved by a House committee,
but never reached a vote in the full
chamber.
Members of the committee's
General Government Subcommittee seemed to agree that the
lieutenant governor needs more
work.
"I think there is plenty (for a
lieutenant governor ) to do in state
government," said Rep. Donnie
Gedling, D-Hardinsburg.
Education and economic
development "would hp two itpms

nomination will not begin until
Sept. 15, almost assuring that the
court will begin its next term Oct.
5 with a vacancy. Republicans had
proposed that the hearings begin
this month and conclude before
the Senate recesses Aug. 7. The
Senate does not reconvene until
after Labor Day

someone could be extremely busy
on," Gedling said.
Because the lieutenant governor
traditionally runs for governor,"it
would be a better apprenticeship"
with added responsibilities, said
Rep. Bill Donnermeyer of
Bellevue, the subcommittee
chairman.
He also said he did not think new
jobs for the lieutenant governor
should be invented si.nply to make
work.
Under the Kentucky Constitution, the lieutenant governor
presides over the state Senate,

''There is absolutely no substantive reason why we have to wait
two months to begin the nomination hearings,' said Senate
Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan.
"The Republicans on the
Judiciary Committee are willing
to stay here during the August
recess if necessary."
becomes acting governor when
the governor is out of the state and
succeeds to the top office if the
governor dies or resigns.
By statute, the lieutenant governor also is a member of various
boards and commissions.
"The lieutenant governor can
stay extremely busy if he or she
chooses to," Lt, Gov. Steve
Beshear said in an interview. "But
there's a lot of room for improvement, I think, in the kinds of
statutory duties" now assigned to
the office.

Iranian gunboat attacks tanker
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) — An
Iranian gunboat attacked a
U.S.-operated supertanker with
rocket-propelled grenades and
machine guns today in the northern Persian Gulf off Kuwait, setting the ship on fire, maritime

sources reported.
The 273,205-ton Peconic, which
is registered in Liberia and flies
that country's flag, was hit at 11
a.m. (3 a.m. EDT) and radioed a
distress signal to marine salvage
offices, said the sources, who
spoke on condition of anonymity

But Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph R. Biden, DDel., saidthe nomination is too important to rush the review process
•'This is probably the most
significant Supreme Court
nomination in the last several
decades and arguably in this century," he said. At stake, he continued, is "whether the ReaganMeese agenda will be accomplished through the court and whether
Judge Bork has been picked to accomplish it."
Attorney General Edwin Meese
III is a strong backer of Bork.
Biden said he probably will vote
against Bork but is "withholding
formal judgment" and he promised a "full and thorough and fair"
review of the nominee.
At a private breakfast meeting
earlier in the day, Biden assured
opponents of the nomination that
he would lead the fight against
Bork's confirmation, The New
York Times reported in today's
editions.
Dole said he will seek a meeting
with Democratic leaders to try to
convince them to speed up the
timetable for the hearing.
"We need to get the process
moving so that the Supreme Court
will be at full strength for its fall
session," he said. "The American
people know that it's critical to fill
the seat on the Supreme Court.

And the Senate should do
everything it can to fulfill its duty
as quickly as possible."
White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater, when told of the
Democrats' decision, said, "We
hope they will reconsider, because
we would sure like to start the new
term with a full court."
Bork would replace retired
Justice Lewis F. Powell, a
moderate conservative who has
been a swing vote on numerous
key issues during his 15 years on
the court.
Biden said Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., the ranking minority member of the committee, accepted the Sept. 15 starting date.
But Mark Goodin, a spokesman
for Thurmond, said the senator
agreed to the timetable with the
understanding the committee
would move quickly and vote on
Bork's nomination by early October. "He doesn't want it in midor late October," Goodin said.
Sen. Patrick V. Leahy, D-Vt., a
Judiciary Committee member,
said it is unlikely the Senate will
complete action on Bork's
nomination in time for the beginning of the next Supreme Court
term.
That would mean only eight
justices would be on the bench for
the new term, creating the
possibility of deadlock in some
cases.
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(Coat'd from page 1)
Iranian arms sales profits to the
Contra rebels
Or he, too. could blame a dead
man — the former CIA director —
for the transgressions of the IranContra affair. Such a claim might
be believeable to investigators
since Casey was superior in rank
to Poindexter.
Or he could say he simply never
forwarded North's memos to
Reagan, thus shouldering responsibility for approving the diversion
of funds to the Contras.
Poindexter is not the only official for whom North is presenting problems.
There is also McFarlane, who
testified solemnly that he was
forever cautioning his staff not to
solicit funds for the Contras from
third countries when a congressional ban was in effect.
"I never heard those instructions," North said, adding that he
once gave McFarlane a card bearing the number of a bank account
that could receive funds for the
rebels.
What of Meese? North said the
attorney general was aware
earlier than he has let on that the
plane that flew from Israel to Iran
in November 1985 carried HAWK
missiles, not oil drilling parts.
North also said that Meese attended a meeting a year later in which
officials drafted congressional
testimony for Casey saying that no
one in the government knew what
was on the plane.
Meese and Poindexter may yet
find a way out of their difficulties.
But for now, the man whom
many saw as the ultimate villain
in the drama appears not to fill
that role to the extent expected.
"I don't think there's another
person in America who wants to
tell his story as much as I do,"
North said last November as he
asserted his constitutional rights
to remain silent at an earlier investigative hearing.
More than one former high administration official probably
wishes North never got his wish.

(Cont'd from page 1)
In often emotional tones, he emphatically denied every making
"a penny" that wasn't his from the
dealings. He said donated
traveler's checks he cashed were
reimbursements for money he had
spent out of his own pocket for official business. But he did acknowledge making the
"grossest misjudgment" of his life
when he tried to cover up his acceptance of a $13,900 security
system for his house.
North was not apologetic about
his covert actions, particularly the
diversion of money from secret
Iran arms sales to aid the Contras.
By most accounts, the performance was effective.
"North was great," said Rep.
Jim Courter, R-N.J. "I believe
every word he said."
During Wednesday's testimony,
North said Shultz had come up to
him at a social gathering, put his
arm around his shoulder-and "told
me what a remarkable job I had
done keeping fhe Nicaraguan
resistance alive."
The State Department quickly
issued a statement saying Shultz
had offered only general and
limited praise to North, but was
not aware of his specific activities in Central America.
Similarly, when a Contra resupply plane was shot down last October, Abrams, the assistant
secretary of state for interAmerican affairs, called North
and asked him to see that the
bodies of Americans killed in the
shootdown were repatriated.
"I didn't seek the credit, and I
didn't want the blame," North
said. "I was simply willing to take
the fall, if somebody needed a
political scapegoat. That's what I
was willing to do."
North outlined a close working
relationship with Casey, one that
included detailed discussions of
how to aid the Contras. Casey suggested he set up an expense fund to
meet needs for ready cash, gave
him the ledger to keep track of the
money and told him to destroy it
last November when the operation
began to unravel, he said.
North said the original idea for
diverting Iran arms sales profits
to the Contras came from Iranian.
born businessman Manucher
Ghorbanifar, believed by the CIA
to be an Israeli intelligence agent,
during a conversation with him in
a bathroom at a meeting in
Europe early in 1986.
"I think it was a neat idea," he
said.
North, as he left after his second
day at the witness table, paused at
televisici cameras and expressed
"thanks to the tens of thousands of
people who have communicated
their support."
"1 am truly grateful," he said.
"I appreciate your letters,
telegrams and prayers. Please
don't stop."
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PERSPECTIVE
With allies
like these...
In the case of the huge Japanese firm Toshiba cynically
and illegally selling the Soviets high-tech machine tools
that allow Moscow to mass
produce super-quiet submarine propellers, it is hard to
say which is more outrageous: the initial offense or
the Japanese government's
response. Tokyo has refused
to punish Toshiba beyond indicting two minor company
officials and banning the firm
from trading with the Soviet
bloc for one year.
As in the Walker family
spy case, the greed of a few
individuals has seriously
damaged Western security.
Upgrading the allied anti-submarine forces in order to detect the new quieter Soviet
submarines will cost well
over $1 billion. The Toshiba
Machine Co., in conjunction
with Kongsberg Vaapenfabrikk, a state-owned firm in
Norway, knowingly circumvented international agreements to sell the machine

tools and computer technology to Moscow. Yet neither
Japan nor Norway has taken
serious legal actions to punish these firms.
The sale of militarily important high-tech gear to the
Soviets is supposed to be prevented by Cocom, a special
policy coordinating committee of the NATO allies and
Japan. Generally, it works.
But many high-tech items
continue to get through. The
United States, however, is
hardly better. Some American companies are pushing
for legislation that would
weaken these restraints.
On the contrary, these
trade restraints should be
tightened. Also, some serious
repair work is called for, and
a good place to start is Defense Secretary Weinberger's
suggestion that Japan join
with the United States to develop new, improved submarine detection gear. For the
Japanese, it is the least they
could do.

The White House
By W. Dale Nelson
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Whatever else he may or may not
have done, Lt. Col. Oliver North
appears to be guilty of an offense
many employees have committed
before him: he sometimes claimed to be closer to the boss than he
really was.
The former National Security
Council aide admitted as much in
his testimony before House and
Senate commmittees investigating the Iran-Contra affair,
testifying that he "exaggerated"
about a joke he told while leaving
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Garrott's Galley

Choking down the crow and admitting
Glendale's sidewalks great for walking
I must eat a little crow.
As they were building the new
Glendale Road — the three-lane
stretch between 641 South and 121
South — the original plans called
for a sidewalk along the north side
but none along the south side.
Those of us living along the north
side of the street felt we didn't want
the sidewalk. John Dale and his
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ congregation felt they would
like to have one along their side —
the south side.
They felt — and we agreed — a
sidewalk would be nice to go along
with their proposed new church
over that way. It will be going up
one of these days on the 20 or so
acres which used to be Dr. and
Mrs. Hugh Houston's homeplace.
This borders almost half the length
of the new road on its south side.
Those of us living along the north
side even went so far as to get up
a petition, asking that the proposed sidewalk be moved over to the
south side where it was wanted. We
all signed it, and sent it off to
Frankfort.
We didn't believe anyone would
use a sidewalk. We seldom saw
anyone walking along the old Glendale. We honestly thought the construction of one would be a waste
of state time and money, although
I don't know why we'd get up tight
over something like that. No one
seems to care much about things
like that.
When the word came back from
Frankfort, though, we learned we
were going to get not one, but two
sidewalks — one along each side of
the street.

Now that the road is finished and Once winter water gets under them
with sidewalks down along both and freezes, they're really going to
sides, I simply must admit the break up.
7/10-of-a-mile from 641 on the west
Too, there's about a 100-yard
to 121 on the east provides an ideal stretch on the brand new north side
place for a fellow to get in his walk- from which the finish already has
ing exercise.
flaked off, leaving a rough, unsightI've been walking the sidewalks ly appearance. I have my doubts if
on the new stretch for several mor- such a rough finish was in the
nings now, and it's just great for state's original plans. And, it's a
that. One complete loop — up one pretty safe bet that the good
old
side and back down the other from Commonwealth was
soaked top
any given point on the street —
dollar for what it thought would be
measures 1.4 miles. Two loops is 2.8 a much better job.
miles and so on. And, I'm never far
The walking fad may pass in
from home.
time, but right now I don't know of
Generally, I've been setting out a much better place to do your
on my walk about 5:15 in the mor- walking exercise without being
nings, and about the time I'm into bored doing it than along the new
my second loop, there are several Glendale sidewalks.
others — couples and singles — out
I see a lot of the same folks
walking the new sidewalks. Others, almost every morning passing on
I notice, get their walking and the way to work, and they'll wave
bicycling in late in the afternoon. — Lamon Lovett, Herman Ellis,
With exception of a 150-yard the Bunny Bread man on his way
stretch in front of the apartments to Big John's and the Lyons ElecJohnny Rickman built and original- tric truck.
ly owned at South 9th and Glendale,
I have to admit it. The sidewalks
the sidewalks extend along both on Glendale are great. Every street
sides. For some reason, no in town should be so lucky.
sidewalk was put down there, but
•••
that poses no problem — having to
I ran into Henry Bannon the
walk in the street along there — at other day over at Buddy Buckthat early hour.
ingham's place on Chestnut. I
see
hadn't seen Henry for a long time.
You can't help but wonder, In fact, I didn't know, until he
told
though, about the consistency of the me, that he had been gone from
quality of the concrete in the new Murray State, where he taught
sidewalks and even in the curbs.
voice, for a year.
Although they've only been down
Henry is an authentic Irish tenor,
for a matter of weeks — the ones on having come to this country from
the south side a little longer — Ireland. Before coming to Murray
already they're cracking up in State in 1967, the year before I did,
many'klaces. Just yesterday mor- he was singing professionally, apning, I counted 28 "squares" along pearing in operas all over Europe
the south side with cracks in them. and the states.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Paulette Hooks was crowned as
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair Queen at pageant. sponsored
by Murray Woman's Club in
cooperation with Murray Calloway Jaycees. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. She was crowned by last
year's queen, Kathie Broach.
Cindy Garrison and Kenneth
Dale Cleaver were married at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Murray Swim Team won 359 to
248 over Ohio County at a meet at
Murray-Calloway County Park on
July 7.
Twenty years ago
Boilerman Second class Irvin L.
Miller, USN, son of Mr and Mrs.
Claude E. Miller, is serving as a
crewmember aboard aircraft carrier USS Intrepiid in Gulf of Tonkin
off coast of North Vietnam.

Hollis C. Miller is the new
minister at'University Church of
Christ.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County School Board
at a meeting employed Bennie
Maddox as maintenance head;
William Everett Dunn and Clovis
Bazzell as mechanics: Eva Ross
as materials specialist; Helen
Hogancamp as lunch room supervisor; Bobbie Berrell and Frances
Johnson as music teachers.

Area chamber
hoping to net
poultry plant

Agree Or Not

That's what he's doing now, doing recitals in Irish music with the
Irish harp and singing professionally on his own. He lives in Seabrook,
New Hampshire, which is about a
40-rhinute drive north of Boston.
Why did he go up there to live, I
asked.
"I have always liked New
England," he replied, "and there is
a large concentration of Irish people in that area "
Henry was back in West Kentucky at the request of one of his
former Murray State students,
Charlotte Creekmore of Eddyville.
She had asked him to sing at her
wedding, which was Saturday,
June 27, in Eddyville. Her mother
was one of Henry's first students
when he came to Murray State.

Marriages announced- include
Linda Jeffs to Robert Earl Forsee,
June 9, at First Christian Church;
Nancy Stalls to William Balentine,
June 20, at Chestnut Street Tabernacle; Leah Caldwell to Paul Arnold Beckwith, July 1, at First
Baptist Church.

Letter To
The Editor

Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Cowherd, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerald Garrett, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Arant and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Duncan

By S.C. VanCuron

What direction will Wilkinson take?
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By M.C. Garrott

a meeting with President Reagan.
The record also shows disputes
about whether North hobnobbed
with Reagan at Camp David, had
frequent one-on-one meetings with
him in the Oval Office and slipped
in and out of a side door with no
record of his visits being made.
The extent of North's intimacy
with the president could be important as the committees seek to
discover what Reagan knew about
North's role in funneling funds
from secret Iranian arms sales to
help Contra rebels in Nicaragua.
Administration officials contend
that North's contact with the
president was slight, the normal
case for a relatively low-ranking
NSC official. But some accounts
by North and others suggest that
he has claimed a closer
relationship.
Take, for example, a meeting
North and Adm. John Poindexter,
then the president's national
security adviser, had with
Reagan in the Oval Office in the
summer of 1980. North talked
about it later with Gen. Richard
Dear Editor:
The Mayfield-Graves County Secord, a retired Air Force
Chamber of Commerce and the of- general involved in supplying the
fice of the Graves County Exten- Contras.
sion Agent for the University of
"Did you tell Gen. Secord that
Kentucky have been actively puryou and the president had joked
suing the possibility of having a about the fact that the Ayatollah
poultry processing plant locate in (Ruhollah Khomeini of Iran) was
Graves County. In order for this to providing funds to the Contras?"
become a reality the support of the House committee counselJohn
farm community is a must. Mr. Nields Jr. asked North on
Farmer, if you think you might be Tuesday.
interested in supplementing your
"I did not joke with the presiincome, contact your local farm ex- dent," he replied. "At the conclutension agent. or your local sion of that meeting, on leaving, at
Chamber of Commerce. We have a the door, as I recall, I said to the
questionaire for you to complete. back of Admiral Poindexter, 'It
Call today!
looks like the Ayatollah is going to
Bob L. Sims
have to help the Nicaraguan
President,
freedom fighters a little longer,'
Chamber of Commerce
or words to that effect. It was an
Mayfield, KY 42076
aside. I do not believe that the
F'RANKF'ORT — Where is he
the rate of about $2 million per
Bill Green
president could have heard it. And
coming from and where is he
week.
The new obligation is more
County Extension Agent
I exaggerated that to Gen.
going?
than is being paid off through preGraves County
Secord."
Democratic
gubernatorial
sent income and the debt just keeps
nominee Wallace Wilkinson has a
growing.
lot of people wondering about this
The problem with a special sesat this early stage after the
sion for just one thing of real imporBy Ken Wolf
The author was Victor Hugo primary.
tance isn't sufficient in the minds
Here is a phrase which most of us
The fall campaign probably
(1802-1885), author of Les
of legislators for a special session.
have heard and repeated — without
Miserables, currently a broadway won't heat up much until after
The revenue never reached
knowing the author.
play. Hugo also wrote the following Labor Day and there is no reason
budget expectations under Gov.
Nothing else in the
words which seem to balance the really, from a campaign standJohn Y. Brown Jr. and hasn't imworld...not all the armies...is
point, to reveal any plans he constatement above:
proved under Gov. Collins. Both
so powerful as an idea whose
templates putting into effect if he
A fixed idea ends in madness
have been forced to cut back to live
time has come.
is elected.
or heroism.
within the state's income.
In a public statement he has
Changing the states income tax
notified Gov. Martha Layne Collins laws to conform with the federal
and the legislature that he does not would bring in an extra $100 million
favor a special session to bring the
it is estimated. Without any change
WALTER I. APPERSON, Publisher
state's income tax laws into confor- in the state law, the state will get
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
mity with the new federal laws. His a windfall of about $60 million, it is
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager
reason for this is that it would mean claimed.
BARB PAYTES, Classified Manager
an increase in state taxes while the
Meanwhile, cities, counties and
ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager
federal taxes are going down in the school districts are hunting more
The Murray Ledger & Times (USPS 5015-11X1)
lower income groups
revenue. Under Kentucky's present
Wilkinson said he has campaign laws, these lower governments
The Murray Ledger & Times is pubilahed every afternoon except Sundays
July 4, Christmas Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
on a no-tax increase plank in his must seek permission from the
Newspapers Inc 1001 Whilnell
Murray. Ky 01771 Second Clam Postage
platform and intends to keep that legislature to levy new taxes
Paid at -Murray, Ky 42071
promise.
Under present taxing authority,
SLIBCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers It 00 per month
He did tell newsmen late last these minor governmental
payable In advance By mall in Calloway County and to Banton, Hardin
units
week that he would favor a special may receive only four percent
Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. Ky and Paris. Buchanan and Puryear
$48 00 per yeer By mall to other desUruitiorui 5112 50 per year
session to take care of the deficit more revenue from real property
To reach all departments of the newspaper phone TM-ISIS
situation
in the Workers Compen- each year than it did the year
The Murray Ledger & Times Is a member of the Aasociated Press. Kentucky
sation Law. The special fund is now before.
Proms Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
The Associated Press Is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Mur
about $11 billion in debt and new
Federal revenue sharing has left
ray Ledger & Times
obligatiotur are coming on board at cities and counties in desperate

Thoughts In Season
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straits in many cases when stopped. State, county, city and schools
never want to pass a local tax as
long as someone else above will do
it for them. That's why counties
now are looking to the legislature
for help. They are asking for new
taxing sources. The Court of Appeals upheld a lower court ruling
that counties with population less
than 30,000 cannot impose an occupation tax. Several have, but it
will not be of use to them unless the
law is changed by the legislature
Some have suggested extending
the sales tax to cities and counties,
permitting them to levy up to one
percent for local use. Some states
make this provision. Utility taxes
wouldn't be of much use in many
counties and small towns for
schools.
A lucrative source for the state
would be to extend the sales tax to
services as some other states have
done

Forty years ago
Official temperatures in Murray
as of noon today were a high of 80
and a low of 52.
Canneries now open at various
schools for the convenience of the
publicare at Alm° with Milton
Walston in charge: at Hazel with
Carman Parks \ in charge. at
Kirksey with J.H. Walston in
charge; and at Lynn Grove with
Hilton Williams in charge
Quava Clark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. M.O. Clark of Murray, is
an assistant recreational teacher
at Elmwood Park School,
Chicago, Ill.
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The legislature might b4 willing
to pass some form of a tax bill in
a special session. More time could
be given to the governor's program
in the regular session. Time to
forget would be important.
Legislators don't want to pass a tax
bill in a session that ends in midApril and run for office in Max'
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What was once distasteful
is now Wendell Ford's life
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Remodeling?
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Bring your materials
list in for our
Discounted Package
Prices!

All
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40% Off
Now!
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Masonry Waterproofer
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By Llsa S. Burke
As a youngster U.S. Sen. Wendell
Ford found the political arena
distasteful. "I grew up wanting to
be very much opposed to politics,"
said Ford.'My father was in it and
I saw a great many people come by
asking for things and pressuring
him "
Ford's interest in politics grew,
in part, from the lack of a golf
course in his hometown. "Some
people may say that it's a strange
way to get involved in politics,"
said Ford, "but I was in the
Jaycees and we didn't have a golf
course in my hometown. So we
leased 20 acres and built the golf
course."
Other community projects
followed, and in 1959 he began
working as chief administrative
assistant to GOY. Bert Combs. According to Ford, the more he
oreaThe involved in community
projects and local issues, the more
interesting politics began to
appear.
He was encouraged by local people to run for office, and he soon

found himself on the campaign
trail. After serving from 1965 to
1967 in the Ky Senate, as lieutenant
governor from 1971 to 1974, he was
then elected to the U.S. Senate.
Ford has been in Washington.
D.C. long enough to have gained
seniority and to have become chairman of the powerful Rules and Administration Committee. This 16
member committee has many
responsibilities including administration of the Senate Office
Buildings and Senate Wing of the
Capitol, allocation of money to
various committees, congressional
organization rules and procedures
and Senate rules and regulations.
Among other things, the committee
is also in charge of presidential succession, regulation of the Government Printing Office and the printing of the Congressional Record.
Ford serves on various other
committees including the Commerce, Science and Transportation
Committee. This committee is in
charge of many matters including
those which relate to the Coast
Guard, interstate commerce and
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HEBBRONVILLE, Texas (AP)
— Nineteen Mexicans rescued
from a railroad trailer and 141
found in two trucks in California
may be a sign smugglers are
cashing in on new immigration
laws, and officials fear "more
human tragedy" like the deaths of
18 in a Texas boxcar.
The 19 semiconscious men were
discovered Wednesday in a piggyback train-trailer where
temperatures reached 120
degrees, said Mario Ortiz, a
spokesman with the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service in Dallas.
"This could have been another
major tragedy," Ortiz said. On July 2, 18 aliens were found dead inside a boxcar near Sierra Blanca.
One man survived.
"I think the officers saved our
lives," said 23-year-old Pedro
Palma Bustamente, one of those
found in this ranching town 60
miles east of Laredo.
"They'll be deported, but not
before an intensive investigation,"
said Ortiz. "This is another smuggling case."
Eighty-five aliens found
Wednesday sealed inside a
tractor -trailer rig in San
Clemente, Calif., were sent back
to Mexico later in the day, said
John Day, a Border Patrol supervisor. Three are being held as
material witnesses against the
driver, who faces smuggling
charges.
Fifty-three aliens were found in
a tractor-trailer Tuesday in San
Diego.
The four incidents indicate that
smuggling of undocumented
workers across the border is on
the rise, said Ortiz. "This can't be
coincidental."
Reuben Bonilla, chairman of the
Mexican-American Democrats of
Texas, which opposed the new immigration law, said, -The big winner is the coyotes who earn more
money now by smuggling people
in.
"We're only seeing the tip of the
iceberg now. There will be more
human tragedy, not only in the hot
summer but also in the bitter cold
of winter."
The immigration law provides
for amnesty and the possibility of

eventual citizenship for aliens who assistant chief officer in San
have lived in the United States Diego.
since 1982.
"They called our agents over
Border patrol agents in Texas and they pounded on the sides.
report that the number of ill@gal People inside began hollering and
aliens arrested has decreased by screaming," Smithburg said.
35 percent to 40 percent since the
The aliens had been in the
new immigration law went into ef- trailer about four hours, and were
fect this spring, Ortiz said.
apparently bound for Los Angeles,
"You've got apprehensions that, 90 miles to the north, Smithburg
are going down, but maybe that said.
means it's a more lucrative time
for smugglers to put together
"The people inside were in pretmore loads," he said.
ty bad shape. Several of them had
:o be treated on the spot for heat
The 88 were found by California exhaustion, but nobody required
weigh-station inspectors on In- hospitalization."
terstate 5 who noticed liquid drippThe liquid was believed to be
ing from the truck, felt it and sweat and urine, he said.
found it "unusually warm," said
The driver said he was getting
Gene Smithburg, the patrol's free passage for driving,

ing good at your job involves staying in touch with the Kentuckians
who sent you to Washington. In
order to do that, he returns to Kentucky almost every weekend.
"After 12 years I've only missed
one or two weekends a year going
back to Kentucky," he said. Ford
said he also watches the mail very
closely and receives a log from
each district office every Monday
detailing calls and visits from his
constituents and reporting on individual constituent's problems being handled by his staff.
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Smithburg said. The others were
being charged $350.
The 18 found in Hebbronville had
stripped down to their shorts, Ortiz said. None required medical
help.
The men, ranging in age from 16
to 33, had been in the trailer about
four hours, said J J. Fulgham,
agent in charge of the patrol's
Laredo sector.
As in the July 2 tragedy, they
were locked in the trailer by a
smuggler before the Texas.
Mexican Railway train left
Laredo, he said. "It was 95
degrees outside, and easily 120
degrees inside by the time they
were found. If they had been in
there much longer, they would
have been dead."
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Former suspended judge Long
appointed to new post by Collins
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Samuel C. Long, one of only two
district judges to have been
suspended twice by the state
Judicial Retirement and Removal
Commission for misconduct, has
been appointed a circuit judge by
Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
The governor appointed Long, of
West Liberty, on July 2 to the 37th
Judicial Circuit, which includes
Morgan, Elliott and Carter
counties.
Jim Lawson, executive
secretary of the commission,
created 10 years ago to hear, in
private, complaints of misconduct
against judges, said Long is one of
only two judges to have been
suspended twice. The commission
has the authority to impose
penalties ranging from a private
rebuke to removal from the bench.
Complaints to the commission
seldom result in a suspension or
other public disciplinary action.
Lawson noted, however, that a few
district judges have been removed
from office by the commission and
a few others have resigned while
the commission was reviewing
complaints against them.
The commission first suspended
Long — for one year — in 1980

1985 Buick LeSabre Limited
1985 Buick Park Avenue
1984 Olds Cutlass Brougham
1983 Buick Regal
1984 Plymouth Voyager
1984 Ford Thunderbird
1983 Buick Electra
1982 Buick Skylark
1979 VW Rabbit
1979 Pontiac Bonneville
1977 Chevrolet Caprice

*Most of our pre-owned cars are local one
owner cars.
'Most '85, '86 & '87 models have remaining new
car warranties.
'Other models three years prior to model year
have 30 day or 1,000 mile warranties.
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Sen. Wendell Ford

Aliens survive trailer, truck ordeals
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highway safety.
He also serves on the Energy and
Natural Resources Committee
which oversees matters such as
petroleum reserves, international
energy affairs, natural gas pricing
and utility policies.
Although Ford has been in the city over a decade, friends and
associates who have known him for
years say he has not changed. Jim
King, staff director of the Rules
and Administration Committee,
has known Ford since 1960. "He's
older and wiser," said King, "but
still the same type of person I knew
in 1960. He's deeply concerned with
the issues facing his people and he
works extremely hard for resolutions."
Martha Maloney, executive
assistant to Ford, echoes the same
respect for him. Maloney has worked with Ford almost 10 years and
said he is very honest and loyal.
"Where others aspire to be president," said Maloney, "he's happy
being a senator and he's good at his
job."
Ford is quick to point out that hp.

"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern"
oLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-5315

when it ruled that he used his ofty of any judicial misconduct,
fice as district judge to protect the
despite the two suspensions. He
bootlegging industry in Morgan
declined to discuss specifics of the
County.
cases.
Long appealed that ruling to the
"I don't want to reopen old
state Supreme Court, which
wounds," Long said. "I would
upheld the commission's finding
point out in my behalf that I was
by a 4-to-3 vote but reduced the
re-elected after this (the suspensuspension to six months on a sions) became public. So the peotechnicality.
ple of my district — and now the
In 1983, the commission
judicial nominating commission
suspended Long for 30 days as a
— see no problem with my
result of his vacating four record."
drunken-driving convictions. Long
George Russell, _the exeCutive
ordered the cases set for new
assistant to Collins who oversees
trials, and later dismissed them
the handling of such appointwhen the complaining police ofments, said he did not know that
ficers did not appear in court.
Long was one of only two district
The commission ruled Long judges who had been suspended
''failed to exercise proper and twice by the commission. He said
responsible supervision over the
he was not sure whether Collins
prosecution of the cases ..."It said
knew that.
Long's actions "tended to underRussell said Long was one of two
mine public confidence in the in- candidates named by the district's
tegrity, impartiality and in- judicial nominating commission
dependence of the judiciary."
to fill the vacancy.
Long did not appeal the second
"We assume the nominating
suspension.
commission — which is comprised
The vacancy Long will fill was of the chief justice, local attorneys
created by the retirement of Judge and some laymen — nominates onRalph Walter. He will serve until ly qualified candidates," Russell
November, when a judge will be said.
elected to serve the remaining
Russell said state legislators
four years of Walter's term.
from the area and "other local
It was a step up the judicial lad- people who know the local scene"
der for Long, who has been elected were contacted."We spoke with at
district judge three times. His least seven, eight or nine people.
district covers the same three All approved of Judge Long,"
counties as the circuit court.
Russell said.
Long said in a telephone interRussell declined to identify the
view that he never felt he was guil- second candidate.

Sen. Kennedy suffers minor injuries
WASHINGTON (API — U.S.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy suffered
minor cuts Wednesday night when
a large tree fell on the road in front
of his car, an aide said.
The Massachusetts Democrat
had left a Senate session and was
being driven to his residence in
McLean, Va., when the accident
occurred about 9 p.m. on the
George Washington Memorial

Parkway.
National Park Service police
were investigating the accident.
Neither Kennedy, nor the driver
of the car, identified as aide
Michael Gavigan, required
hospital treatment.
Kennedy was treated at home
for minor cuts, according to an
aide who asked that his name not
be used

JEFFREY CEMETERY
(Located Highway 1 346 east of Dexter)

Homecoming, Sunday, July 12
Preaching by Rev Paul Bogard at 11 30 a m
—Basket dIrmor to follow—
Persons unable to attend to give donations for the upkeep
of the cemetery may mail them to
Marilyn McKinney, Rt. 1, Farmington, Ky. 42040
or to Jack Scott, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky. 42036
(With the lower interest rate on the certificate, more funds are needed at this time)
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Where &poi money went

WASHINGTON (API - Marine
scientists warn that even
minuscule amounts of a tin-based
paint used to keep boat hulls free
of barnacles and algae can kill and
deform fish and may endanger
seafood eaters.
Researchers testifying Wednesday before two subcommittees of
the House Merchant Marine and
Fisheries Committee urged
lawmakers to impose immediately tough restrictions on tributyltin,
or TBT.
The Environmental Protection
Agency has been studying the effects of the paint for 18 months,
but testing is continuing and any
federal restrictions will not be in
place until next year, said Douglas
D. Campt, director of the agency's
pesticide programs. Scientists
said a year or more of waiting is
"environmentally unacceptable."
"We have very little information on the potential human health
impacts of TBT, but it is well

In billions of dollars for 1986
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Boat paint poses danger to seafood eaters
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known that other organotin compounds are .. damaging to the nervous system," said Judith S. Weis,
a zoology professor at Rutgers
University in New Jersey. "Until
we know more about its potential
impact on human health, it would
be wise to restrict its input into the
diet."

hull-cleaning costs and $110
million IA fuel savings by reducing
the drag caused by barnacles and
other fouling organisms encrusted
on a vessel's hull
Congress, however, has for the
past two years blocked the Navy
from using the TBT paints.

The chemical can kill or deform
snails, clams, mussels, oysters
and salmon at levels well below
other toxic substances. For example, TBT kills blue mussels when it
is in water at a ratio of one part
per 10 billion, according to a subcommittee report.

Police halt march on Korean palace

TBT, however, is much more effective for boats than traditional
copper-based paints. The copperbased paints have a life of about
one or two years, while TBT paints
can last up to seven years.
The Navy, whicn wants to use
TBT paint, says it can save the
government $5 million annually in

DOE says uranium ban could cost up to $200 million in sales a year
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - The U.S. Energy Department says
employment at its enrichment plant in Paducah could be affected by a
ban on temporary imports of South African uranium.
The Paducah plant, which is owned by the Energy Department and
run by the Martin Marietta Corp., has 1,200 workers and is a major
employer in western Kentucky.
DOE estimates the ban on temporary imports, which came in a ruling
last Thursday by the Treasury Department on a new anti-apartheid law,
could cost its uranium enrichment program up to $200 million in sales a
year - about 124 percent of its annual sales of $1.6 billion.
The Energy Department cannot say for sure that a loss in sales will
occur, said spokesman Dan Butler, but if it does, "some adjustments to
DOE's current production and employment levels at Paducah, Ky.,
would have to evaluated."
Because of the plant's economic importance, a number of Paducaharea residents wrote the Treasury Department this spring urging it to
let foreign customers continue processing South African uranium in the
United States if its final destination was outside the country.
The 1986 anti-apartheid act banned the import of uranium ore and oxide from South Africa, but Kentucky Sens. Wendell Ford and Mitch McConnell argued that the prohibition did not apply to South African
uranium just passing through for enrichment, the process necessary to
prepare uranium for use in nuclear generators.
Last Thursday, the Treasury Department, which is in charge of

writing rules implementing the act, decided that interpretation was
wrong and banned any more temporary imports from South Africa, one
of the world's major uranium suppliers.
In a letter last spring to the Treasury Department, Jim Paxton, editor
of The Paducah Sun, said most of Paducah considers apartheid "an
abominable practice," and he agreed that effective sanctions require
some hardship.
"However the degree of hardship imposed on Americans MUST be
tempered by reason," he said.
Joe Ann Mallory of nearby Kevil, whose husband works at the enrichment plant, wrote, "The issue seems to be will the United States c.ontinue to sacrifice our lives and livelihood to make a point in someone
else's country."
In addition to the Paducah plant. the Energy Department also
operates a 1,990-employee enrichment plant at Portsmouth, Ohio, on the
Ohio River between Ashland and Vanceburg, Ky.
In its statement Tuesday, the Energy Department said some loss of
sales could occur immediately as the result of the ban. More customers
could drop out later if the initial loss forces the United States to raise its
enrichment prices to compensate, the department said.
It held out hope, however, that the United States will lose little or no
business, noting that South African uranium can still be brought into this
country if it is first converted in a third country to uranium
hexafluoride.

SEOUL, South Korea 1AP Police in armored cars blasted
tens of thousands of marchers
with tear gas Thursday when a
huge column tried to march
toward the presidential palace
during a procession for a slain student protester.
The police action came after the
government announced an amnesty for 2,335 people convicted of
anti-government acts. The
measure includes restoration of
civil rights for Kim Dae-jung,
South Korea's best-known dissident leader.
In Seoul, a huge column of marchers was trying to push its way
past lines of riot police when the
black armored cars opened fire
with multi-barrel tear gas launchers. Marchers fled in panic as
squads of police hurling tear gas
grenades pursued them.
The clash erupted in the city
center during a memorial for a
20-year-old student who died from

Virginia, Maryland. Maine,
Alaska, Michigan, Oregon,
Washington and North Carolina
have instituted restrictions on
TBT, and officials in California,
New York and New Jersey are
considering such restrictions, the
report said.

wounds received last month during a clash with not police.
Marchers shouted "Down with
the military dictatorship!" and
sang protest songs
The procession began at Yonsei
University, where a funeral was
held for Lee Han-yul. Lee's coffin,
draped with a South Korean flag,
was placed on the bed of a small
truck and the two-mile funeral
march began.
After the march, Lee's body was
to be taken by motor convoy to
Kwangju, his hometown 165 miles
to the south.
The mood was somber at the
funeral and many people wept and
prayed. Members of the mostly
student crowd wore black ribbons
of mourning.
One banner said "Let's take
revenge for Lee Han-yul," who
died Sunday after 27 days in a
coma. Students wore headbands
saying "down with the police who
kill democratic people."

NRC sets forth with four-month plan
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.(AP)The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has set a four-month schedule
to complete a special safety
review before the idled Sequoyah
Nuclear Plant can be restarted.
But the Tennessee Valley
Authority's nuclear chief says he
hopes the inspection can be finished before then so he is able to meet
an October target to resume
generation at the twin-reactor
plant near Chattanooga.
James Keppler, head of the
NRC's office of special projects

overseeing TVA, said Wednesday
that a final report on the review is
due Nov.-6.
"If everything is OK and there
are no other issues that could
preclude start-up, then we would
probably look for start-up at that
time," he said. "There are still a
lot of things left to do at this
plant."
However, TVA nuclear chief
Steven A. White said he remains
optimistic that Sequoyah's No. 2
reactor can be back on line in
October.

Wise elected new president of church

SNAPPER

HOLLAND, Mich. (AP - An
Oklahoma pastor, the Rev. Robert
Wise, is the new president of the
Reformed Church in America,
elected at the general synod here
of the 342 , 275-member
denomination.
The Rev. Wilbur Washington of

TRUCKLOAD
SALE

New York City was elected vice
president, the first black person to
win that office. He is pastor of
First Reformed Church in
Queens; Wise is pastor of Our
Lord's Community Church in
Oklahoma City.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Men Can Win by Following
These Rules of Dating Game
liner
r

LOW
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

Snapper 30' Rider with 8 h.p.
Motor & Manual Start

Snapper 30" Rider with
Electric Start & 8 h.p. Motor

s999
95

$1 149

It's a snap with

IIIAPPER
A division of Fuqua Industries
Sale Ends July 11

444_
LOW
MOIPTOLY
PAYMENTS

Snapper 21" Self-Propelled
Mower with FREE Bagger

Snapper Rear Tine Tiller
8 h.p. Motor Breaks Hard Ground

$39995

tongue and listen, but I cannot bear
to hear her constantly building him
up as a "saint."
Next month, my husband and I
are taking Mother on a vacation
trip to Europe. We planned this trip
long before my father's death. I fear
that Mother will continue to speak
in glowing terms of that terrible
man and I will lose control and spoil
a lovely vacation trip.
How can I prevent this?
THE TONGUE BITER
DEAR TONGUE BITER: If
you cannot tell your mother
what you've told me, write it in
a letter, or you'll need a vacation after your vacation.
I. •

DEAR ABBY: I am writing to
thank you for the most wonderful
piece of advice. My husband and I
had been having some rough times
in our marriage - we seemed to be
arguing all the time - and after
reading one of your columns that
sounded as though we could have
written it, we decided to do what you
suggested: "Talk it over with your
minister."
After several counseling sessions,
he told us that since Owe didn't get
along very well, maybe we were not
meant for each other. He was so
right. Soon after our counseling, my
husband and I got a divorce, and
now
I have never been so happy!
DEAR M.M.: You don't say
Although
'doesn't have anywhat line of work your father is
in, but he would have made a thing to do with my former marwonderful professional match- riage (really), I plan to wed my
minister shortly.
maker.
HAPPY IN HILO
•••

$94995

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St., Murray

DEAR ABBY: I am writing in
regard to "Lonesome," the man who
can't seem to meet any nice ladies
despite his -polite" approach. May
I give him some advice?
. I. When you see a lady you want
to meet, first try to establish eye
contact. If she smiles, approach her;
if she turns her head or acts as
though she doesn't want to know
you - look for someone friendlier.
2. Don't look for women in bars.
Go to the supermarket or attend a
college night class in sewing.
dancing or women's studies.
3. If the lady seems interested
enough to talk to you, don't dominate the conversation with babble.
Let her talk. You will learn a lot
about her.
4. Upon parting, if she hints that
she would like to see you again, ask
her for a date. (Take her phone
number and give her yours.) Women
hate touchy-feely stuff, so don't try
it on the first date unless you enjoy
being lonely.
Abby, if men could learn to read
the,. outWard, signs women give
them, there would be fewer lonely
men. A man has to be very dumb
not to know when a woman is
interested - and when she's not.
My father taught me the above
rules and I have never been without
a date, and neither have any of my
friends who have followed, my
father's words of wisdom.
M.M. IN MENLO PARK

753-2571
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DEAR HAPPY: Congratulations! But, Hoo-manawa-nui!
1)EAR ABBY. Recently my father (Translation: Wait a while passed away. Without going into take it easy.)
any of the unpleasant details, my
•••
father was a cruel and selfish man
who abused his family in every way
possible. My mother left him several
IFor Abby's booklet."How to Have•
times because of his abusive behav Lovely Wedding." send • cheek or
money order for $2.50 and • long,
ior.
stamped (39 rents). self add
Now that he is dead. Mother envelope
to: Dear At-bv, Wedding
speaks lovingly of him, and with Booklet, P.O.
Boa 447, Mount Morris,
much remorse. I can only bite my Ill (11054.)
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MURRAY TODAY
Burd-Edwards family has reunion
Descendants of the BurdEdwards family met for their
ninth annual reunion on Sunday,
June 28, at the Farmington community building
Old photographs were shown.
The invocation was given by
Lowell Smith.
Those attending were the
following:

Mr and Mrs. Lowell Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Riley, Mr. and
Mrs. Gratus Riley. Mr. and Mrs.
John Duncan, Ronald Duncan, Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Edwards,

Draffen, One Jean Scott.
Mr. and Mrs. John Clapp, Sarah
Clapp. Andrew Clapp, Cindy
Galloway, Christopher Galloway,
Mrs. Danny I Anna glood,

Mr. and Mrs. Homer Edwards.
Mrs. Vivian Adams, Mr. and Mrs
Dewey Edwards, Mrs. Martha
Draffen. Carla Draffen, Bryan

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dublin and
Jordyn. Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pickard
and Melanie and Megan and Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Rushing.

Brenda Call named for workshop
Brenda Call, who teaches physics
and mathematics at Calloway
County High School in Murray, is
one of 26 teachers selected from a
nationwide pool of candidates to
participate in the summer Institute
for Teachers of High School
Physics at Hollins College in

Roanoke, VA.
The workshop brings together
high school teachers and noted
authorities in chemical education.
The program combines lectures
with the opportunity to try new
ideas in the laboratory and with
computers. The workshop is spon-

Shrimp
Mforgre!

sored by E.I. duPont de Nemours
and Co. and the Link Foundaton
through the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation.
Call received her bachelor's and
master's degrees from Murray
State University.
Hollins is ope of Virginia's
leading liberal 'arts colleges with
nationally recognized programs in
creative writing and psychology.
The college enrolls approximately
1,000 students (850 undergraduate
women, 130 graduate men and
women ), has a strong international
focus, and emphasizes writing,
communications, and computers
across the curriculum.

Mtierray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Anniversaryt reception on Sunday
Dr. and Mrs. Jerrell G. White of
Union City, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, will be honored at a
reception in celebration of their
25th wedding anniversary on Sunday, July 12.
The event will be from 2 to 4
p.m. at Second Baptist Church,
Union City. Hosting the event will
be the deacons and wives of the Second Church, where Dr. White
serves as pastor.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend, but guests are requested to not bring gifts.
Dr. and Mrs. White were married June 8, 1962, at New Bethel
Baptist Church in Lyon County.
Mrs. White, the former Connie
Rogers, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Rogers; and Dr.
White is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas White, all of Lyon County.
They have three sons, Jeremy
White, Jared White and Jwain
White.
The family lived in Calloway
County in 1963-67 when pastoring
at Poplar Spring Baptist Church,
and in 1970-84 when pastoring
Memorial Baptist Church.

753-0881
CENTRAL
CENTER
7:00
9,00

WSW

ENDS TONITE - 7:00 ONLY
THE UNTOUCHABLES (R)
ENDS TONITE - 9:20 ONLY
WITCHES OF EASTWICK R
STARTS TOMORROW

HARRY and the
HENDERSONS

706
11:15
isi;1

Dr. and Mrs. Jerrell G. Whitc

Erkman and Huffget scholarships
Tonia L. Erkman and Angela L.
Huff, two 1987 honor graduates of
Calloway County High School, have
been awarded scholarships to attend Murray State University.
Miss Erkman will receive a $500
Achievement Scholarship and a
$400 William and Mary Curris
Scholarship for the 1987-88
academic year. The daughter of
Edward and Janice Erkman of
Murray Route 5, she will major in

political science at Murray State.
The recipient of numerous
academic awards. Miss Erkman
participated in the 1986 Governor's
Scholars Program and received a
Governor's Youth Merit Award.
She was selected for the Society of
Distinguished American High
School Students and earned a
Degree of Distinction from the
American Forensic League.
A member of the academic and

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
Dinner includes fried shnmp,golden-brown fish fillet,2 Southern-style
hush puppies,fresh cole slaw. natural-cut french fries, lemon wedge and
cock-tail sauce.

It's easy money.

150

ADVENTURES IN
BABYSITTING

Fish Sandwich, Fries
& Med. Drink

'299

Steven Spielberg's

INNERSPACE (PG)

TRY OUR DRIVE-THRU

3:0e
7106

ENDS TODAY 1:30 ONLY

A
CHIPMUAK ADVENTURE 101

CaptainIN
A great little seafood place.®
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
753-9383

—NEW ARRIVALS—
THE COLOR PURPLE • HANNAH 1.
HER SISTERS • LITTLE SHOP OF
HORRORS • MORNING AFTER
Mon.-1.0. 11...... 10 p.m.. Iwww 1 p.nr. 10 p.m.

°VIES TO SO
Chen Theatre Lobby

We are pleased to announce that
Kell! Pierce, bride-elect of Art
Heinz. has made her selection.
from our bridal registry for
decorative accessories.
Kell and .4rt will be married
4ug. 8, 1987.

Pier
imports
Bel Air Ouster

WAI:MART
IS HAVING A CRAFT DEMONSTRATION
Friday-July 10th-10 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Representatives from Accento Craft will be in our Murray Wal-Mart
demonstrating the Fun and Easy Way to create stained glass treas
ures

Standard Series of Stain A Frame 10x15"

Bird Series of Stain A Frame 11" Dia.
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chemistry teams, Miss Erkman
also participated in the Kentucky
Junior Academy of Science, the
speech and debate team, band and
the foreign language, Beta and pep
clubs.
Miss Huff will receive a $500
Gates F. Young Scholarship for the
1987-88 academic year. She is the
daughter of Bruce and Opal Huff of
Almo Route 1 and will major in
business to prepare for a career as
a certified public accountant.
She was named to the Principal's
Honor Roll and received recognition for her achievements in foreing language competition. Miss
Huff also received awards for attendance and her work as a library
assistant to an accountant. She also
taught Sunday school at her
church.
Achievement scholarships are
presented by the Office of School
Relations at MSU. The Curris and
Young scholarships are administered
by
the
MSU
Foundation.

Auxiliary
gets awards
at meeting
at Cookeville
AMVETS Auxiliary No. 45 at
Paris Landing received awards
and trophies at the state convention held June 20 in Cookeville,
Tenn.
Accepting the trophies and
awards on behalf of the auxiliary
was outgoing president, Jackie
Lee of Dexter.
The awards and trophies were
as follows:
First place in child welfare,
publicity, best attandane at State
Executive committee meeting and
auxiliry of the year;
Second place in community service and scholarship;
Third place in hospital.
Auxiliary members winning offices were as follows:
Jeanie Paschall, Puryear,
Tenn., first vice president; Angie
Gardner, Murray, second vice
president; Dorothy Edwards,
Buchanan, Tenn., chaplain;
Audrey Farris, Murray,
scholarship.
Auxiliary members attending
the dedication of the Dr. Benjamin
A. Moeller Jr. Spinal Cord Injury
Center at Memphis Veterans
Medical Center on June 25 at
Memphis, Tenn., were Angie
Gardner, Lynnette Ward, Audrey
Farris, Maxine Starks and Mary
Norwood.

Standard
Series

$5.83
Hwy. 641 North • Murray

This Demonstration Is At The Murray Wal-Mart, U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray, Ky. 42071

will be closed
July 3rd - 23rd
for vacation.
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Turley-Secrist wedding on July 18
Birthday reception to be at Kenlake
Mr. and Mrs. Daythel Turley of
Rt. 8, Murray, announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Lickiia
Carol, to Neal Perry Secrist Jr.
Mr. Secretist Jr. is the son of
Mrs. Eva Bloom and Neal Perry
Secrist Sr. of Cincinnati, Ohio.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Calloway County High School and
is now attending Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond.
The groom-elect is assistant
manager at Jett & Hall of
Richmond.
He is a graduate of Fairfield
High School, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
is attending Eastern Kentucky
University.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, July 18, at 3 p.m. at
First Assembly of God Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rowland
will be celebrating their 80th birthdays with a reception in the
Garden Room of Kenlake Hotel on
Sunday, July 19, from 3 to 5 p.m.
Mrs. Joye Rowland's birthday
will be on July 20 and Mr.
Rowland's will be on Oct. 5.
The event will be hosted by their
five children who are Edgar
Rowland Jr. and wife, Grace,
Ortenville, Mich., N.L. (Tupy )
Rowland and wife, Dot, Mrs.
Peggy Hendon and husband, L.J.,
and Danny Rowland, all of Murray, and Mike Rowland and wife,
Carol, of Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowland have
nine grandchildren and 10 greatgrandchildren.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rowland

Sykes reunion held at Paris Landing

Liddia Carol Turley and
Neal Perry SecristJr. to marry
They'll come to us and be
saying,
"Thanks for your prayers, patience and love
I'm going to listen to God
Almighty above."
————

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will meet
Saturday, July 11, at 5 p.m. at the
home of Gladys Jarrett on Rt. 5,
Murray.
This will be a cookout and
poetry reading. For more information and directions to the Jarrett home call 436-2390.
The event is open to all interested writers of all ages, according to Mrs. Jarrett, director. It
normally meets at the Calloway
Public Library but is changed for
this month.
Mrs. Jarrett has released some
of the poems written by participants in the potpourri as
follows:
GOD CARES
By Grace Matto:

Death knocked upon our door
one day
And took our precious child
away
Grief did fill our heart
Just when we began to mend
Death came and struck again
Tearing us apart.
But God does care indeed
He will supply our every need
An strengthen us each day
He's helping us face life again
And overcome the bitter pain
He leads us all the way.

The descendants of the J.F.
Sykes family held a reunion on
Sunday, June 14, at Paris Landing
State Park.
Those present are named by
families:
The W.D. Sykes family included
Vera Sykes Wallace, Roy Wallace,
Billy Frank Wallace, James R.
Wallace, Zela Wallace, Kelly
Wallace, Carol Wallace, Mrs.
Frank Sykes, Hazel Sykes Lancaster, Rebecca Sykes Wilford,
Joseph Wilford Jr., Walton T.
Wilford, Mary J. Simpson, Helen
Sykes Patridge, Robbie Sykes Littlejohn, Jim Littlejohn, Sara and
Kelly Kolb, Pat Sykes, Thomas
Sykes and Becky Sykes.
The Louie Sykes family included
Cleo and Ruden Sykes, Sara Mc-

HELP OUT THERE
By Mane Jarrett

I walked alone down a forest
trail
Oh my love, my wonderful love
I stubbed my foot upon a root
Just look what our love has
I arose to go with a sigh
given
•
I lifted my head far too high.
There's one for me and one for
I walked down a rocky bluff
you,
I bruised my foot upon a stone
It's quite a gift from Heaven!
I trudged forward in a huff
Buy
Felt illwinds of the gossips puffs
DUPIDEE
I walked down a modern street
DRUGS,DRUGS,DRUGS
through Showtime
And
slid heavily upon the
By Jeane Fry,
for only '19"
A Loyal Loving Mom
concrete
VHS
& Beta format
I tried to rise only to meet
Used the wrong way,
available.
A smile, a hand and then a
Ohef
All most every day.
t current titles
4.
voice.
A
I
also available.
Some people snort them,
I limped out into the sunshine
Offer expires July 14th
Some shoot them in their veins,
I felt that life's not all a bind
Others smoke marijuana,
I heard again the words true and
They say it makes them forget sweet
their pain,
753-7731
Dixieland Center
It me help you to your feet."
Kids start on drugs to impress
their peers.
The only thing is, they stay on
them for years.
If they only knew,
—Quality Furniture Grade P.V.C. Pipe—
The pain and suffering they put
their families through,
WILL NOT
The devil keeps on coaxing
RUST — CORRODE — PEEL — ROT
them,
NEVER NEEDS PAINTING
But if God they only kenw,
Available in White,
—Extra Cushions Available—
They'd tell the devil to stay in
Vanilla7
Tan
&
Grey
15 Color Selections
Hell:
"Grea
t
for
outdo
ors
—
beauti
ful indoors."
Their life was starting anew.
Open
9-9,
7
Days
a
Week
Perhaps if we keep on praying,
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Cuiston, Monty and Mark McCuiston, Mae McCuiston, Clint and
Lea Ann Boucher, L.A. and
Marlane Sykes, Mary Sykes Hutson and Susan Sykes.
The Harold Franklin Sykes
family are H.F. Sykes Jr. and
Ethel, Terry Sykes, Geraldine
Sykes, Michael Sykes, Jonette
Sykes, Marcie Sykes Hutchison,
Michael Hutchison, Matthew and
Megan Hutchison, Earl Ward
Sykes, Lyida Sykes, Norma Jean

Gov. Kay Orr is
Rotary member
LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) — Gov.
Kay On- says she's deeply honored
to have been inducted as the first
woman member of the Lincoln
Downtown Rotary Club.
"I'm looking forward to the day
when we as women have accomplished all the firsts there are
to accomplish," Mrs. Orr.
Nebraska's first woman governor
and the first woman elected as a
Republican governor in the nation,
said Tuesday.
Mrs. Orr was inducted as an
honorary member because she is
an elected official, said club program chairman Bill Palmer.
Elected officials cannot be fullfledged members.

C.J.'s Casual Furniture

Poor Farm Road
nu. w. of Hwy. 641)

Sykes DeJanette and Tom Sykes
DeJanette.
The Lillian Sykes Wofford and
Quinie Sykes Jones families are
also descendants.
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Blowing leaves,
Windmills spinning
Waving their goodbye
Green to brown
And then to earth
As someday, you and I.
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KY AM
By Lymaajoho

Sunbeams
Riding down
Kentucky mist
Cotton puffs
With moisture laden
Float upon the grass;
Dewy tare-clouds
Glisten bright,
Inspire morning light.
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TO MY LOVE
By Chris liarrlsos

Oh my love, my love my love
Come and spend an hour and a
day my love
And we'll be as happy as two
turtle-doves
Come away with me my love
Oh my love, my love my love
I've given you shape and you
swell my dear
And I love the way you toddle
here
Come and be mine forever dear.
Oh my love, my love my love
Seems like such a long time ago
When you were frightened as
never before
But still you loved me evermore.
Oh my love my precious love
The time so soon is here and so
I'll love you as I did once more
The fears will melt away I'm
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Chestnut Street Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2571
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KY SEPT
By Lymaajolta

?TN

Southside Shopping Center
753-6798

A Great Family Tradition

753-7810

We are pleased to announce
that Kelli Pierce, bride-elect of Art
Heinz, has selected
her
Reyereware cookware, Bakers
Secret bakeware, small appliances, and Echo cutlery set
from our bridal registry
Kelli and Art will be married
August 8, 1987
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Coming community events are announced
Thursday, July 9
Calloway County La Leche
League will meet at 7 p.m at
home of Sharon Hart, Highway 94
West. For information call
759-1647.
————
Roger Harden, former UK
basketball star, will speak and
The Neighbors Quartet will sing at
7 p.m. at Enon Baptist Church,
Highway 339 near Wingo.
————
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp,
Sons of Confederate Veterans, will
meet at 7:30 p.m. in fellowship
hall of First United Methodist
Church, Mayfield. For information call 1-653-5951.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Thuriday, July 9
Bingo will be at 1 30 p.m and
free square dancing at 8 p.m. at
Keniake State Park.
————
Palestine United Methodist
Church will have Vacation Bible
School at 7 p.m.
————
Vacation Bible School will be at
6.30 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
————
Murray Single Connection is
scheduled to meet at 7.30 p.m. in
third floor classroom of Educational Building, First United
Methodist Church. For information call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen
at 435-4143.

Thursday, July 9
Murray Chapter No, 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
Masonic Temple.
————
-Summer Showcase" will be
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
State University.
---Friday,July 10
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
Twilight Golf with Jerry and
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor Ethelene McCallon as hosts is
Lakeside Singers will perform
classroom of Murray-Calloway scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at Murray
at 8 p.m. at Kenlake State Park.
County Hospital.
Country Club.
————
————
Scouts on Tour will give a
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
Reservati
ons
at $10 per person
preview at 6 p.m. at Hillman
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior for Training School/University
Ferry in LBL and a full perforCitizens' Center at Benton. For in- School Reunion for Aug. 1 at Curmance at 8 p.m at Kentucky Dam
formation call 753-0061. 762-3399, ris Center, Murray State UniversiVillage State Park.
753-7764 or 753-7663.
ty, should be mailed today to Office of the Dean, College of Education, Murray State University,
Murray. 42071-3305.
————
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Second day of "55-Alive/Mature
Driving" class will be at 9 a.m. at
Sizes 4 thru 46
University Branch of Bank of Murray. For information call 753-1760.
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
MAYFIELD SHOPPViC PLAZA
————
2474449
Lakeside Singers will perform
at 8 p.m. at Kentucky Dam Village
State Park.

-

Summer Maternity Wear

20-50-75%
Off Regular Price

Gourmet Galley
presents

"A Special Touch"
A Flower Design School
by Mark Foshee
Mississippi Floral Designer of The Year

Select Your Own Flowers &
Containers available at the
Setnimar and let Mark
Custom Design for you!

A Seminar and Luncheon from 9:30 - 3:30 p.m.
at the Irvin Cobb Ballroom in Paducah
Monday, August 3, 1987
Call 442-2254 for ticket information.
2008 Broadway

Paducah, Ky.

Friday, July 10
Saturday,July 11
Scouts on Tour will give a
Apostolic Pentecostal Doctrines
preview at 6 p.m. at Piney Camwill start at 7 p m. at Lake-Land
pground in Land Between the
Apostolic Church, 402 Sunbury CirLakes and a full performance at 8 cle. For information
call 759-1602.
p.m. at Parts Landing State Park.
————
————
Homemade ice cream and cake
Elm Grove Baptist Church will supper will be served
starting at 5
have Vacation Bible School at 6:30 p.m. at Martin's
Chapel United
p.m.
Methodist Church.
————
————
Palestine United Methodist
Writers' Potpourri will have a
Church will have Vacation Bible cookout and poetry reading
at 5
School at 7 p.m.
p.m. at home of Gladys Jarrett.
————
For information call 436-2390.
Laryngectomee Support Group
————
will meet at 4 p.m. in private dinW.K.C.R.A. Motorcycle Races
ing room of MurnikCalloway will start at 7 p.m. at
Jaycee
County Hospital.
Fairgrounds. Track will open at
————
5:30 p.m. for practice.
"Picnic" will be presented by
————
Community Theatre at 8 p.m. in
Car Wash, sponsored by Student
Playhouse in Murray-Calloway Alumni Association of Murray
County Park. For information call State University, will be from
10
759-1752.
a.m. to 2 p.m. in parking lot of
————
Hardee's.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
————
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
Men's Club Medal Play Cham10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
pionship and Seniors Tournament
————
will start at Murray Countr Club.
"Summer Showcase" will be
————
presented at 7:30 p.m. in The
National Boy Scout Museum will
Stables, Curris Center, Murray be open from 10 a.m. to
7 p.m.
State University.
————
————
Lakeside Singers will perform
Day Camp for 7 to 9 year-olds at at 8 p.m. at Lake Barkley
State
First Baptist Church will start at 9 Park Lodge.
a.m.
————
Scouts on Tour will give a
Events in Land Between the
preview at 6 p.m. at Camp Energy
Lakes will include Skywalk at 10 in Land Between the
Lakes and a
a.m. ad 2 p.m., Magic of the Night full performance at
8 p.m. at Lake
at 12 noon and 4 p.m. and StargazBarkley State Park.
ing at 9 p.m. at Golden Pond
————
Visitor Center; Iron Industry at
Annual members' meeting of
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2 Cooperative Corporation will
be at
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center. 2.p.m. at Carlisle County
Elementary School, State Aid Road,
Square and round dancing with
Bardwell.
music by Sharecropper will be
————
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Calloway County High School
Roller Rink.
Class of 1967 will have 20-year reu————
nion at Curris Center, Murray
Greater Paducah Area Chapter
State University.
147 Parents Withhout Partners
————
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at River Ci"Picnic" will be presented by
ty Eagles, North 13th Street,
Community Theatre at 8 p.m. on
Paducah. For information call
deck at Playhouse in Murray1-442-6281.
Calloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
Saturday,July 11
————
Singles' Class of Seventh and
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
Poplar Church of Christ will have
p.m. at American Legion
a potluck at 6 p.m. at home of BetBuilding, South Sixth and Maple
ty Nanny.
Streets.
————
———
AMVETS Post 45 Ladies AuxEvents in Land Between the
iliary will have rummage sale
Lakes will include Skywalk at 10
starting at 8 a.m. in parking lot
a.m. and 2 p.m. and Magic of the
behind the post home on Highway
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at
79 at Paris Landing.
Golden Pond Visitor Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. ant 1:30
————
Informal series of studies of
p.m., Muzzleloading Rifle Match
,CENS

Welcome Ho lie
-
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A national tribute to the Vietnam veteran.
ANITA BAKER • JAMES BROWN • GEORGE CARLIN • CROSBY, STILLS AND NASH • NEIL
DIAMOND
JOHN FOGERTY • PETER FONDA • THE FOUR TOPS • JAMES INGRAM • BEN E. KING
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON • RICARDO MONTALBAN • JOHN RITTER • LINDA RONSTADT • JON
VOIGHT

The Lettermen
July 11 - 8 & 10 p.m.
Show Only
Dinner & Show

'1050

Rita Coolidge
July 25 — 8 & 10
Show Only
Dinner & Show

521 00

Gary Puckett
& the Union Gap
July 17 8. 18
Op m & 8 8. lop

Show Only
1 1 05°

521 00

'105°

Dinner ',Show

*21"
•resen Ing

Red Skelton
Sat. Aug. 15th
For more iniormatIon call

Executiv• In 1-800-592-3481

Call for information on weekend specials

See It
This Month
Only On

H

wit, 8',
.1.1 i 8000
LAI Fre,
'800 592 348 I
P,Itill1 Or K.

Stanley Walker !Vilely • Timeout • No Cover

•

Take an EXTRA

so ofto ID) MUNI.
,It
1111511 I Ilsf Ifftio

July 19,
23, 25, 28
and 31st

•

As A Special Tribute To The Vietnam
Veteran Murray Cablevision will give you
0 Hook-up to HBO or Cinemax and
A '5'
Donate The Hook-up Fee To the KY Vietnam Veterans Memorial. You Hook-up
For '500 and help Show Our Vets That
We Care!!!
Bel-Air Center

4

CABLE
VLSI N

MAURICES
Doesn't Cost A f

753-5005

HURRY, OFFER EXPIRES 7-31-87

111.11111.1

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Murray-753-9617
Open: 10 a.m.-9 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 1 p.m.-5 p.m Sun

Saturday,July 11
at 130 p.m. and Evening at the
Homeplace at 7:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Home Canning
and Pickling at 1 p.m. at Empire
Farm; Summer Fishing and
Smoking Fish at 1 p.m., LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. and Night Visual
at 8:30 a.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center.
— - -Sunday,July 12
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m
————
Second day of Men's Club Medal
Play Championship and Seniors
Tournament will be at Murray
Country Club.
————
Couples' Tennis will be at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Jeffrey Cemetery, located on
Highway 1346 east of Dexter, will
have its annual homecoming.
————
Lena G. Haley will present a
piano recital at 2 p.m. at Scotts
Grove Baptist Church.
————
Dr. and Mrs. Jerrell White,
formerly of Murray, will be
honored on 25th wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 4
p.m. at Second Baptist Church,
Union City, Tenn. Guests are requested to not bring gifts.
————
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
"Picnic" will be presented at 8
p.m. by Community Theatre on
deck of Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 759-1752.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Skywalk at 10
a.m. and 2 p.m. and Magic of the
Night at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center; Iron
Industry at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. and Buttermaking at 2:30
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850; Exotic Fish Smoking at 1 p.m. and
LBL Wildlife at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center; Hare
Raising Business at 3 p.m. at Empire Farm.

Historical Group
elects officers
at Seven Seas

President Ted Vaughn presided
for the last time at the final
meeting of the 1986-87 fiscal year of
the Jackson Purchase Historical
Society recently at the Seven Seas
Taking office to replace the Murray resident for 1987-88 is Benson
Blackie of Benton-Fairdealing in
Marshall County. He has served the
past year as vice president and
president-elect.
Named to the same position for
the coming year is Mrs. Nelson
(Betsy) Hudson, senior vice presi'',,dent of the Bank of Benton. Mrs.
Hudson's husband is a painting
contractor. They have two
children: Debbie, a graduate of
Murray State employed by South
Central Bell, and Dan, currently a
student at Murray State.
Betsy is a graduate of Benton
High School. She attended FCC and
Murray State and has received
diplomas from the American Institute of Banking, the Graduate
School of Banking at the University of Kentucky, as well as the
University of Wisconsin School of
Banking.
Mrs. Hudson has served two
years as president of the Paducah
Area Chapter of the American Institute of Banking and is now a
member of the Board of Governors.
Very active in school, church, and
community affairs, she is in charge
of operations and human resources
at the Bank of Benton under president Frank Nichols. The Hudsons
live in Benton on Merrywood Drive.
Other officials re-elected to serve
the JPHS for the coming year are:
Mrs. Helen Wilcox of Murray,
editor of the Journal, the 1987 edition of which is now being
distributed; Prof. William E.
Wilson of Sledd Creek and Water
Valley, Tour Director; Dr. Ray
Mofield, publicity; and Miss
Margaret Heath of Benton, longtime secretary-treasurer.
Mr. Wilson reported tentative
plans for the group to take its October trip to Oxford, Mississippi in
the Faulkner area.
The suaker for the, day's luncheon meeting was Dr. Ken
Carstens of the Murray State Archeology Department, who summarized his research on Ft. Jefferson to the point of naming many of
the persons who served there in
1780-81.
The group voted to keep dues at
$8 for single and $10 for family
memberships. Additional copies of
the Journal are available at $3 each
for the 124 page Fifteenth edition.
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Wingo Class plans reunion
The 10-year reunion of the Wingo High School Class of 1977 will be held
Saturday, Aug. 22, at the Executive Inn, Paducah. Those who have
received registration forms are reminded that July 31 is the reservation
deadline. For more information contact Dolly Shelton Puckett, Rt. 1,
Wingo, Ky. 42088.

Reed twins born on Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Reed of Rt. 1, Sedalia, are the parents of twin
babies born on Monday, July 6, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
They are a girl, Krystal Hope, weighing four pounds 13 ounces and
measuring 1814 inches, and a boy, Cory Wayne, weighing four pounds
nine ounces and measuring 1814 inches. The babies are now in the Inten-

Christopher Padgett, Patrick
Rowland awarded scholarships
Christopher E. Padgett and
Patrick F. Rowland, members of
the class of 1987 at Murray High
School, have been awarded
scholarships to attend Murray
State University.
Padgett, son of Earl and Martha
Padgett of 1309 Kirkwood, will
receive a $500 Achievement
Scholarship and a $300 Department
of Physics Scholarship for the
1987-88 academic year. He will major in engineering physics at the
university to prepare for a career
in electrical engineering.
An honor roll student, Padgett
lettered in football, basketball,

Zhou Lie-Min
gets Asiatic
Scholarship
Zhou Lie-Min of Shanghai, China,
has been awarded the first $2,000
Norris Asiatic Scholarship for the
1987-88 academic year at Murray
State Unviersity.
Lie-Min, who is enrolled in the
master of business administration
program at Murray State, received his undergraduate degree from
the Shanghai Foreign Language
Institute.
Lie-MM and his wife, Jin Shao,
are the parents of a two-year-old
son, Ge Zhou. Lie-Min's parents are
Ren-Yi Thou and Gui-Lin Huang of
- Shanghai.
The scholarship was established
by Ed Norris of Kingsport, Tenn.,
and is administered by the MSC
Foundation.

baseball and track and was a
member of the All Western Kentucky Conference. He was also a
member of Future Business
Leaders of America and the
French Club.
Rowland will receive a $500
Achievement Scholarship and a
$300 Department of Physics
Scholarship for the 1987-88
academic year. The son of Joel and
Brenda Rowland of 1703 Audubon,
Rowland will major in engineering
at Murray State.
The honor student was selected
for Who's Who Among American
High School Students and the Society of Distinguished American High
School Students.
A four-year member of the Murray High Tigers football team,
Rowland also served as a girls'
softball coach for the MurrayCalloway County Parks Association and played on his church softball team.
A member of Hi-Y and the Latin
club, he is active in his church, participating in the youth choir and
youth group.

sive Care Unit at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, and listed
in stable
condition. The mother is the former Melissa Charles.
Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Charles of Sedalia and Mrs. Betty
Reed of Murray
and the late Bill Reed. Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Anna Ellison of
Murray, Mrs. Effie Dunn of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Charles
Sr. of Puryear, Tenn.

Alan Michael Miller gets degree
Alan Michael Miller received the bachelor of arts degree in English
from the College of Arts and Sciences at Tulane University, New
Orleans, La. Commencement exercises were held May 17. Miller is a
1083 graduate of Calloway County High School. He is the son of Dr.
Michael G. and Phyllis Miller, Ht. 2, Murray.

PW'P Chapter plans events
Greater Paducah Area Chapter 147 of Parents Without Partners
will
meet Friday. July 10, at the River City Eagles on North 13th
Street.
Paducah. Dinner will be served at 6:30 p.m and dancing will start
at 9
p.m. For more information call 1-442-6281.

State convention at Paducah
The American Legion and American Legion Auxiliary will
hold their
state convention at the Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah
,starting Friday. July 10, and continuing through Sunday, July 12.
Registration will
begin at 8 a.m. Friday.

Larvngectomee group will meet

Crafts show planned at Fenton

Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday, July'10, at 4 p.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for
laryngectomy patients and their families. The group will share ideas, information and encouragement to new laryngectomees and their
spouses. The class is coordinated by Dixie Hopkins, speech patholgist,
and Gale Cornelison, L.S.W.

An arts and crafts show will be held Saturday and Sunday, July
18 and
19, at the Air Strip at Fenton, just across the Eggners Ferry
Bridge on
Highway 68, Land Between the Lakes. This show will be sponsore
d by Xi
Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority. Dealers and
exhibitors
from all over the United States will be featured at the show.
Proceeds
will be donated to Murray-Calloway County Need Line.
The public is invited to attend this special arts and crafts show.

Martin's Chapel plans event

Auxiliary plans rummge sale

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church, located off Wiswell Road
on Martin's Chapel Road, will have a special event on Saturday, July 11,
at 5 p.m. at the church. Homemade ice cream and cake will be served.
The public is invited to attend.

AMVETS Post 45 Ladies Auxiliary of Paris Landing will have a rummage sale on Saturday, July 11, beginning at 8 a.m. at the prking lot
behind the host home on Highway 79. All members who wish to donate
clothing or other articles should bring them to the post home before
Saturday.

Class of 1972 to meet Monday
Members of the graduating class of 1972 of Calloway County
High
School will meet Monday, July 13, at 7 p.m. in the classroom of
Johnnie
Stockdale at Murray Area Vocational School. The purpose
of the
meeting will be to see it if there is enough interest to have a-15-year
reunion this year. All interested class members are invited to
attend and for
information call Stockade at 492-8843, or Debbie Doron at 435-4537.

Summer Clearance

Sale

Study series at Lake-Land
An informal series of studies of Apostolic Pentecostal Doctrines will
be Saturday, July 11, at 7 p.m. at Lake-Land Apostolic Church, 402 Sunbury Circle, Murray. Materials will be available. The lecture will be approximately 40 minutes followed by a question and discussion session.
For more information call 759-1602.

Pine Ridge
Steak House
Hwy. 79

50% 60010 750Io

——
1

off

Storewide

Dover, TN

61 5-232-6654

tt,rme t

Special (with this ad) $200
off

Prime Rib
•Gift Baskets
.andie
•tiug2r & Salt —
Free (...2nd
c Sh p 1

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, KY
502-759-1733

We'll be celebrating all
month with fantasti movie &
appliance specials! Come on
in and join in the celebration!

(While merch lasts)

Or Order From Our Menu
Prime Rib
Fried Shcmp
Filet Mignon
Catfish Filet

Seafood Platter
New York Strip
Stuffed Flounder
Steak & Lobster
Chicken Cordon Bleu

Rib Eye
Boiled Shrimp
Ground Sirloin
Lobster Tails

Open Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 5-10

COUPON — CLIP THIS AD

Sunday 1-8

Mal flrld Plazi
Mayfield. KY 42(Kl6
.!17 ramo

y

fit r cre

Meo's Wear &

TWO LOCATIONS FOR
YOUR CONVENIENCE
Mon. - Sat. 9:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M.
Sun. 1:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Olsmplc Plaza
Munn, KY 42071
753 3511

.
Eatigt4p).

rran

ij

Tuxedos

Welcomed

Mal

Jr. & Missie Apparel

All

( Movies

Endless Summer
Junior

The Fitness
Finesse Way

$39.95
Blank
Tapes

$4

Each

Endless Summer
Special

Tone Up
The Easy
Way
We welcome all
past customers
of California
Concept to visit
our facilities
and toneup,
the Fitness
Finesse Way.

$89.95

It's Fun!
It's Easy!
Call For An
Appointment

Unlimited Tanning
3 months-1 visit/day

$224"
*52* Free Movie
Rentals With Purchase
of any VCR!

Beat The Heat And Take Advantage
Of Our Endless Summer Specials
Only At
Open M-S, 10-9; Sun. 1-5
HOME
Central Shopping Center
753-7670
753-4663

TV & APPLIANCE

Wolff System Tanning Center
Olympic Plaza

753-WOLF

-
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Peter
Gott, M D

Scar tissue
is unavoidable
DEAR DR GOTT - What is postoperative scar tissue' Can it be
prevented'

THURSDAY. JULY

DEAR READER
Scar tissue
normally accompanies any healing
injury The reasons for this are not understood, but it 13 a natural reaction
Some patients tend to develop excessive scar tissue called keloid, which
usually has to be surgically removed
Theoretically, any scar preventive
would interfere with the healing process I am not aware of any reliable
technique or medicine that would
simply and safely reduce scarring
DEAR DR GOTT - What is your
opinion of foods from the nightshade
family being the cause of arthritis'
DEAR READER - No reputable

•

VC
V Check
'4(NC Our Reduced
.,/
Summer Prices!
V
oisc.v.,
[13A -1 '4111) ...

./t.V

Summer Dress Clearance

15.00 * 20.00 * 25.00
Reg. To 59.99
Junior, Misses & Halfsizes. Assortment of
fashion styles & colors.

V Print & Jam Shorts
Reg. To 12.99

5.99

7.99

V Camp Shirts
Reg. To 16.99- Assorted stripes & solids.

IOW

scientific study has indicated that
foods, Including those from the nightshade family can cause arthritis The
most common form of arthritis. Qsteoarthimis. is dtre-re' the gradual
wearing down of joint surfaces because of aging
DEAR DR GOTT - Food sometimes gets stuck in my esophagus Xrays show that two spurs on the inside
of the spine are pushing on the esophagus. The doctor does not know how to
treat this. Do you have any ideas'
DEAR READER - You need to
see a gastroenterologist In rare instances, arthritic spurs on the upper
spinal column can press on the esophagus, causing an obstruction Pieces
of poorly chewed food can become
stuck or can be difficult to swallow in
these circumstances If, in the gastroenterologists opinion, the spurs are
the cause of the problem. you may be
a candidate for surgical removal of
the spurs.
Because the operation is tricky and
most people prefer to avoid surgery
that is not absolutely necessary. the
specialist may be able to suggest alternative treatments For example.
careful chewing of your food and attempting to avoid swallowing large
chunks may be all that is necessary to
relieve your symptoms
DEAR DR. GOTT - I had a series
of shots for some of my allergies. and
then was given drops to put under my
tongue. How effective are the drops;
DEAR READER - Are they working? How are your allergies? Desensitization shots are usually more effective in controlling allergies, but if the
drops work for you. fine I'm not
aware that the drop method is generally useful in treating allergies.
Dr. Gott'S new Health Report on
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE discusses
symptoms. management and new
studies of this tragic and irreversible
disease. For your copy. send, $1 and
your name and address to P.O. Box
91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428. Be
sure to mentilln the t'itle.

Hog market
Federal-State Market Sews Senice July 9, 1997
Kentucky Purr
-base Area Hog Market Report In
duties 0 Buying Stances Receipts' Act. 796 Est.
Barrows
81 Gilts .50-75 Higher. Sows
IMO
steady-1.110 lower.
$112.00 moeUy 62.50
US 1.2 739-260 lb..
$60.00.62.110
8 I-! 2011-214 lb..
141.50421.00
S 2-i 22.-2150 lb..
110.50-61.50
S 3-4 280210 lb..
Sows
247 00 414.50
1 2 270360 Ibis
few 49.00
$44.90-47.50
IS 1 3 909460 lb..
943.00-45.00
S 1 3 460-590 lb.
$4.3.00-45.00
S I 3 500.1150 lb..
241.00-43.00
S 2 9 3005110
Boars 930.00-43.00

7.99

showtime

9.99

V

Droeland Center

753-773'

\-----__-_,
: /-----_--..--J_,---:,. 7
-- ,_
- .
)) Homeplace Family Restaurant
/ 10 oz. Rib Steak

Better Cotton Sweaters

Burke said the utility had more
than 300 people working 16-hour
shifts to repair the damage to
power lines, much of it in eastern
Jefferson County.
"The damage is quite severe,"
she said.
Some residents without power
became angry when crews passed
them by, but Ms. Burke said the
most severe outages and healthcare facilities without power were
being served first.
Meanwhile, dry ice was shipped
in from Indiana, Illinois and Ohio
and sold at three area high
schools. The 30-pound blocks can
keep food cold for two to three
days.

Local businesses with freezer
space also offered to store food for
people without power.
Many residents with health problems and no electricity were calling county government for help,
said Molly Leonard, coordinator
of neighborhood services.
Calls ranged from people who
need to keep prescription
medicine refrigerated to elderly
people who can't use a manual can
opener, she said.
A series of severe
thunderstorms hit Louisville and
other areas of the state both Sunday and Monday. High winds, with
gusts reaching 79 mph, caused
most of the damage.

Reg. To 23.99-

12.99

Fashion Skirts
Reg. To 26.99-

21-Piece Shrimp Dinner

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, JULY 10, 1987

Gte

ter

$325

•-,:.01*

475

difik

"Nationally Advertised" Coordinates

50% To 70% Off

V

V
s

Sunglasses

Take An Additional
Handbags
Reg. To 11.99 -

35% Off
5.00

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

"Plus Size" Department
V Summer Tops
5.99 * 7.99 * 9.99
Reg. To 16.99 - Assorted Summer Tops
V

Summer Blouses

5.99 * 7.99 * 9.99
Reg. To 16.99
%/Fashion Pants & Skirts

15.99 Reg. To 27.99
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.
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V "Nationally Advertised" Swimsuits

40% To 60% Off
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ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Though some' progress will be
You'll probably feel inspired by the
made today, you may have a hard Muse today,
but you shouldn't take
time juggling, home interests with everyone
Assorted stripes, solids
into your confidence. Good
'Includes choice of potato, tossed
$475
career requirements. Some feel ideas are
& many fashion styles. S.M.L.
sometimes stolen. Watch
1 salad & french bread
imposed upon.
out for being gullible.
l
TAURUS
SAGM'ARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) •
giwa
Even though others are polite, they
*Includes choice of potato, cole
Don't be talked into going against
may not be sincere'. You can count on, your common
slaw and hushpuppies
Exciting styles & Fashion
sense. Today you could
a partner. hut in other relationships be easily duped
colors. Junior & Misses sizes.
in money matters.
Specials Good Thurs.-Sat. July 9-11th
you may not be getting the complete Whether it's a sob story
or a scheme,
story.
be on guard.
)
GEMINI
*CHECK OUR DAILY SPECIALS.
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
ALL YOU CAN EAT
You'll be satisfied with your progEither you or a close tie is not
Boneless Fish
/
*Every
ress with a work project, but you may being candid. It's
not necessarily a
or
*Ocean Pacific * Sassafrass * Dippers*
Thurs., Fri.
find it difficult to say no to another's deception. One
..........:•;f±:
of you could be
Catfish
Steaks
iir°-- '.
request. Be careful about financial uncertain about
& Sat Evening
*Hang Ten * Cole Of California
how you really feel
interests today.
about a romantic involvement.
*Robby Len * LaBlanca
(
I 1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
/-<---\._N___`-'
Trying
.to fathom out another's
_---if----\\
- ,_---/-YZ., ------------,
Your heart often reaches out to
motives can leave you even more those in need, but
be careful today
confused Not all is clear where that your latest
charity is 'not just
romantic feelings are involved. Plea- another way
to part you and your
*Alfred Dunner * Cos Cob * Thackery *
Sure pursuits though are favored.
hard earned money.
LEO
*Hang Ten * Tomboy * Pandora & Many
PISCES
sow
(July 2:3 to Aug. 221
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
mew
Others. Junior & Misses sizes.
You may he right in your feelings
You may be uncertain of a friend's
'Not all Names in all Stores.
that someone is taking advantage of true intentions. Is
it simply friendship
your good nature at work. you may or is there
more to it'? Tread carefully
have to call a stop to this sort of where interests
of the heart are
activity.
concerned.
VIRGO
IF HORN TODAY, you have a lot of
(Aug.23 to Sept 22)
creative ability and are drawn to art,
You're impressionable in romance literature and
music. You'd also do
today and may not be seeing others well in a professional
career. Though
clearly. Enjoy the low light and the good at
managing the affairs of
soft music, but keep your wits about others, you
are not always judicious
you.
Assorted colors, fabrics
in the handling of your own funds. If
LIBRA
you will do your own thing, you can
& styles.
(Sept. 2:3 to Oct. 22)
he sure of financial rewards and
You're. indecisive' enough wallow recognition. Vocations that
allow you
others pulling you in opposing dirk.- to use your•intellectu
al talents bring
bons today. It looks like' you'll have to out the best in
you. Birthdate of:
take a stand for your own peace of Marcel Proust, novelist;
James
mind.
Whistler, painter

10.99 8,E 12.99

V

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Tens
of thousands of Jefferson County
residents remain without electricity after this week's severe
storms, and Louisville Gas & Electric Co. officials say all power
may not be restored until early
next week.
At least 21,000 homes in the
Louisville area remained without
power Wednesday night and
30-pound blocks of dry ice sold for
$12.50 as residents tried to save
food in refrigerators and freezers.
LG&E spokeswoman Trish

CR and 1 Movie 6.95IWeekend

V Fashion Pants
Reg. To 23.99- Cotton, Twill & an assort-

But if the group decides a particular action needs to be taken, or
a position put forth, they will work
that into speeches and votes,
Young said.
In Atlanta, where he has been
given office space by a downtown
Presbyterian church, Young has
established the Atlanta Resource
Foundation, which brings influential businessman together with
people running various community programs.
The foundation's goal is to tap
the resources of business for use in
underfunded programs for helping
others pursue their aspirations.
He said the foundation allows
businessmen and other leaders to
undertake projects that are "not
wound up in religious cliches."
Young's first missionary assignment was in 1964 in poor areas of
Brasilia, but he said he began to
have difficulties relating to the
poor, and was asked in 1975, when
another Presbyterian returned to
the United States, to take over his
role with Brazil's Christian leadership movement.
Young came to the United States
in 1983 to help establish similar
fellowship groups here, to continue working with ones developed
in Latin America and find ways to
bring the two groups together.

Parts of Jefferson County still in darkness

Movies '1.50 each
Rent 3 or more & keep til Monday.
VCR Rental $4.00 per day.

Cotton Knit Tops
Reg. To 16.99 - Stripes, Solids & Prints.

ment of colors & styles. Junior & Misses
Sizes.

.ATLANTA (API - Once a mis- government leaders in Brazil and
sionary among the poor, the Rev
11 other Latin American
Emmit Young now ministers to countries.
the powerful - politicians,
He said the meetings, including
bureaucrats and business leaders. a Washington group that meets the
His work, developed over the second Tuesday of the month,
last 12 years under Presbyterian follow a general structure beginnsponsorship, is carried on both in ing with "a short study of a
this country and several Latin biblical text" on Christ's
American countries.
teachings.
It involves helping society's
The studies are led by members
leaders transfer "scriptural prin- of the group and "are not a platciples into the decision-making form for professional religious
process of their professional life." people," Young said.
he says.
The group then discusses such
Young, based in Atlanta, topics as: "What does it mean to
previously had served for a he a congressman, or on the comdecade as a missionary among the
mission of education, responsible
poor of Brasilia, the capital of in that area of public life, and
Brazil, but he says working with clearly to be a Christian?"
the elite is just as important.
The Washington group consists
Scripture shows "God is con- of about 10 people, including ofcerned about public life," Young ficials of the Organization of
said in an interview.
American States and the World
"I am absolutely convinced that Bank, and is headed by Sen. Paul
the place for our obedience to Trible, R-Va.
Christ to be the most authentic is
Unlike some politicians who
in the midst of our secular life."
make their Christianity a part of
He shifted to his present work in
campaign rhetoric, Young said
1975 in Brazil, moving his base to
most of the participants in his
the United States in 1983 and
various fellowships go about their
establishing prayer groups among
work quietly.
politicians in Washington and
Whether in Brazil or in the
businessmen in Atlanta.
United States. Young said, legislaHe also continues work with tion is never sought nor decisions
groups of legislators and other made in the name of the group.

July Special

7.99

V Fashion Rompers
Reg. To 16.99 - S.M.L. Solids & Stripes.
V

Young now ministers to the elite

811

Let our Kelytnator's
Room Air Conditioner
bring welcome relief
from the heat
We will help you
calculate the best
type capacity air
conditionei for your
particular air cooling
needs

STEELE-ALLBRITTEN
103 S. 3rd St.

753-5341
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Dukakis not
worried about
wife's revelation
BOSTON (AP) — Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis says his wife's
disclosure of her 26-year addiction
to amphetamines won't affect his
campaign for the White House.
Kitty Dukakis, her husband at
her side, made the disclosure during dedication ceremonies at an
alcohol and drug treatment center
in Norfolk, Mass., on Wednesday.
She said she broke the habit in 1982
after entering a clinic in
Minnesota.
"I am telling my story because I
want to help others," she said.
The governor did not speak at
the dedication but said later that
the disclosure was his wife's decision and that his decision to seek
the Democratic presidential
nomination had nothing to do with
the timing.
"I don't think what Kitty has
done today will hurt or help," he
said, although he added that his
wife's condition has heightened his
understanding of drug abuse and
his commitment to do something
about it.
Dukakis, while conceding he
misled the media about his wife's
condition, said his wife's
dependency "was not a deep dark
secret' and that people close to
her had known for some time.
Making it public, he said, "takes
a lot of courage and a lot of
strength ... and I am very proud of
her."

Market 414's

the Big

ww

Top

Apc./-ai•r
)

Sale Prices Start Thursday

9 A.M. Til 7:30 P.M.
We are moving Thousands of Dollars of Furniture under the
large tent — Every room in our warehouse had furniture we
need to sell — We are going to sell it at one price or another
SEEING IS BELIEVING — Every item in the store also
marked down — But every old piece — Every scratched piece
Every odd and end will be moved to the Tent to Sell

A FEW EXAMPLES FOR THE BIG TOP SALE

Read

Reg.

Sale

$199

$99
$19
$19
$19
$39

the want

_Hotel Sleeper Chair

ads daily

3/3 Headboard

*69

2 Pine Headboards

*69

Mirror

$49

9 x 12 Rug

$69

THE ACES
ON BRIDGE
BOBBY WOLFF

THURSDAY, JULY I, NV

Reg.

Sale

Antron Velvet Love Seat

$399

Sofa w/2 Incliners

$799

2 Berkline Electric Recliners
1 Berkline Vinyl Recliner

'534
'369

Ethan Allen Chair

$499

$99
$544
$199
$199
$169

-No man can smile in the face of adversity and mean it."
— Edgar Watson Howe.
"I knew that the cards would be
stacked against me," said South,
beaming. He could have made his
contract but he seemed to like being
a victim more than being a winner.
South won his diamond king and
played the' king and jack of clubs,
hoping to knock out the ace. East
ducked- twice to isolate dummy's
suit, and South led a third club to
East's ace.
The diamond return went to
South's ace and South tried a spade
to dummy's 10. East won the jack
and switched to hearts, South winning the ace. Another spade was led
to dummy's king and East's ace, and
a third round of spades put South
back into his hand. There Was noth.
ing lc* for South to do but concede
down onq., as he collected yet another sad story for his tales of woe.
."If the club ace is doubleton or if
either missing spade honois'i with
West. I make the game." he
announced.
"True enough," replied North.
"But you missed a sure way to get to
my good clubs."
Instead of leading a low spade to
dummy's 10, South should have led
his own nine and passed it. If East
wins, declarer can force an entry to
dummy's K-10. And if East ducks,
South simply establishes a second
spade winner to total nine tricks
NORTH
79 A
•K 104
7 64
•5 4
•Q 10 9 8 3
WEST
EAST
•7 5
•A J 8 6 3
V J 952
V Q 10 3
•J 10 9 6 3
•8 2
45 2
4A 64
SOUTH
•Q 9 2
VA K8
•A K Q 7
•K J 7
Vulnerable. Both
Dealer: South
The bidding.
South
2 NT

West
Pass

North
3 NT

Reg.
Queen Size Sleeper . .8299
Queen Size Sleeper.
2 Oval Mirrors

'69

4 Yard Chairs

'29

Ethan Allen Chest

100 Odd Seat Cushions

$149
$169
$15
$995
$6995
$399
$

00
•
Ea.

$8400

10 Vinyl Wing Chairs
New Roll Carpet 60 yd..86"

$200
YD

Antique DR Suite

$400

King Size Master Craft •'879

$369

Valuepedic King Set.

699 $269

3-30' Square Tables-Chairs...19

$169
$39

10 Writing Desk Chairs. .859

$29

2 King Mattresses

'349

1549

15
$199

Master Craft Ultra

'599

$299

Perfection Bedding.

'371

$199

Serta Perfect Steeper. '699

$299

3 Ottomans, 24 x 24
Serta Pedic Deluxe Queen

$

Reg.

Sale

Reg.

Sale

$229 Occasional Chair
'399 $179
$3995 Broyhill DR Suite As 15'2599 9250
King Headboard
'119
$3995 5 Pc. Glass Dinette. ...'499 999
King Headboard
'139
$995 5 Pc. Glass Dinette....299 949
Yard Chair
'59
3/3 Headboard
69
$19 All Wood Dinette
'499 $299
3/3 Wood Bed
8149
$29 Child's 3 Pc. Dinette
92
3/3 Panel Bed
'79
$29 45" Hitachi TV
'3100 9500
Pc. Sectional Sofa. . . '799 $544 End Tables Set, Coffee Table .8199
$99
2 Pc. Vinyl LR Suite. . . 998 $599 Bar Stools
'39
$25
1 Berkline Recliner Large....`399 $199 Loveseat
'399 999
3 Pc. Antro Velvet Sofa, Loveseat, Chair. '1104 $965 BR Desk
'99
$59
Clayton Marcus Wood Trim Sofa.1099 $599 Broyhill Sofa
'699 $499
Clayton Marcus Wing Chair..199 $175 Srugg & Hardin Sofa.. '899 $499
Clayton Marcus Sofa, Damaged '799 $350 Broyhill DR Table, 4 Chairs. . .8799 $499
5 Pc. Bedroom Suite ..`1799 $1299 Hall Tree
'299 $159
Dixie BR Suite
'1259 $885 Occasional Chair
'139
$64
Lane 5 Pc. BR Suite As Is. '1999 9299 Wing Chair
'399 959
8599 $444 Wing Chair
3 Pc. BR Suite
'439 $199
.99950 $544 Wing Chair
Oak BR Suite
'399 979
Broyhill DR Suite, 6 Pc.`1399 *985 Swivel Rocker
'299 969
$5995
Wood Rocker
Serta Pedic Classic.

'519 95

25%--40%--60% off
REGISTER UNDER THE TENT FOR FREE PRIZES

Opening lead Diamond jack
BID WITH THE ACES

We intend to sell every odd and end. Every piece of old stock during this
sale.

7.9 B

South holds

Send bridge question. to The Aces. PO Bo"
12363 Dallas Texas 75225 with set( addressed
stamped envelope for reply

'295

2 P. Sofa Loveseat. . . 8599

East
All pass

•A J 8 6 3
11,Q 103
•8 2
4A 64
North South
1•
1•
2•
?
ANSWER: Three spades. Enough
strength to invite game. Two notrump is a possibility but it tends to
deny a five-card suit

.8399

Sale

Bank Financing Amdahl() — Delirerv Extra During Sak — Bring Your Own
Truck & Sari, —
No Lay-..litym. on Tent Items — Vaster lard — Visa

f

VISA

arket 414 birmiture

414 North Market Street, Paris, TN

Geraldine & Terry Sykes, Mgrs.

Phone

"The Store
With The
Low Overhead"
tV4.

2-6996

:• -

•
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Cietting I'(I(IV for a Picnic
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`Picnic' opens Friday at Playhouse

1

Cast members Carol Julian, Jody Borge, Nancy Schempp, Leigh Baker and Tim Powell (in front row) and
Lavina Belue (top left) join newlyweds Kathy and John Pasco in the Playhouse in the Park production of "Picnic.- Reservations to the show may be made by phoning the theatre box office at 759-1752.

By KATIE CARPENTER
"Picnic," William Inge's prizewinning play about romance and
human relationships, opens Friday night at the Playhouse in the
Park.
Inge wrote "Picnic" in 1953, and
he set his story in a small town in
Kansas. Skip Hamra, ttie director
of the Murray production, has
moved the town to West Kentucky
and the time to today. He's changed a few words to make the location clear (a character mentions
Paducah, for example and there
is reference to a few local events.
It's been done, Hamra says, for
the audience - "to promote the
shock of recognition."
The story takes place in the adjoining back yards of two middleaged women, both long-since
deserted by their husbands. One
has an invalid mother, and the
other has two maturing duaghters,
plus a boarder who is an unman
riedleacher. Into this congested
female atmosphere comes a
young man, a drifter, and his
vitality seriously upsets the entire
group.
But the plot doesn't matter,
because the situations are univer-

sal. We can see ourselves in these
characters. Men and women will
always be attracted to one another
- and sometimes dealing with
that attraction is demanding and
painfuil. Jealousy, pettiness, pride
- as well as sacrifice and
understanding - will always be
part of human lives.
"This is a play about passions,"
Hamra explains, "not just about
romance, but about emotions
stretched to their ultimate limit."
He's confident in the abilities of
his actors to present the complex
characters on stage.
Pat Orr plays Hal, the young
drifter whose appearance in town
complicates so many lives. Leigh
Baker and Jody Sorge are the two
daughters, and Carol Julian is
the mother who is sensitively
aware of their feelings. Kathy
Pasco plays Rosemary, the
teacher, and Tim Powell, in his
first dramatic role at the
Playhouse, is Allen, the older
girl's boyfriend. Also in the cast
are Nancy Schempp, Gene Cook,
Lavina Belue, Terry Delaney, and
John Pasco.
"These people are professionals," says Hamra. Hamra's

acted professionally, but he says
the term "doesn't mean you're
paid for your work.
"It's an attitude. At the
Playhouse we're all volunteers,
but the performar es here, in this
play, are as good 11 not better than
anything you'll see in the state,"
Hamra said.
At rehearsals of "Picnic," there
is an hypnotic intensity in the actors' performances on stage.
There are lingering glances full of
electricity. There are fights that
look too real to be staged. It's easy
to get caught up in the story - and
difficult to leave before the problems are resolved_.
And then of course there is the
power of the words themselves.
Inge was, after all, a poet who
chose playwriting as his means of
expression, and his language is
rich in imagery and rhythmic
phrasing.
"Picnic" will be 'resented by
the Playhouse in the Park on Friday through Sunday, July 10-12,
and July 17-19, at 8 p.m. The show
will be performed on the depot's
outdoor stage.
For reservations, contact the
theater box office at 759-1752.
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WKIVIS Highlights

Video Mar
5 MOVIES
FOR
$600

VCR

Bel-Air Center
Murray, KY

$295
502-753-1399 Per Day
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Steaks

•Seafood •Prime Rib
•Sandwiches•

Daily & Nightly Specials
Live Entertainment Upstairs At Zachs On Weekends
2nd and Broadway

Paducah, KY'

Sasso's art on display in Tennessee gallery

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE!
Mix.n Match
Jackets, Skirts, Pants, Tops,
Blouses, Swimsuits & Shorts

Select Groups—Great Selections! Two Groups Children's Wear

Denim Skirts
10-115 Racks

Every Day's A Sale Day
• a Jo-Arl's-

5 p.m. Our Times. Interviews and features with W1CMS news and public affairs director
Kent Jenkins
6 p.m. Legacies — The history of women and the family in America from English settle.
ment to the Civil War.
6:30 p.m. NPR Playhouse — Tales from the Shadows. The Diary of a Madman" by
Nicolai Gogol, part 1.
7 p.m. Vocal Chords Faculty members from the MSI' department of music survey the
tradition of classical vocal music
""
•
p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sunier. All-American music — Interview with Lin.
coin Mayorga on USSR recording project.
9 p.m. New Sounds with John Sunier.
10 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space_
Monday,July 13
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. Thomas Peck conducts SaterDebussy. Poulenc. and Mozart.
8:30 p.m.Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Bill Evans, Louis Armstrong. Helen Merill. Stan Kenton. and others.
Tuesday. July 14
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — The Montreal Symphony Orchestra. Charles Dutoit conducts Mercure. Ledoux, Honnegger. and Franck.
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include. Jo Jones, Snooky
Young, Rosemary (looney. Pete Peterson, and others
Wednesday,July 15
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — Music from Washington. Christopher Parkcning and David
Brandon, guitarists perform works by Albeniz, Ravel. Debussy, and Villa-Lobos.
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Erroll Garner, Coleman Hawkins, Lou Rawls. Buddy Rich, and others.
Thursday. July 16
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics.—. The New.York.Philharmonic. Stanislaw.Skrowaezewski • --conducts Brahms Krystian Zimerman, piano.
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include: Milt Jackson. Phil
Woods. Ernestine Anderson. Lionel Hampton. others.

Exhibition a solo effort

ANNIVERSARY SALE
2forl

Friday. July 10, through Thursday. July 16
5:30 a.m. Morning Edition. Terry Gross's Fresh Air joins morning Edition from 8-9 p.m.
9 a.m. Daytime Classics. Seven hours of classical music with news headlines and
features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson.
4 p.m. All Things Considered. National Public Radio's news magazine of the air
6 p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Estell
Friday, July 10
6:30 p.m. Evening Classics — Classical Encore with C.B Hunt.
0:3.0 p.m. Nightbeat. Mike Rathke offers a program of cool and progressive jazz from the
'50s through the '70s
11 p.m. Soulflight
Saturday. July 11
6 a.m. Pickin' with...A look at new albums in the W}CMS folk/bluegrass library.
7 a.m. Weekend Edition with Scott Simon NPR's news magazine for weekend listeners.
8 a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music from the WI(MS record
library with Linda Morgan and Lynn Jarrett
12 noon. Mountain Stage with Larry Groce. Guests include Mark O'Conner. Doc and
Chickie Williams.
• 2 p.m. Our Front Porch'with John Sheller. Walt Michael and Company
• are guests
3 p.m. Kentucky Fried Chicken Bluegrass Music Festival. Highlights from the 1986 KFC
festival from Louisville
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. The Flea Market. Jim Post and The House Band welcome Dr. John.
7 p.m. Marion McPartland's Piano Jazz. Guest is Dizzy Gillespie.
8 p.m. Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams.
Sunday, July 12
6 a.m. Opus 87 with Mike Rathke. Chamber music and festival performances and
classical music from the 1NKMS record library
11 a.m. Weekend Edition with Susan Stamberg.
" 1 p.m. The Big Broadcast of 1987. Bobby Bryan features the music of Benny Goodman.
Duke Ellington, Guy Lombardo. Ella Fitzgerald. and others.
4 p.m: All Things Considered.

New Line

Denim Skirts
200/0 off

JO-AN'S Varieties
On The Square
Sandy Sasso

COOKEVILLE, Tenn.-An exhibit of pastel and prismacolor
drawings by Sandy Sasso of Rt. 1
Almo, Ky., will be on display June
28 through July 31 at the Joe L.
Evins Appalachian Center for
Crafts in Smithville, Term.
The one-woman show features 20
of the artist's current works, which
explore themes of rescue, isolation,
thwarted communication attempts,
escape and longing.
Sasso, who is working this summer as an adjunct instructor in the
drawing workshop at Murray State
University, recently received a
fellowship from the Kentucky
Foundation for Women, and is a
1985 recipient of a Kentucky Arts

Council "Al Smith Fellowship" in
visual arts.
The show at the Center for
Crafts, made possible by the Ken.
tucky Foundation for Women, explores methods of communication
Sasso has observed in the small
towns and rural communities
where she has lived.
Images of flashing arrow signs,
billboards, display windows And
yard sale signs frequently recur in
her often surreal -drawings.
"In my work,-these physical
symbols of communication symbolize the struggle that people face
every day in getting pieces of information and ideas from one person
to another," Sasso said.

Murray State student spending summer
working with outdoor drama production
Outdoor drama provides an excellent training ground for young
people who aspire to a career in
theater. Carol Guernsey, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Guernsey of Clarmar Road, Louisville, is
enjoying a summer of hard work in
Snow Camp, North Carolina, serving as assistant choreographer in
the 14th season production of "The
Sword of Peace." Carol graduated
from Seneca High School in 1986
where she appeared in "Godspell",

Let us change your idea of an aboveground pool with an Aussie; built so
strong that it can be buried. Not only does
Aussie offer round and oval pools. but
kidney and keyhole shapes as well. Let us
introduce you to the exciting new Aussie
Pool from Australia!
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Pools

Quakers and other citizens. The second act party scene is what's
known in the profession as a production number, a happy energetic
country dance which is a real
showstopper.
Guernsey admits to thoroughly
enjoying working with "The Sword
of Peace" cast and crew. And her
fellow cast and crew members
agree that her energy and enthusiasm make working with her a
pleasure.
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"Sugar" and "The Man Who Came
To Dinner". In 1986 she received an
award for "best actress" in a studio
production at Murray State University for her role in "Day of
Absence". Her plans are to continue her college education and
participation in university productions and summer theater.
"The Sword of Peace" concerns
those events that led up to the
Revolutionary War and their effect
on the North Carolina settlers, both

"The awkward settings serve as
back-drops or stages for my current work, which draws almost exclusively from situations in my
day-to-day life."
According to Sasso, these situations provide an "on-going narrative" about her relationship with
her family, about her "often
bumbling" attempts to be a more
enlightened person, and about the
very odd and mysterious experience of being alive.
In August, Sasso's drawings will
be included in "State of Mind:
Twelve Progressive Kentucky Artists," an exhibition at the Watertower Art Association Council
Galiery in Covington.
Later in the year, her work will
be featured in "Two Person Show"
at the New Harmony Gallery of
Contemporary Art in New Harmony, Ind.
The Smithville exhibit of Sasso's
work is part of an ongoing effort by
the Appalachian Center for Crafts
to showcase fine arts being created
in the 13-state Appalachian region.
The Center is operated by Tennessee Technological University as
a school of fine art and design that
offers programs in clay, fiber,
glass, metal and wood leading to
bachelor's degrees in fine arts and
in science with an emphasis on
marketing.
For directions to the Center, call
615/597-6801.
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Kentucky News In Brief
PIKEVILLE Ky.(AP) — The news that the American Federa
tion of
State, County and Municipal Employees wants
to organize Pike
County's 250 workers came as a suprise to the rival
Teamsters Union in
Louisville.
The Teamsters are trying to organize non-teaching
employees in
several eastern Kentucky counties, including Pike.
Teamsters official Terry Osborne said he suspected
AFSCME was
either trying to horn in on his union's organizing efforts
or creating a
diversionary tactic. He said AFSCME was trying to organi
ze a group of
Jefferson County workers the Teamsters already represe
nts.
AFSCME director James B. Hatfield, who announced
the union's
plans to Pike Fiscal Court on Monday, said he though
t public employees
were frightened by the Teamsters' national image. He
also noted that
his union represents only public employees.
The union represents 1.3 million public employees,
Hatfield said, including municipal workers in Louisville, Jefferson
County, Covington
and Paducah.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — An Aug. 4 special election to fill
the Kentucky House seat left vacant by the death of state Rep. Gerta
Bend! of
Louisville was ordered Wednesday by Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
Bend!, a Democrat, died after suffering a heart attack June
25. She
represented Jefferson County's 34th District for 10 years
and was reelected to a two-year term in November.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

NEW YORK ( AP I — A Moscow
rabbi says a new Soviet law encouraging self-employment will
permit private teachers — including teachers of Hebrew — to
hold classes in the Soviet Union.
Rabbi Adolph Shanvich of the
Chorale Synagogue in Moscow
cited the new possibility at a
breakfast for Jewish leaders given
by Manhattan Rabbi Arthur
Schneier, president of the Appeal
of Conscience Foundation
Shayevich, the only rabbi
among a group of Russian Orthodox churchmen on a visit to this
country, also said there was official "warm response" to plans
for a kosher restaurant in Moscow
and he hoped it would be open by
year's end.

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Mary Alice Wolf, who was convic
ted of hiring a hit man to kill her ex-boyfriend's wife, was sentenced
to 15 years in
prison Wednesday.
She was found guilty June 27 of one count of conspiracy
to commit
murder and three counts-of interstate commerce violations.
Circuit Judge Scott Reed sentenced Ms. Wolf to consecutive five
year
terms on the conspiracy count and two of the interstate
commerce
counts. She was given five years' probation on the third interst
ate commerce count.
Ms. Wolf, 26, of Louisville, was convicted of hiring Richard Savage
for
$15,000 through an ad in Soldier of Fortune magazine to
kill Lexington
schoolteacher Victoria Morgan Brashear. Three unsuccessful
attempts
were made on Ms. Brashear's life. Savage has been charge
d in several
murder-for-hire schemes.
————
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins says his six-day
trip
to the Persian Gulf left him more convinced than ever of the need
for a
strong U.S. presence in the region.
Hopkins, R-6th, said he and three other Republican members
of the
congressional delegation that toured the area hope to head
off an attempt by some Democrats to cancel or delay the Reagan admini
stration's plan to put 11 Kuwaiti oil tankers under the U.S. flag.
Officially, Kuwait is neutral in the war between Iran and Iraq, but
the
country is generally viewed as an Iraqi ally.
Hopkins acknowledged Tuesday the plan involves risk, but
said the
risk was worth the goal of keeping shipping lanes clear.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gallatin County Constable Ruth
Ann
Nelson was in the Oldham County jail on Wednesday, charged
with trafficking in narcotics, according to Kentucky State Police.
Capt. John Lile said Nelson, 36, was arrested Tuesday at a Henry
County truck stop on a charge of selling 300 Dylaudid pills to
an undercover detective. The drug is used as a painkiller for cancer
patients.
Nelson is charged with a Class C felony, trafficking in narcoti
cs, and
could face 10-20 years in prison or a fine of $5,000 to $10,000 or
both if
convicted.
Lile said Nelson is under a $25,000 full cash bond.
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Includes Baked Potato
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JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — The Soviet flight
crew aboardMozambican President Samora Machel's plane was
to blame for the crash that killed
him and 34 others last October, according to a report from an international board of inquiry.
The report on the Oct. 19 crash
just inside the South African
botder said the accident resulted
from the flight crew's failure to
follow the procedural requirements for an instrument letdown approach.
The findings, released Thursday, were the result of a joint
technical investigation of the
crash by South Africans, Mozambicans and Soviets; and the conclusions drawn by an international
board of inquiry that held hearings
In Johannesburg in January.
Communist Mozambique is one

STEAK HOUSE
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Olympic Plaza, Murray

I
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1

of the Kremlin's main allies in
Africa.
The Soviet Union and Mozambique refused to participate in the
hearings, but made comments on
the board's findings, which were
responded to and incorporated into the final report, the commission
head, Supreme Court Justice Cecil
Margo, said Thursday.
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Soviet flight crew to blame for crash
that killed Machel, board report says
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He said another positive
development was permission
granted by Soviet authorities for
importation of 5,000 copies of a
Hebrew -Russian Pentateuch air
shipped by the foundation.
Sctuieier said the interfaith
foundation, which works for
religious rights around the world
also has received permission to
send 5,000 copies of a Russian
Hebrew prayerbook to the Soviet
Union.
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Rabbi says new Russian law permits
private teachers to hold classes

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A Japanese company will locate
a coilsteel service center at the site of Toyota Motor Manufa
cturing USA's
auto assembly plant in Scott County, Gov. Martha Layne
Collins' office
announced Wednesday.
The plant by Toyoda America Inc. will employ 15-20
people. It will
consist of a 27,000-square-foot warehouse and 4,500 square
feet of office
space, a news release said.
Construction is to begin next month, with completion
scheduled for
April 1, the release said.
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Purcell among crowd favorites at Open

Sports Nuggets
Local Sports
• The Murray Association of Life Underwriters is sponsoring the
Jeanne Falwell-Leukemia Society Golf Tournament, Friday, Aug. 14.
The scramble tourney will feature men's and women's divisions
and prizes will be awarded for first, fifth, 10th and last place in both
groups.
A $40 entry fee for each team will be charged with all proceeds going to the Kentucky Leukemia Society.
To register, call Oaks Country Club golf professional Charlie
Hargrove at 1502) 753-6454. If Hargrove cannot be reached, contact
Bob Cornelison or Lindy Suiter, tournament directors.
Registration will be held 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. on the day of the 18-hole
tourney, a dedication 12:30-1 p.m. and a shotgun start at 1:30 p.m.
This year's tournament is dedicated to Murray's Jeanne Falwell
who died recently after a two-year bout with leukemia.
• The Murcay Tennis Association is holding a free youth clinic for
local tennis players, eight years old and up. The clinic offers instruction at the beginner to intermediate levels.
One-hour lessons will be held at 8, 9 and 10 a.m., July 13-17.
Players may sign up at the Murray High School tennis courts 11
am.-noon, July 11 or register by calling Cheryl Whitaker at 753-0783.
• A soccer clinic will be held at Murray State University July 20-22,
headed by Western Kentucky University coach David Holmes. The
camp, which costs $90, will have three sessions for children in grades
7-19.
To register, call Holmes at 745-6086 or Cheryl Whitaker at 753-0783.

OVC News
• Steve Hamilton, head baseball coach at Morehead State University for 12 years and a former professional baseball and basketball
player. has been named the new director of athletics at MSU.
Hamilton replaces G.E. Sonny 1 Moran who was appointed special
assistant to the president for athletics earlier this week.
Hamilton, a graduate of Morehead State, has accumulated a
269-225 mark as baseball coach and will maintain those duties along
with his new appointment.

Baseball
Most home runs
allowed in a season
Pitcher. team(s)

Year HRs

Bert Blyleven Indians-Twins 1986

50

Robin Roberts Phillies

1956

46

Pedro Ramos Senators

1957

43

Denny McLain Tigers

1966

42

Robin Roberts. PnIIes

1955

O
41 _J

Phil Niekro Braves

1979

41
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INDIANAPOLIS — Three crowd
favorites — Guillermo Vilas, Jimmy Arias and Mel Purcell — will
return to Indianapolis this summer
to compete in the 1987 U.S. Open
Clay Court Championships on July 13-19.
With four Grand Slam titles and
a Masters title to his credit, 34-year
old Guillermo Vilas says he's still
playing tennis because he simply
loves the game. Last month, Vilas
advanced to the quarterfinals of the
Shearson Lehman Brothers Tournament of Champions in Forest
Hills before being eliminated by
Boris Becker.
The engaging lefthander posted
a winning singles record last year
that included quarterfinal showings in Boston and Stuttgart. He
was a finalist at the 1979 Clay
Courts, losing to Jimmy Connors
6-1, 2-6, 6-4. But Vitas is
remembered most for his 1977 campaign — when he captured 15
singles titles and racked up a
46-match winning streak.
Currently ranked No. 62 in the
world, Vilas claims he's too old to
change his game. Xet he devotes an
enormous amount time to conditioning, and is, arg4bly, one of the
most fit players on the Nabisco
Grand Prix.
Since he first turned pro at the
tender age of 15, Jimmy Arias has
emerged as a tough competitor on
the professional circuit. This year,
Arias has traded wins with Boris
Becker — beating him to advpce
to the finals of the Volvo Monte
Carlo Open in April, then losing to
Becker in a gruelitig four-set match
in the fourth round of the French
Open last month. In May, Arias and
doubles partner Eliot Teltscher advanced to the semifinals of the
Shearson Lehman Brothers Tournament of Champions in Forest
Hills.
Currently ranked No. 28 in the
world, Arias has worked tirelessly
to retool his game and sharpen his
"offensive" skills on the court. In
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Murray's Mel Purcell is one of the traditional crowd favorites at the U.S. Open Clay Court Championships in
Indianapolis, Ind., July 13-19.
File Photo
1986, he reached the Italian Open
doubles semifinals plus a quarterfinal placing in Ft. Myers. He enjoyed a stint of Davis Cup duty last
year, helping the United States
team start the year in winning
fashion with a 3-2 defeat of Ecuador
in Guayaquil. Arias won the singles
crown at the Clay Court Championships in 1983, and was a finalist in
1982.
Purcell, 27, is considered one of
the "quickest" players on the
Nabisco Grand Prix tour. So far
this year, he's advanced to the
quarterfinals in Chicago and the
semifinals in Munich. Purcell and

doubles partner Andreas Maurer
advanced to the quarterfinals in
Hamburg in April.
Despite surgery on his elbow in
the fall of 1985, Purcell is
demonstrating that he's on the
"comeback trail." His most
heartening moment in singles was
a second-round upset of Boris
Becker in Hamburg last year.
Purcell has long shown that he
can be extremely tough on clay as
finalist showings at Indianapolis in
1980, Boston in 1982 and Monte
Carlo in 1983 attest. He was named ATP Rookie of the Year in 1980,
the NCAA Doubles Champion with

Rodney Harmon and No. 1 in the
United States in the 21-and-under
division. Purcell is currently ranked No. 68 in the world.
"Few prayers capture the heart
and imagination of the crowd as do
Vilas, Arias and Purcell," said
Tournament Director Tom Sams.
We are truly delighted to have
these crowd favorites back in Indianapolis."
The trio joins a field that already
includes No: 3 Mats Wilander and
No. 10 Andres Gomez.
For tickets or ticket information,
call the Clay Court Office at
317-843-2130 or 1-800-622-LOVE.

Indians fighting mad, Cards sweep L.A.
American

The Cleveland Indians are
literally trying to fight their way
out of the cellar in the American
League East.
The Indians completed a threegame sweep of Kansas City on
Wednesday night in Cleveland. In
each of the games, Cleveland
rallied to win. In each of the
games, a pitcher from one of the
teams was accused of throwing at
a batter. And in the last two
games, there were fights.
Wednesday night, Cory Snyder
hit a home run and drove in two
runs with a ninth-inning double to
give the Indians a 9-8 victory. That
left Cleveland with a 30-53 record,
21i games back of Baltimore.
The Royals-Indians game was
held up for 16 minutes in the bottom of the first inning when Kansas City left-hander Danny
Jackson threw his first pitch
behind Brett Butler, then put the
next one over his head. Butler
charged the mound, and both benches cleared.
If they want to pull that stuff,
it'll cost them the game," Indians
Manager Pat Corrales said.
Jackson and Butler were
ejected. Cleveland played the
game under protest because
Royals Manager Billy Gardner

was not ejected.
"We were brushing him back on
the first pitch," Gardner said,
"but the second ball was a breaking ball that just got away from
Danny. He wasn't going to throw
at Butler after we got a warning."
Willie Wilson of the Royals
tackled Cleveland pitcher Ken
Schrom on Tuesday night, one
pitch after he was knocked down
by a high inside pitch. The Royals
claimed Monday night that
Cleveland reliever Sammy
Stewart twice threw at Kansas City hitters.
Yankees 13, Twins 4
Don Mattingly had two homers
and Rickey Henderson had four
hits to lead New York's 16-hit attack against five Minnesota pitchers. Mattingly hit a three-run
homer in the first inning and led
off the sixth with his 10th homer of
the season. Mike Pagliarulo and
Mark Salas also homered for New
York.
Tigers 9, Athletics 5
Detroit led 7-0 after four innings,
and Darrell Evans homered in the
sixth and ninth innings to lead
Detroit past the Athletics, who
made three errors. Mark
McGwire hit his 31st homer of the
season for Oakland.
Rookie Jeff Robinson, 6-4, pitched the first 7 2-3 innings for
Detroit, allowing seven hits and
striking out six, including Reggie
Jackson three times. Mark Thurmond pitched 1 1-3 innings for his

fifth save.
Orioles 6, White Sox 5
Eddie Murray homered with
two out in the 10th inning to give
the Orioles their first series victory since May 28 and only their
seventh triumph in 38 games. The
homer was Murray's 18th.
Murray hit a 3-0 pitch from
reliever Jim Winn, who entered
the game in the seventh inning and
gave up a single to Ken Gerhart on
his first pitching, tying the 5-5.
Mike Boddicker, 6-4, allowed 11
hits but snapped a personal threegame losing streak.
Blue Jays 5, Rangers 2
Toronto scored twice in the
seventh inning on a bases-loaded
walk and Tony Fernandez's groundout to erase a 2-1 Texas lead, then
added two runs in the eighth. The
Blue Jays had only four hits in the
game and just two off Bobby Witt
going into the seventh.
Witt hit a batter, then walked
two more with one out before Jeff
Russell relieved. Russell walked
Garth Iorg on four pitches to force
in the tying run, then Fernandez
hit his game-winning grounder.
Angels 5, Red Sox 3
The Angels swept the Red Sox
for the first time since 1974, handing Boston its fifth straight loss.
Mark McLemore doubled home
two runs in California's three-run
second inning. The Angels won for
the 14th time in 17 games.
Willie Fraser worked 5 1-3 inn(Cont'd on page 15)

Senior Babe Ruth
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Murray sweeps Marshall County on road
The Murray Senior Babe Ruth
team swept a double-header at
Marshall County Tuesday. Murray scored a 6-5 victory in the first
game and pounded out 15 hits in
the second game for a 20-3 win.
In the opener, Jason Sammons
provided the spark in the first inning with a two-run homer to leftcenterfield. Sammons' blast
scored Chris Padgett who had
opened the inning with a single.
Also hitting for Murray were Greg

Futrell, Ed Hendon, Scott Adams,
Alan Bazzell and Greg Lassiter.
Bazzell worked 613 innings on
the mound, giving up five runs on
five hits, striking out five and
allowing three walks. Futrell pitched the final two outs, allowing
no hits and striking out one.
The second contest was put out
of reach in the first inning. Murray
was paced by Futrell's four hits.
Hendon and second baseman
Mark Miller had two hits apiece.

FRED TURMAN or NOEL HATMAN

PEPPERS

CHRYSLER—PLYMOUTH--DODGE
1332 EAST WOOD ST. PARIS, TN

Coll 642-5661
or
Toll Free 1-800-345-3821

Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Sat. 9-5

THE QUIET GASOLINE.

Gulf Super Unleaded Premium has that extra octane your car needs to
keep your engine running very quietly. It helps eliminate knocks, pings,
and other engine noise when you accelerate, pass, or climb o hill. So,
if your car is making a little too much noise, switch to Gulf Super Unleaded. Because after all, there's enough noise in the world.
Auto laundry - 16th & Chestnut
Murray Gulf - 12th & Glendale.
University Gulf - 16th & Chestnut
Duncan's Market - Hwy 94E di 732
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Hotter Than
July Sale

S.1

Eastskle Gulf
2nd & Main
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Sammons, David Sykes and
Lassiter each had a hit.
Eric Grogan lined a three-run
homer in the third inning and pitcher Trent Campbell helped his
own cause with a three-run homer
in the fourth.
Campbell allowed only one hit
while striking out five and allowing five walks. None of the Marshall County runs were earned.
Murray hosted Fulton County in
a double-header last night.
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Smith leads vote-getters, Yankees place four on All-Star sq
uad

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK — On a pair of
power-packed All-Star lineups, the
most popular player this season is
the only one without a home run
Ozzie Smith of the St. Louis Cardinals got 2,254,409 votes and was
elected to start for the fifth
straight year as the National
League's shorstop.
"Being the guy that gets the
most votes is a compliment to
me," Smith said. "I'm basically
known as a defensive player. I feel

I'm a better offensive player than
I'm known."
Smith is batting .305. He has
driven in 46 runs but has not
homered.
The New York Yankees
dominated the American League
voting as Dave Winfield, Don Mattingly, Willie Randolph and
Rickey Henderson were tops in fan
hilloting announced Wednesday.
No other team in either league
had more than two players among
the starters for the 58th All-Star
Game Tuesday at the Oakland Col.

iseum The last team to send four
elected players to the All-Star
team was Montreal in 1983 (Gary
Carter, Tim Raines, Andre
Dawson and Al Oliver). The last
AL team to do it was Oakland in
1975 (Joe Ruth, Reggie Jackson,
Bert Campaneris and Gene
Tenace ).
Boston third baseman Wade
Boggs, who is leading the majors
with a .383 average and has
already hit a career-high 15 home
runs, was the top vote-getter in the

AL with 1,529,819. He beat out Kansas City's George Brett, who had
started the previous 11 All-Star
Games. Brett got 6995170.
Completing the starting team
for the NL will be Jack Clark of St.
Louis at first base, Ryne Sandberg
of Chicago at second, Mike
Schmidt of Phlladlphia at third,
Eric Davis of Cincinnati, Dawson
of Chicago and Darryl Strawberry
of New York in the outfield and
Carter of New York at catcher.
Rounding out the AL team will

MajorLeague Baseball...
(Coot'd from page 14)

ings and got relief help from Donnie Moore and DeWayne Buice,
who went the final two innings for
his ninth save.
Dwight Evans and Wade Boggs
homered for Boston.
Mariners 5, Brewers 2
Mike Moore and Bill Wilkinson
combinedao three-hit Milwaukee,
and Rey Quinones hit a three-run
homer in the 11th inning to give
Seattle its victory over the
Brewers.
Quinones' home run, his ninth of
the season, followed singles by
Mickey Brantley and John
Cristensen.

National
Maybe the St. Louis Cardinals
should play a whole bunch of
doubleheaders next season,
preferably all in a row.
The Cardinals continued to
make the most of a scheduling
predicament Wednesday and
swept a doubleheader from the
Los Angeles Dodgers for the second straight evening. Rainouts
had created the doubleheaders at
Busch Stadium.
The sweeps extended the Cardinals' longest winning streak of
the season to seven in a row and
gave them a nine-game lead in the
National League East.
Terry Pendleton drove in four
runs, including an RBI single in
the 10th inning, as St. Louis won
the second game 8-7. Jack Clark's
three-run homer highlighted a 6-3
triumph in the opener.
Expos 1, Astros 0
Floyd Youmans pitched his second career one-hitter, holding
Houston hitless until Kevin Bass'

hard single leading off the eighth
Inning, as Montreal won in the
Astrodome.
Youmans,6-3, retired the first 15
batters and won his fifth straight
decision. He struck out three,
walked two and outdueled Nolan
Ryan in his second start since
coming off the disabled list
because of a strained back
muscle.
Bass hit a line drive off the top of
the right field wall, but was held to
a single because the ball was hit so
hard. Youmans did not allow a
runner until Alan Ashby walked
leading off the sixth. Youmans'
other one-hitter came June 8, 1986,
against Philadelphia.
Ryan, 4-10, lost his fifth straight
decision.
PhBlies 7, Reds 2
Glenn Wilson hit a two-run
homer as Philadelphia completed
a three-game sweep at Riverfront
Stadium for the first time since
1984.
The Phillies scored 26 runs on 43
hits with six homers in three days
against Cincinnati.
Wilson's 12th homer broke a 1-1
tie in the fourth inning against Guy
Hoffman, 7-3. Von Hayes had three
hits, including an RBI single during a four-run fifth.
Eric Davis hit his NL-leading
26th home run.
Giants 8,Pirates 4
Bob Melvin singled home the
tiebreaking run in the 14th inning
and Chili Davis followed with a
three-run homer as San Francisco
won in Pittsburgh.
Singles by Joel Youngblood,
Jose Uribe and Melvin off rookie
Brett Gideon, 1-1, made it 5-4 in
the 14th. Davis, released earlier in
the day from the hospital after
some abdominal discomfort, hit
his 13th homer.
The Pirates sent the game into

NAACP official meets with
NBA Commissioner Stern
working with us.
"I've asked him to use whatever
NEW YORK — Citing racially
power he can use — I leave that up
biased remarks by former
to him — whether it be his powers
baseball executive Al Campanis of pursuasion,
legal or a little nose
as a catalyst, the NAACP has tweaking."
reached formal agreement with
Stern said he couldn't order his
the NBA on a program to increase
teams to do anything, "but very
minority Wring in the league.
often my requests are honored."
Similar agreements with
"There are no formal
baseball and football could be
agreements between us and the
made in the near future, NAACP
clubs," Hooks said, "and that's
Executive Director Benjamin
what we're working on. Our local
Hooks said.
chapters will contact the teams.
Through the agreement, an- Those contacts are being
made. I
nounced at a news conference
have asked Commissioner Stern to
Wednesday, the NAACP and NBA
do just one thing — to help us conwill begin contacting individual
tact the local teams, ask them to
teams to set up a program aimed
meet with us."
at assuring "equality of employHooks said local NAACP branment opportunities throughout the
ches already had been in touch
NBA."
with 12 NBA teams, 20 major
Hooks said comments by Cam- league baseball
clubs and 15 NFL
panis, the former Los Angeles teams.
Dodgers vice president, last April
Hooks and Stern said they had
gave urgency to the issue of
yet to set actual percentage goals
minority employment in sports for minority hiring.
leagues. Campanis said he thought
"We don't want to play a
blacks lacked some of the
numbers game," Stern said. "It's
"necessities" to be managers and
not a matter of statistics with us.
general managers in baseball.
It's a matter of commitment."
"After the Campanis incident, I
While 75 percent of all NBA
went to Stern and said, Will you
players are black, Stern said only
work with us, or will you work
30 percent of office positions are
against us?' The answer to that
occupied by blacks. There are four
question is what we're announcing
black NBA coaches and two black
today," Hooks said. "He will be
general managers.
By The Associated Press

extra innings when Andy Van
Slyke hit a solo home run with one
out in the ninth off Scott Garrelts.
Braves 5, Mets 3
Charlie Puleo pitched a sixhitter and Gary Roenicke
homered and drove in two runs as
Atlanta ended a five-game losing
streak by beating New York.
The Braves, who have lost 12 of
their last 16, scored only five runs
in their five losses. Puleo, 3-2, pitched his first complete game of
the season.
Sid Fernandez, 9-5, took the loss.

Darryl Strawberry hit his 21st
homer and a triple for the Mets.
Cubs 12, Padres 8
Jim Sundberg's pinch-hit grand
slam highlighted an eight-run rally in the eighth inning that sent
Chicago over San Diego.
There was no trouble in the
game, played one day after
Chicago's Andre Dawson was sent
to the hospital after being hit in the
face by a pitch from Eric Show.
The incident resulted in a benchclearing fight and led to seven
ejections.

THE
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By The Associated Press

Lock reinstated
on Wildcat team
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP —
University of Kentucky center
Rob Lock, who was suspended
from the team in May after being
charged with driving under the influence of alcohol, has been
reinstated, Coach Eddie Sutton
said.
Sutton said in a press release
Wednesday that Lock was
reinstated after pleading guilty to
a lesser charge — "driving contrary to law" — and paying a
$247.50 fine.
During an open court appearance on June 19, following a
motion filed by his attorney, the
charge was amended and Lock
pleaded guilty to the misdemeanor charge and was fined.
Sutton said no further
disciplinary action will be taken
against the 6-foot-11 senior.

ate

much as beating a team ranked
200th in the nation on your floor or
their floor. What's weighted the
most and what should be weighted
the most? If I knew that and I
knew ;wasn't going to get as much
credit in the selection process by
playing Indiana at home, even if
they beat us by 10 or 12 points, then
I would get playing a team ranked
200th that I knew I would beat by
20 points.
"As a coach, I need to know that
so in my scheduling I can have
that factor involved. The way it
stands now nobody really knows
how much weight strength of
schedule has. You don't really
know how to schedule. That is the
singlemost important thing we can
do, come up with the set standard
everyone knows going in. That
way at the end of the year ...
everybody knows the criteria for
the invitation."
Committee chairman Dick
Schultz, executive director-elect
of the NCAA, said he felt Crum
had some valid points but his
fellow coaches will have to get involved in the process if changes
are to come about.
"I thought he had some interesting points that the committee will discuss," Schultz, athletic
director at Virginia, said.
"Basically, what he's advocating
is a computer selection process
and if we do go to that we'll have to
do some type of survey with the
coaches and they would have to
agree on that process. I don't think
that would eliminate all the
controversy."

(Clip & Save)
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
AMERICAN LEAGIT
East Division
V. L
Pct.
GB
New York
53
32
824 —
Toronto
48
35
578
4
Detroit
46
35
568
5
Milwaukee
40
11
404 11
Boston
39
45
484 134
Baltimore
33
51
323 194
Cleveland
30
53
361 22
Rest Division
V. L
Pet.
GB
Minnesota
47
38
563 —
Kansas City
45
38
54.2
1
Oakland
44
39
530
2
California
44
41
518
3
Seattle
43 41
.512 • 34
,
Texas
38
44
463
71.,
Chicago
32
49
395' 13
Wednesday's Games
New York 13 Minnesota 4
Detroit 9. Oakland 5
Baltimore 6 Chicago 5 10 innuigs
Cleveland 9, Kansas City h
Toronto 5 Texas 2
California 5, Boston 3
Seattle 5. Milwaukee 2, 11 innings
Thursday's Games
Chicago I Dotson 8-5, at New York
. Tewksbury 1-31. n,
Minnesota I Straker 4.6 at Baltimore I Bell
6-8 I. tn.
Kansas City ,Black 4-2 at Toronto (Nunez
0-0,.
Cleveland i Bailee 2-2, at Texas I OuRnan
6-71, In,
Detroit Morris 12.3k at California iSutton
5-910"n
411ws
'ukee !Boob 4.21 at Oakland

Rip

14Bos
"l
to
n n 'Hurst 9-6, at Seattle , Campbell
0-10,
Fmar.
6.
'
Chicago at New York. in
Kansas City at Toronto. • n
Minnesota at BaltImore, in
Cleveland at Texas. In,
Detroit at California. In,
Milwaukee at Oakland. In,
Boston at Seattle In ,

Wednesday's Transactions
American League
BALTIMORE OR1OLES—Sent Jack
O'Connor. pitcher to Rochester of the International League on injury rehalillitation
assigment Announced that Don Aase pit_

OFFICE WOOS, INC.
•Receptionists
•Secretaries
•Computer Operators
•Bookkeepers
•Typing
*Cleaning

Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there

That's
St
insurance."

on Tournament selection
HOT SPRINGS, Va. — Last
season, for the fourth time since
he began coaching at Louisville in
1971, Denny Crum did not take his
team to the NCAA tournament. He
wants to know how to make sure
that doesn't happen again.
Crum, whose teams won the national championship in 1980 and
1986, spoke Wednesday to the
NCAA Division I Basketball Committee at its summer meeting.
The nine-member panel invited
Crum to speak after hearing his
comments last March when
Louisville was bypassed for the
64-team field.
Crum had some suggestions and
questions during the 40-minute
meeting for the athletic directors
who select the 35 at-large teams
and seed the teams in the tournament that has grown from eight
teams in 1950 to today's field
which earns a minimum of
$200,000.
The topics covered by Crum
ranged from the importance of
strength of schedule to the dates of
conference tournament championship games.
,
"There isn't a published set
criteria that everybody knows going into the season exactly how its
weighted," Crum said of strength
of schedule. "For example, if you
were to take Louisville last year,
we lost to 10 teams ranked in the
top 25 in the country. As a coach
going in making up my schedule, I
need to know that if losing to Indiana at Indiana or losing to
Syracuse at Syracuse is worth as

juries much of the season but still
has 11 home runs This is the third
straight season Winfield and
Henderson will start.
Davis leads the NL with 26
homers, and he has 66 RBI
Dawson has 24 homers and 74 RBI
and Strawberry has 21 home runs
and 49 RBI. Strawberry will be
starting for the fourth time in four
full seasons, an NL record.
Clark tops the majors with 82
RBI, and has 25 home runs for the
Cardinals, who lead the NL East
by rune games. He has played in
three All-Star Games, but this will
be his first as a starter.
Mattingly will be making his
first All-Star start. He is batting
.326 with 10 homers and 52 RBI
despite missing two weeks on the
disabled list.
A total of 5,572,493 votes were
cast this year. That topped last
year's total of 5,414,304. The total
was the highest since 1984.

SCOREBOARD

NCAA hears Crum's views

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
56
L
Pet.
GB
St Louis
53
29
616 —
Montreal
44
3*
537
4
Chicago
45
39
536
9
New York
14
39
530 94
Philadelphia
41
41
508 12
Pittsburgh
37
17
440 17
West Dietsion
56
L
Pet.
GB
CIncIrmati
46
3*
54S —
Houston
43
40
518
245
San Francisco
13
41
512
3
Atlanta
3*
45
451.
7hv
Los Angeles
37
47
440
4
San Diego
29
58
34: i74,
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 12 San Diego"
St Louis 6, Los Angeles 3. let game
St Louis 1. I-os Angeles 7 10 innings 2nd
game
Philadelphia 7. Cincinnati 2
San Francisco 8 Pittsburgh 4 14 inntro.
Atlanta 5, New York 3
Montreal 1, Houston 0
Thursday's Games
Los Angeles , Honeycutt 2-8, at ch,ago
,Sutcliffe 11-1.
Montreal
Heaton 10-3, at Cincinnati
I Gunk kson 8-5
,
Philadelphia IK Gross 6-8
at Atlanta
(Smith 6-5,. in.
New York !Mitchell 1 2. at Houston
Deshiaes 8-31. In,
San Francisco .Krukoa, ; 6 at St 1.4.is
Cox 8.31 n
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Los Angeles at Chicago
Philadelphia at Atlanta
Montreal at Cincinnati
Ran Diegn-ae Pilisburgh, .n
New York at Houston. , n
San Francisco at St Louis 'r,

cher will mum' the remainder of the season
\stlosal League
ST LOUIS CARDINALS—Recalled Dave
LaPOInt. pitcher. from Louisville of the
American Association, Optioned Rod
Booker infielder to Louisville

Larry Krouse Insurance
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Rent 3 Movies
Get al FREE

Imagine...
cool, blue water, the
warmth of the sun,
the lakes and rivers
that lure you to
adventure. Imagine. ..
the pure pleasure you,
your family, and
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a pure pleasure craft.
IIIII
Imagine.. . it on a
Flote-Bote' .

be Mattingly at first base, Randolph at second, Cal Ripken of
Baltimore at shorstop, George
Bell of Toronto, Henderson and
Winfield in the outfield and Terry
Kennedy of Baltimore at catcher
Kennedy will be the first catcher
ever to start an All-Star Game for
both the NL and AL. He started the
1985 Game for the NL in place of
the injured Carter.
For the first time in six years,
Atlanta's Dale Murphy was not
selected. San Diego's Tony
Gwynn, leading the NL with a .374
average, was not picked for the
first time in four years.
Sandberg, out with an ankle injury, might not be able to play.
Both teams have plenty of
power, especially in the outfield.
Bell has hit 28 home runs and
driven in 73 runs. Winfield has 19
homers and 67 RBI. Henderson,
one of the best leadoff batters in
history, has been slowed by in-

Members Get 2 FREE
r4.1i

....m...
--- ------7-:.
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*Vinyl and Aluminum Siding
*Replacement Windows
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Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

$8.95
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Rent a VCR for 7 days
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Your movie professionals
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OBITUARIES
Austin Lee Parker
Austin Lee Parker died Wednesday at 2.06 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital
Born at 12:43 a.m. Wednesday at
the hospital, he was the son of
Hank Sherman Parker and
Christina Renee Hill Parker.
He is survived by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Parker, Rt. 8, Murray; grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

Miss Mary Frances Bazzell
Apts., Mayfield, died Tuesday at
8:40 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Lebanon
Church of Christ. She had retired
from Delco Products, Dayton,
Ohio, after 30 years of service.
Survivors are three sisters, Mrs.
Virginia Hutchens, Benton, Mrs.
Barbara Hall, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Datha Edwards, Sedalia; one
brother, Howard Bazzell,
Paducah; several nieces and
nephews.

Pallbearers are Bill Hall,
Homer Edwards, W.C. Hutchens,
David Conner, Bob Pickard and
Steve Dublin.
Burial will follow in the Coldwater Cemetery.
Miss Bazzell, 74, of Windhaven

Paul Langston
Funeral rites for Paul Langston
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Butial will follow in Millers Chapel
Church Cemetery.
Mr Langston, 75, of Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Tuesday at 5:55
p.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
He was a retired employee of
Roman Ceramics Co., and a
member of New Home Missionary
Baptist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lennie Langston; five daughters,
Mrs. Martha Mi1ls4nd Mrs. Emma J. Hayden, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Mrs. Emmalene Hayden. Rt. 3,

Mayfield, Mrs. Libby Wiggins, Rt.
2. Sedalia, and Mrs. Lavinia
Pollock, Mayfield; four sons, Bub
Langston and Clayton Langston,
Rt. 5, Mayfield, James Langston,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, and Ricky
Langston, Rt. 2, Mayfield.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Wilma Hamlin, Mayfield,
and Mrs. Thelma Seay, Rt. 1, Hardin; 28 grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren; two stepgrandchildren; two stepgreatgrandchildren.
Mr. Langston was preceded in
death by two sons, E.J. Langston
and Levi Joe Langston, two
brothers and two sisters.
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Monument Co.
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Buster Bynum, 78, of Rt. 1, Farmington, died Wednesday at 7
p.m. at Community Hospital.
Mayfield.
A retired pottery maker at Bell
City, he was preceded in death by
his wife. Mrs. Manda Hale
Bynum.
Born Sept. 9, 1908, he was the son
of the late Robert Bynum and Ira
Winters Bynum.
Survivors are one son, Morris
Rvelim. Rt. 1, Farmington; one

The funeral for Gaylon
Trevathan is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Jack Jones is officiating. Music is by the choir of
Locust Grove Baptist Church with
Robert Houston as director.
Pallbearers are Thomas
Houston, Harold Houston, Bob
Miles, Bob Moody, Darren Miles,
John Mark McDougal, Paul B.
Thurman and Will Ed Bailey, active, and R.C. Scott, honorary.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Trevathan, 84, Rt. 7, Murray, died Tuesday at 5:53 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County

Hospital.
He was born Sept. 23, 1902, to the
late Walter Scott Trevathan and
Anna Mae Stevenson Trevathan.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Lottie Walston Trevathan; three
daughters, Mrs. Howell (Anna
Mae) Thurman and Mrs. Johnny
(Charlotte) McDougal of Murray
and Mrs. Dan (Hilda) Cunningham, Rt. 1, Almo; one son,
Jamie Trevathan, Murray; one
brother, Euin Trevathan,
Cookeville, Tenn.; daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Robbie Trevathan, and
son-in-law, Bob Miles, Murray;
eight grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

_71-1VZ1231
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Services for Mrs. Ethel Keel are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Coy Garrett and the Rev.
Bob Dotson are officiating.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will follow in
Story's Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Keel, 94, Rt. 1, Hazel,
widow of Ira Keel, died Tuesday at
10:33 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Bronzie Easley,
and Mrs. LaMaurr (Sue) Britt, Rt.
1, Farmington; five sons, Max
Keel and wife, Marie, and Fred
Keel and wife, Eloise, Rt. 1, Farmington, Kenneth Keel and wife,
Doris, Rt. 3, Murray, Carl Keel
and wife, Bonnie, Rt. 1, Hazel, and
Bill Keel and wife, Sue, Lebelle,
Fla.; 15 grandchildren; 21 greatgrandchildren.

Two arrested after apparent
break-in at soft-drink machine
Two men were arrested early
this morning after they were seen
breaking into a Coke drink
machine in front of Wheel and
Deal Garage on Kentucky 94 west
of Murray, according to Calloway
County Sheriff J.D. Williams.

charged with theft over $100 and
are each lodged in the Calloway
County Jail on a $2,000 bond,
Williams said.
The two were picked up by Murray City Police officers when they
arrived in town after the alleged
incident, then turned over to the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department at approximatley 3 a.m. this
morning, he added.

Playhouse to host children's workshop
The summer Children's rheatre
Workshops will get underway at
Playhouse in the Park on Monday,
July 13. The workshop for children
who will be in grades 1-3 in the fall
will meet from 9:30-12:00. The
workshop for children who will be

in grades 4-6 in the fall will meet
from 1:30-4:00. Persons wanting to
register their children should call
759-1752. There is a $15.00 registration fee. The workshop will focus on
skills needed for theatre
production.

-al
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Percent of faculty at four-year state
institutions
State

1977

1964

Illinois
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Seminar for adult students
planned in August at MSU
Adult or non-traditional students
who would like to pursue a
bachelor of independent studies
(BIS) degree at Murray State
University can explore that alternative at a two-day seminar Friday and Saturday, Aug. 28-29.
Scheduled from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on each date in the Barkley Room
of the Curris Center, the seminar
is designed to provide complete information about Murray State's
external degree program, which is
the first of its kind in Kentucky.
Larry Moore, program director,
said seminar participants will be
involved in discussions of alternative credit opportunities such as
contract learning, correspondence
courses, television offerings, experiential credit and challenge
examinations.
Administered through the
Center for Continuing Education
on the campus, the innovative BIS
degree program provides greater
flexibility for adult students whose
professional or family obligations
make it difficult to complete a
degree following a fixed class
schedule.
Moore said persons interested in
the BIS seminar should contact

the Center for Continuing Education in Sparks Hall at 762-4150 to
obtain an admissions application.
He encouraged them to begin the
process as soon as possible since
seminar enrollment will be
limited.
A $25 fee is to be paid with each
BIS admissions application submitted. Moore said each person
enrolled in the seminar will
receive an information package.
The BIS degree provides flexibility in the way in which credit
may be earned and in reduced
residency requirements. Its content areas include 12 semester
hours each of basic skills,
humanities, sciences and social
sciences and 30 hours in a "field of
study" to fit life circumstances
and to focus on specific interests.
A 10-member advisory committee and the university faculty
developed the external degree
program over a period of several
months in 1985. It has been approved by the Murray State board of
regents, the Kentucky Council on
Higher Education and the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools.

State senators follow party lines
WASHINGTON (AP — Kentucky's senators voted along party
lines during the 60-40 roll call
Thursday by which the Senate
defeated an attempt to strike mandatory advance notices of plant
closings and layoffs from the trade
bill.
On this vote, a vote "for" was a
vote to drop the mandatory notices

from the legislation while a vote
"against" was a vote to include
them.
There were 60 votes "for" and 40
votes "against."
Mitch McConnell was among the
36 Republicans voting for the
measure. Wendell Ford was
among 50 Democrats voting
against the measure
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sister, Mrs. Hester Cox, Paris,
Tenn., five grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Edgar Sadlar will officiate.
Burial will follow in Lynnville
Baptist Church Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Gaylon Trevathan

Ronnie Lee Keller, 28, 200 Paxton, Paducah, and Ted T.
Williams, 34, Chicago, were

New Energy Saving
GE 17.4 Cu. ft. Refrigerator
with Tempered Glass Shelves
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1984

753-8407
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Buster Bynum

Hearon Parker, Rt. 8, Murray.
Mrs. Martha Frances Lee and husband, Robert E. Lee, Paducah,
and Parvin Hill and wife, Sherry.
Tanner, Ala.
Graveside rites will be today at 4
p.m. at McMuriel Cemetery. The
Rev. Eulas Greer will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.

Final rites for Miss Mary
Frances Bazzell are today at 2
p.m in the chapel of Roberts
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Gerald
Baker is officiating.

Black faculty members
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Experts react to New York AIDS report
NEW YORK tAP) — The
statistic startles: AIDS has
become the No. 1 killer of women
aged 25-34 in New York City.
It clashes with the stereotype of
acquired immune deficiency syndrome as a fatal disease primarily
afflicting homosexual men.
Health experts say the numbers
are not surprising, but do not
mean most women in that age
group are likely to get AIDS.
They point out the overall death
rate for 25-to-34-year-olds is low,
and that the vast majority of the
women who died of AIDS in the city were either intravenous drug
users or the sexual partners of
male drug abusers.
Several support groups, some

THE MURRAY LIIDGER & TIMES

186 died of AIDS. Cancer,
previously the leading killer, was
blamed for 123 deaths
State Comptroller Edward V
Regan says new data indicates
New York City could have about

with Health Department cancer, the leadi
ng cause of death
assistance, have been springing the previous year
up to meet the needs of these AIDS
Acquired immune deficiency
victims. Because AIDS has been syndrome is cause
d by a
considered primarily a male attacks the body' virus that
s immune
disease, most support services system, leaving victi
ms susceptihave been aimed at men.
ble to a variety of infections and
"Women are probably the most cancers As of June
29, it had
Isolated people with AIDS," said struck 37,867 Ameri
cans, killing
Dooley Worth, who runs an AIDS 21,776 of them, accor
ding to the
support group for women at Centers fcr Disea
se Control in
Stuyvesant Polyclinic, a comAtlanta.
munity health care center on
For several years, AIDS has
Manhattan's Lower East Side.
been the leading killer of New
The AIDS and women figures York City men in the
25-to-34 age
were listed in a city Health
bracket. Women were more likely
Department report Tuesday. It to die of other cause
s.
said that in 1986 for the first time,
This week's Health Department
more New York women in that age
report said that of 1,006 women in
bracket died of AIDS than of that age group who
died in 1986,

flee Wednesday for nearly an
hour.
The pair noted that their fathers
shared the same last name, Persky, and came from Eastern
Europe. Peres' family lived in
Vishnieva, Poland, before he immigrated to Palestine in 1934 and
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General Motors
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1
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50/
1
2 -%
C.E.F. YIeld

changed his name to Peres
Miss Bacall, who was born in
Brooklyn, N.Y., said she didn't see
her father, William, from the time
she was 8 years old, and that her
mother went back to using her
maiden name, Bacall.

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
753-3366
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23,000 hospitaitzPd AIDS patients
by the end of 1991, almost triple
the city's current projections The
cost of treating all AIDS inpatients
in the city could reach almost $2
billion in 1991. he added

Stock Market

Lauren Bacall may be relative of minister
JERUSALEM ( AP)

— Actress
Lauren Bacall says she and Israeli
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres
may be related, and that Peres
plans to investigate the possible
family ties.
Bacall, in Israel to make a
movie, spoke with Peres in his of-
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Notice

Notice
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PAM'S CAKE HUT If
you need a cake and you
want it fresh, delicious
and beautiful call us
you'll be glad you did
759-4492 Try our Philly
cream cheese cake it's
great for those get
together s.
TRE-76TF-Ruciw:7
-Ives
sicie of square.
Mayfield. Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

6

Help

Wanted

6

Help

Wanted

6. Help Wanted

14

Want to Buy

24

Miscellaneous

26.TV-Radio

HALF price! Flashing LEASE TO OWN Wir
arrow signs
29 9 ! eless remote VCR $32 a
Lighted, non arrow $289! month Murray Rental
Unlighted $249! Free box & Sales 7538201.
letters! Warranty. See LEASE TO OWN 19"
locally. Limited time Color TV, $28 a month
'or any information
only. Price war! Call Murray Rental & Sales
753 8201
factory. 1 800-423 0163
acting to the return of a
LARGE, large, large
RECEPTIONIST needed
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
selection of storage
for public accounting
19116 KWh'225
buildings in stock for 1984 14x70, 2 BED
firm Must be personable
4-whaist taken from a
immediate delivery. ROOM, 2 bath, central
& eager to learn Send
Acree Portable air, dishwasher, step-up
resumes to P 0 Box 453,
nome on Penny Rd June
Buildings, Mayfield, kitchen, outside storage
Murray.
Ky 502 247 7831
building 753 9644
REPS NEEDED for
25 o' 7 •'.'3e call
MOVING? 44 boxes, 1 TRAILERS for sale,
business accounts. Full489-2869.
$35 All sizes. lamp, 12x70. 492 8392
time , $60,000$80,000;
mattress, mirror, war- BUILDING house musf
Part time, $12,000 $18,
1987 USSSA Church State
5 Lost and Found
drobe with bars. 753
000. No selling, repeat
sell or take over
Softball Tournament
7142
payments. 1984 14x60 2
business. Set your own
FOUND
Brown bob
Men's'Women 5
hours. Training pro
ONE (1) used, two (2) bedrooms, 1 bath,
tailed dog with black
Jerry McConnell
divisions. July 17 19 in
wheel trailer Perfect $9,900 489 2868 after
vided. Call 1 612 938
flea collar. 207 Poplar
Franklin, Ky Call Larry,
Insurance
for 3 wheelers or riding 6P M.
6870, M-F, 8am to 5pm
St 753 6271.
502-586-8297 to enter
753-4199
(Central Standard
lawn mowers Has 2 FINANCING/
15. Articles for Sale
LOST 1-1/2 mile on 94
A wonderful family ex
ramps and small hand
Time).
-Our tSch Sear
Refinancing gsed mobile
Old
year
male
East6all winch on front. Asking
perience Scandinavian,
URGENTLY seeking MOVING sale
homes. GreenTree Ac
tricolor
Beagle
with
European, Brazilian high
RNs for all patient care heavy furniture like $250. Call 492 8241
ceptance offers fixed
school exchange students LEADING swimming collar, name. Reward.
areas; ICCU, 12 hr. new, oak dining room OPEN arm sewing rates, no closing costs, no
4641,
753
8A.M.
5P.M.,
suite w/china cabinet, machine.
arriving in August. Be pool manufacturer
shifts;
08/Med.
ER,
Repossessed. prepayment penalty.
come a host family for urgently needs 9 Monday Friday
Surg. Contact: Oweata almond stove w/clear Runs like new Does but
Lexington, 1 800 221 8204.
American Intercultural qualified home owners LOST Blue sapphire &
Williams, RN, surface wirnicrowave, ton holes & zig zag Even
L.
E.O.L.
Student Exchange Call for immediate 1987 pool diamond ring. Reward
Nursing, almond ref. w/ice & sews on buttons Sold for REPOSSESSED mobile
Director
of
1 800 SIBLING
installations. Financing offered. 753 1687.
Marshall County water, freezer, glass top over $390 Pay balance of
homes, state wide
BUSINESS clubs, available Other pool LOST Personal page
Hospital, Benton, KY. coffee tables, glass t01) $83 80 or assume locations, 5% 10% down,
organizations, we will prices from 1577. Call caller. Call 753 7437 or
502-527-1336. Come join breakfast table, pine payments of $14 per
15 year term available
753 1518
Reward
BR suite (poster bed), month. Phone
stock your custom logo, 1-800 331 5914.
our family.
credit
Greentree Acceptance. 1
offered
dark pine BR suite, oak
use as you need at
manager 753 3316.
Drivers,
WANTED
800-221-8204 E.O.L.
desk & chair, 8-piece
LOST Small female
Faye's, 753.7743.
must be 18 years of age,
Fern Terrace Lodge
sec. sofa (brown), POLE Buildings- TRAILER on 100x200 lot
poodle mix dog; black
have own car and proof
26'x45'x9' eave, one 10'x8' in Paris landing area.
complete set 489 2642.
With
ears
fluffy
and
of Murray
of insurance. Apply at
Furnished. $6500. Phone
end slider and one walk
clipped
answers
tail,
to
Now provioes iicensed
Dominos Pizza.
753 0954
door, painted steel roof
"Jessie". Lost in Taylor
Furnishings
Home
adult day health care for
WENDY'S now has 16,
and sides, completely
Store area. If any
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
immediate openings for 10' INTERLINE 3 piece erected, tax included, $4
ndividuals who require
information please call
part-time position 15 30 wall unit; double bed; 977. Other sizes available. 1 AND 2 bedroom
medical or social super435-4568.
hours per week availa- Herculon love seat
vision for 4-8 hours per ...-tOST Small female
Blitz Builders, Inc. 1-800trailers in city limits.
ble. Apply 2-4P.M. Mon
759-4638.
428-4009.
day Funding is provided
No pets. 753-9866 or
dog, 8 years old, part
Fri
ALL wood colonial drop POLE builders, con753-2365.
In part under a contract
poodle, light tan and
leaf table with 4 chairs, tractors. Build with D2 BEDROOM trailer,
with the Purchase Area
blonde with black on
9 Situation Wanted
$100. 759-1396.
Rib metal roofing and
inside city limits. 492ears, short curly hair,
Development District and
I will do housecaning. BEAUTIFUL used siding from Davis Metal
NEED a lob? 4 openings
8349.
over weight, weighs 25
the Kentucky Cabinet of
Honest, reliable and couch, $85. 753,0954.
now. You may qualify
Sales Information/ free
pounds. Her name is
2 BEDROOM mobile
Human Resources
if: (1)you do not have dependable. Excellent BROWN naughahyde brochure, Danville, Ky. home. $135 a month,
"Kelly". Lost south of
Call 753-7109
references.
753-3436.
GED
or
your
high
recliner,1-800-442-0135,
$45; rust cloth
1-800-222- $135 deposit. East side
Murray in New ProFor Further Information
school diploma, (2) you
vidence area on George
of Murray. 753 9227
GENERAL house and swivel rocker, $55,_,Both 7003.
have
been
out
of
school
in
good
condition, or POLE buildings
Shoemaker Rd.L1500
after 5:30P.M.
office cleaning. 5 years
9
months
or
more,
(3)
reward. Call 753-1362
experience. References best reasonable offer. 24'x30'x9' eave com2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
you
are
between
ages
16
between 8A.M.-5P.M.,
supplied.. 759 1578 or 753-8780.
pletely erected. (1) unfurnished, some new
& 21. We are a EOE. 75386-42.
after 5P.M 436-2208.
BUNK bed with mat
12'x8' end slider and (1) furniture, natural gas
LOCAL law firm seek- This project is funded
Springer
LOST
entrance door included. electric, air con
ing secretary with ex- by the Western Ky. WILL keep elderly tress, good condition
INSURANCE FOR THE SCHOOL
Spaniel. Liver and
people in my home in 753-8478.
$2,929. Other sizes ditioned. Shady Oaks
cellent word processing Private Industry
white, named ''Hun•
Hazel. Have ex- CHEST freezer 15.2 CU. available. Blitz 753'5209.
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES
skills. Bookkeeping a Council
JTPA.
Call
ter". Call Jason Farley
perience. 437 4815.
FT., 1 year old. 753-3454
Builders 1-800-428 4009.
plus. Send resumes to J.T.P.A. Out Of School
32 Apts for Rent
753-0039 Or 753 5331
The Calloway County Board of
FOR sate: 2 Oriental QUART jars for sale
P. 0. Box 1040 J, 753-9378 between 8:3010. Business Opportunity
1, 2 OR 3 bedroom
rugs -- 100% wool, han- $2.50 dozen. Call after
Education will receive sealed bids for
Murray,
Ky.
12:
00
5
days
Our
a
week.
em6. Help Wanted
apartments, nicely
dwoven in Belgium, 6p.m. 753-7943.
ployees know of this ad.
Insurance for the School TransportaNEED babysitter for 1000 SUNBEDS. Sunal approximate size: 4x6 STEEL buildings. Musf furnished, located near
ABYSITTER needed Wolff.
Save
up
to
50%.
MURRAY'S
New infant and 7 year old
tion Vehicles until 1:30 p.m., Tuesday,
campus. Days, 753-6111;
and 6x9. Phone 753-0914 sell 2 arch style steel
Beginning mid -August,
Power House FM Sta- from 6:30A.M.-4P.M. in
Call for fre color cata
nights, 753 0606.
after 5P.M.
afternoons tion soon on
August 4, 1987.
buildings
from
cancella
wholesale
8.
logue
the air my home. References
2
3P.M. 12A M. in my
BEDROOM duplex in
kINGSIZE
waterbed,
tion.
40x40
offers
One
Brand
is
1-800
prices.
228-6292.
ground floor op- required. 753-4712 after
Specifications will be on file in the
Northwood, $265 per
home or yours. Must
portunity to four ex- 4P.M.
1000 TONING tables. loacied, $550 or best new. Call Dan 1 800 527
Calloway County Board of Education
month. 759 4406.
have references. 753perienced radio adver- PART time position in
Slenderquest passive offer. Monday, Tues 4044.
5845 before 3P.M.
Office building, 2110 College Farm
tising salespeople in Member Services with exercisers. Highest day, Wednesday and SWIMMING pools
last 2 BEDROOM apart
Friday; 9 A.M.
ments for rent at Em
West Ky. & Tenn. areas. state association based
GET PAID for reading
chance
Various sizes
Road, Murray, Kentucky, and inquality - immediate
bassy Apartments.
Send resumes to WAAW in Frankfort. 25 to 30 delivery. Call for free 12P M./2 5P.M , 753 of display and re
books!
S100
per
title.
terested bidders may obtain the
Families and married
6642.
Write: ACE- 187 „ 2 FM, P.O. Box 1340, hours per week. Expossessed Kayak Pools
color catalogue &
couples welcomed. Now
necessary forms there.
Pima, Naperville, fL. Murray, KY 42071 or perience in association
special pricing MAHOGANY upright factory reconditioned.
piano; regulation size Manufacturers' renting 1 bedroom
call Chuck Shuffett at work, newspaper ad60540.
The Board reserves the right to re1.800-228-6292.
apartments Call 753
pool table; 5 pieces warranty, installation &
759-1300 or call Ed vertising or editorial
LADY
needing
home
to
business
GLASS
sale
or
ject any or all bids and waive any ir3530.
live-in with invalid lady. Fritts in Paducah, 554- department required. in Paris. Residential, wicker; antique quilt financing available
regularities in bidding.
Room, board, salary. 2900. Equal Opportunity Send resume to D.T. auto, commercial. Es- box; oak piano bench; Only a few deluxe 2 BEDROOM, 2 bath
duplex in Northwood.
glass door bookcase; 5 models left! No re
Employer.
759-1661.
Thompson, 332 Capitol
tablished 2 years. Call
Refrigerator,
Avenue, Frankfort, 901-644-9046 or 901-247- antique oak chairs; floral asonable offer refused!
wingback chair; antique Call toll free
microwave, disKentucky 40601.
UTTVITTPIII
3750.
oak beveled mirror. 489 1-800 THE POOL Ext. hwasher, central heat
CLINICAL skiffs in
2440.
and air and carport.
B115.
structor Lourdes 11. Instruction
i4AVE RECENEr
WHAT DID WE EVER
$325 per month.
Drastic
Save!
SAVE!
Hospital Paducah.
TORO push mowers
YOUR L ATE5T
C70 TO HURT YOU:
759-4406.
reduction on all bed
LEARN TO DRIVE
and weed trimmers.
Saturdays. Masters of
MANU5CRIPT
•
ding, living room and
TRACTOR-TRAILER
Also, for all Toro part ) BEDROOM furnished,
Science in Nursing, 2
bedroom groups in
near University. $185
years clinical ex
and service see Keith at
stock through July. See
and deposit. 753 6350.
perience in nursing,
Stokes Tractor, Indus
us for all your furniture
BEDROOM, central
Kentucky liscense.
rial Road, 753-1,119.
needs. Carraway Furheat and air, all ap
Contact: Sharon Resch,
WATER
heaterselec
niture, 105 N. 3rd St.,
a.r.-pliances furnished,
NO I a NE ft.INCE MIMED,
Vocational Dean,
tric with dual heating
WON
-440 IP ON. ONN.r, '
753-1502.
drapes, near Universowe ,,..
,c DO* c en. our
Shawnee College, Ullin,
elements.
5
year
glass
areNiNN C.Npl
ity. Vacant first of July.
Illinois 62992. (618)634- ,
Acchantact School
lined tank 30 gallon, 753-7947, 753-5114.
2242.
20. Sports Equipment
Avatibl•
Financiai
•44
$114.99;
40
gallon,
NANCY
BRICK duplex with
ALLIANCE
DRIVERS needed
12 GUAGE automatic $119.99; 50 gallon, carport. No pets. $235 a
TNAC TOR MOLE A 'RAINING :Eh ENS
immediately
years
23
$139.99.
Wallin Hard
E PINION
1100 shotgun. Also,
YEAH , WELL , N•lEXT
month. 753-6931.
of age, 2 years OTR
HNC& 4OU'RE
Walnut finished 10 ware, Paris, Tn.
Ca), Toll Free Anytime
For rent: 2 BR apts.
Excellent
experience
CARRYING -11-kE
holder gun cabinet. WED-DING dress and
Water furnished. Start
pay and benefits. Call
POPCORN E5U6TEP.
1-800-334-1203
veil, candlelight white
502-492-8358.
ing at $170. Murray
502 753 5539.
from Showcase, size 7.
Manor Limited. Equal
753-5845 before 3P.M.
xerPt'
Housing Opportunity.
22. Musical
WE buy, sell and repair
Call 753-8668.
NEED
POWER? air conditioners_ Bar•
NOTICE
LAKEFRONT apartmenf
130-watt Peavey MX ring installed and
in Panorama Shores. UnThis is to inform the people of Mur- Flite Case guitar am motors, $20. Call Dill furnished,
2 BR's. Kitplifier head for sale. Electric 759-1577.
ray, Calloway County, and the surroun- Amp
chen appliances furhas channel swit
nished. No children or
ding areas, that Calloway Monument ching, four tube output, 26.TV Radio pets.
Lease & deposit re
reverb and effects loop, 10' DARKSTAR dish,
Company, 1707 W. Main, is still in
quired. Call 436 2484 be
for $295
Phone Drake receiver, Janiel tween 9a.m. 6p.m.
operation as they have been for the all
PEACHES LOVE TO BE 5OLJEEZE9
759.1938 after 5P.M. for disc drive, practically
TAKING applications
AN'PEA5 OCCASIONALLY POP IN
past 40 yrs. Jim Smothers & daughter, details.
new. $800. 437-4991
for Section 8. Rent
PIANO, Melville Clark CHEAP! MUST
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Jennifer are available to meet your by Wurlitzer, upright.
SELL!! 8 tract tape BR
Apply Hilldale
Phone 753-6642 or 901
memorial needs. For their assistance call
player/AM FM
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
247 3991.
radio/ stereo set with 2 Equal Housing
753-1962.
STEREO needles. Can'f speakers_ Call 753 3781 Opportunity
find your replacement after 4P.M.
TOP quality 2 bedroom
needle, let us try!! 753 LEASE TO OWN 25
duplex, all appliances,
4663.
console TV with remote, quiet residential area.
/4EEC/Er,
$53 a month. Murray Call after 4P.M.
Teacher to teach Industrial ProcessesImutti
24. Miscellaneous
Rental & Sales. 753 8201
753 6291_
(EktctrIcliy. machining, welding, hydrollcs blue print macling
VOLUMES of en20
Minimum Qualificationscyclopedias. Also,
10311=11L
•High School Diploma or G E
Events oLthe Years
•Plus 3 years of Journeyman level
1959-1975 (16 Vol.) and
SOMEONE
IN
LETS GET TH15
Industrial experience
Saturday, July 11
many other books. 753
CALLEP
THERE
STRAIGHT. YOu
*Or College degree and 2 years
0796.
FOR
10 a.m. • RAIN OR SHINE
WANT THE FAH
Industrial exeperience
ABSDR-13 less fat from
SERVICE
RAi6EP?!
Approximately 4 miles east of Murray,
Salary - Commensurate with qualifications
food! New revolutionary
KY, on Hwy. 94 at the Bruce & Melvie
weight loss product that
Garland home; Timmy Garland and Mrs.
Part-lime Principals of Technology teacher
makes you absorb up to
50% less fat from food
Gephart, Owners.
RequirementsCall 904-673-6189.
*Degree in Science including 3
Antiques: Nice oak mantle, Civil War
BABY car seat; round
courses in Physics
Bunk, full & 1,42 iron beds, gypsy table, fansolid Oak table, $225 or
*Practical applications of Physics
cy oak rocker, oak hall tree, bamboo lamp
best offer. 3 piece Maple
on secondary level
table, round Duncan Phyfe table, glass
bedroom suite, $125 or
7
best offer. 753-9930
Applications are available atbasket,6 leg lamp table, 2 sewing rockers,
BETTER built storage
beehive radio, old post card collection, colMurray Vocational School
buildings, now on dis
r•te C•tEG rIlaNTS rO r"-.1 • SURE, L.EMME lir"--lector plates. 2 walnut dressers (marble
Office or Contact
' I O. HARDLY CALL )1
play at Treas in
GET VOUFt OPINION ON s TASte IT _
AN
-HAT
top), old fruit crates, corner cabinet, JenOPINION
•IlS NEW 50uP ,r e---.'
Murray. 8'x12' starting
Jim Lawson.
ny Linn bed, 2 wicker chairs, telephone
at $585. Call L.E.
--- --j/-4. -N-iiI"
Williams. 409-2663.
stand, gateleg dropleaf table, kerosene
r: el
I
FOR sale 2 wheeled
c .
lamp, stone jars & pitchers, depression
•
•.
(
1,_
.73111 i
, L.,.>
utility trailer, 2' sides,
glass.
•
,
$150.
Call 49 25.46.
74 1
' .1
•
s.
Guns: Model 1860 army 44 pistol, Marlin
".•,,,,,,,
/
3
•ss
i
roR sale - Go Kart,
iNg i
•
bolt action clip fed,-22 rifle.
•T__,
_
Craftsman
6-1/8"
3HP
.
--•--iir
3
Household: Apt. size elect. range,
cast iron jolnier/
Murray Calloway County Hospital
11111 ?Ma /
planner 492-8774 after
Maytag washer, oak bed, wicker bath set.
,
al
_.
6P.M.
NUN..
metal kitchen cabinets, wall mirror, dishes
,r
..,,..,
t
,
tOOD used air
- 'NB ..".
••••'
••
& cookware
conditioners 110 volt &
THE PHANTOM
Tools & Misc.: Yamaha 4 wheeler w/42
220 volt, refrigerators,
freezers, electric
in. cut 8 hp mower, log chains, wood
ranges Hodge & Sons
clamps, 220 heaters, vise, large comealong,
753 4669.
161 sledge, approx. 20 windows, 20 storm
used
refrigera
GOOD
• •
windows, storm door, louvered shutters.
for, freezer and dryer
Not responsible for accidents. For inforAll in good working
condition 753-4684.
mation and all your auction needs, call
GOT a campground
membership or lot?
We'll take it, America's
803 Poplar Street
most successful resale
clearinghouse, call Re
Murray, KY 42071
sort Sales Inter
national's toll free hot
(502) 753-5131 Ext. 113
line, 1 900 423 5967.

REWARD
OFFERED

sa

2

1987 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and copayment amounts.
You will be required
to pay even more of
the bill. In fact, if you
go to the hospital,
you or your insurance
will have to pay the
first S520.00 before
Medicare
pays
anything. For free information call:

Your Ad
Could
Be Here
Classifieds
753-1916

LICENSED
PRACTICAL
NURSE SENIOR
The
Kentucky
State Penitentiary
in Lyon County has
an
immediate
opening for License.Practical Nurse
Senior
Salary
range
$13.656 -$19,860
annually.
Minimum
requirements: Must
be licensed as a
practical nurse in
the Commonwealth
of Kentucky or
must have a current work permit
Issued by the Kentucky Board of
Nursing
supplemented by one
year of experience
as a licensed practical nurse.
Full range
of
benefits including
life and health insurance, retirement plan, paid
vacation and sick
leave.
Contact Mrs. Anne
Choat, Personnel
Administrator.
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary.
Route 2, Old Eddyville, P.O. Box
128, Eddyville, KY,
42038-0128, (502)
388-2211.
Equal Opportunity
Employer M,Fli

NURSE
REGISTERED
The
Kentucky
State Penitentiary
in Lyon County has
three immediate
openings for Nurse
Registered. Two
openings are fulltime, one opening
is part-time. Salary
range
$18,096-$24,144
annually.
Minimum
re
quirements: Must
be licensed as a
Registered Nurse
or possess a valid
work permit issued
by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing
Full
range
of
benefits including
life and health insurance, retirement plan, paid
vacation and sick
leave.
Contact Mrs. Anne
Choat, Personnel
Administrator,
Kentucky
State
Penitentiary,
Route 2, Old Eddyville, P.O. Box
128, Eddyville, KY,
42038-0128, (502)
388-2211.
lin Equal Opportunity
Employer NII/F,H

MUSICIANS being
sought, Immediate
openings. Taped
auditions required. Ages
17 28 Must be in good
Marines
U S
health
(502)5826608

15" WESTERN saddle in
good condition Cali 753
9929 after 6p.m
OLD quilts, quilt tops,
samplers, crocheted
items, and old pieces of
needle work. Please
reply with discription
and other information
Needleworks, P.O.
to
Box 453, Benton, Ky.
42025
USED changing table in
good condition. Call 4365463
WANTED- 1959 Cadillac
Convertible. Any con
dition considered. No
others wanted. High
prices paid. Reward for
information. Call collect, 1 606 525 0713

INVITATION TO BID

•

Antique Auction

4

f

. ti

woo.

I
I

41,
"
,7.-: ,

v psif1,
oi,

,

_
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RESPIRATORY THERAPY
TECHNICIAN

is actively seeking full or part-time
Respiratory Therapy_ Technicians.
Qualified applicants must be C.R.T.T.
or C.R.T.T. eligilble. For more information contact

1111
!
111

Richard Storts, Personnel Director
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

34. Hot

3 BE
pet, ce
refrigei
stove, 1
deposit,
no pets,
r775
furnis
turn she
pets. N
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weekday
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of Murra
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Public Sales

46 Homes for Sale
4 9 . Used Cars
Used Trucks
50
53. Services Offered
53 Services °tiered
1 TrbROOM, 2 bath,
1960
CHEVY
pickup. 6 A 1 ENTERPRISE
**
brick home on 15 acres. * * * * * *
FOREIGN car repair
cyl s W b., body rough, Dealer
in gas and wood
Central heat and air, • CAMARO
Specialist on all im
motor good, overload burning
Fri. & Sat.
fireplace, 2 car garage,
appliance
s, of
ported cars Deisel or
springs Great wood fering
full service in
deck and patio Located • Must Sell
fuel injected 489 2279
hauling truck $175 759
8-?
stallation
7 miles East of Murray • 1980.
Also,
3.8L V-8.
1147
fireplace repair. PAINTING Inferior ex
on Dr
Douglas Road. • P.S..
Near Kirksey, take
PB . Air.
CHEVY van
1983 'Chimney cleaning tenor,
$72,500. Phone 436 5574.
commercial re
299 from Stella ap* Rally Wheels. *
Loaded
Excellent con
*Masonry 'Damper sidential Free estimates
7 ROOM house, insulated,
*
dition
$8500
Sport
4170.
247
prox.
Mirrors.
*
21
/
2
'Bird
mi.
screen
•Hoocis. 25 years experience
98S heat, city water, New
Free estimates
Providence Rd $28,000 * many new parts. * 1983 SCOTTSDAL
Watch for signs.
Tremor' Farris 759 1987
Chevrolet
1/2
ton
pick
Sharp
753
car
0953
in fine
Call 753-8061
PAINTING interior, ex
up
Air,
PS
and
PB
A 1 STUMP Removal
shape, sacrifice
Clothes, musical inA rare find in tip top
tenor
25 years ex
condition three bed • at 8400 under tax * good condition, 41,000 Reasonable rates, 10" perience Quality work
struments, nic nacs
miles.
Call
753
7874
can
below surface Call us Reasonable
room brick, two baths, *
value-$2475.
* be
rates. Free
seen at 1107 Fairlane
& misc
before you decide Free estimat
practical kitchen, for
No Early Sales
es
Yearry's
*
CaU 753-8115
* Drive Priced to sell
estimates. 753 0906.
!nal dining. Our west
34 Houses for Rent
Painting 436 2245
* * * * * * * * * Kent Miller owner
APPLIA
side
listing
NCE
REPAIR
has
the
PAINTING
3 BEDROOMS, car
Interior
Factory authorized for
charm you're looking
pet, central heat/air,
and exterior
1977 GRAN Le Mans 1986 MAZDA 62000 LX
Also,
Call
Tappan.
for
at
Kelvinato
only
r
and
$47,700
refrigerator, freezer,
Cab Plus, A/C, PS,
pressure washing
Brown Service on gas
Owner will exchange Pontiac station wagon, cruise,
stove, 1004 Main, $300
AM/FM stereo
houses and mobile
for home in town_ bucket seats with con
and electric ranges,
deposit, $300 monthly,
homes 25 years ex
sole. Good condition. cassette, 29,000 miles
Fri. & Sat.
BL A CKBER R TES $4
microw
753-1492
aves,
at
Century
dis
21
Priced to sell. 753-9349
no pets, 759-1265.
perience (901) 642-2040.
$1,250. 435 4493.
gallon. 753-1788.
hwashers, re
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
'72 FORD pick up, runs frigerato
BEDROOM house
PAINTING
Interior/
rs, etc
FOR sale by owner: 1 1978 AUDI 5000, new
SILVER Queen sweef
Earl
good, $400 See at 111 So
furnished or un
7 a.m.-7
Exterior
Remodeling
7 miles north of
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753
corn. $1 •ac
tivED is
Bedroom, 2 bath house transmission, clean, 10th
furnished. Deposit. No
St
or
call
753
2494
Roofing
Free Es
5341.
1563 Oxford
in Canterbury. Family needs some work $1500
Pasi CAN
Murray, Old Hwy.
after 5P M
pets. Near University.
timates. Willie 436 2326.
522 7068.
room w/fireplace, din
641 on left.
753-9393 after 4:30P.M.
Drive
79
FORD window van,
1978 TOYOTA Celica
PROFESSIONAL win
ing room. Large re
weekdays, or anytime
Cow cleaner 25 years
Watch for sign.
Furniture, stereo, boat
dwood deck, fenced Gr liftback, AM/FM dual air, dual tanks, P.S.,
Busy
Bee's
weekends.
P
B.,
loaded, custom in
experience
Private
yard with lots of trees. stereo, air conditioning,
Fishing tackle, smah
motor,
fruit
jars,
tenor, one owner, very
BEDROOM home
House Cleaning homes and commercial
Central air, gas heat, automatic transmis
appliance
clothing
s,
linens,
clean, 49,000 miles, $6.000
$150 a month Call MTG
household
stores Cali 1 901 782
TVA insulation, 2 car sion, blue, good condi
Service
759 4108.
for sale. Call:
753 4000.
knick-knack, etc
3670
items, odd & ends
garage. $75,000. tion. 753-9365.
3 BR house. 5 miles wesi
1982 CREAM Crowne SLACK 73 El Camino
PROFESSIONAL house
753-9520.
753-039
4
of Murray. $200 a month,
washing
FRAMED 3 bedroom Victoria, 1 owner, local, Super Sport, 350 engine,
Hot, soapy,
Ask For Bonnie.
white letter tires. Call
$200 deposit. Call 753-4010.
pressurized, hand brush
house, 5 acres, reduced $2700 753 2208 or 753
after
5P.M.
753-2499
2695.
1 BEDROOM house.
washing of all house
$29,900. Or will rent
FOR most any type exteriors and mobile
$250 per month plus
$200 per month, $100 1982 OLDSMOBILE
drivewa
41.Pub
Toronado
y white rock
lic Sales
, loaded. 753
deposit. 753-6531.
homes, campers, truck
deposit. References.
1985 Chevy Astro Van.
also, any type gravel, and trailers. July
6308
753-3874.
NICE 3 bedroom, brick,
local,
dirt
and sand call Roger special mobile homes,
1 owner, low
1-MUSE for adoption - 1983 280ZX, VERY
double carport large
Fri. July 10
Hudson, 753 4545 or $45; doublewides, $55.
mileage, excellent conFun loving family clean, loaded, $8700
yard, newly painted,
753 6763.
Western Kentucky
needed to adopt this 753 5188 after 5P M
references required.
dition $9500
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
GUTTERING by Sears
Cleaning Service, 527
unique home with a lot 753 4023.
$450 discounted rent.
814 Bagwell
Sears continuous gut
7994
753 6774
of charm... priced in the 1983 CHEVROLET
753.6350.
ters installed for your QUALITY workmanship
low 40's and it has a pool Chevette, 1 owner, low
753-6855 after 6 p.m
UNIQUE 1 bedroom on
Blvd.
specifications. Call frame & trim carpentry.
too! Call Century 21 mileage, new tires
Olive St. Large yard,
Sears 753-2310 for free
Elec. weed eater,
753-1492.
436,2427.
Remodeling, patio and
patio. No children or
Fri. 8-5
5 1
Campers
estimate.
fencing_ D.L Poole 435
IN GATESBOROUGHcar seat, bowling
pets. Lease, deposit.
New Built House 2170
1971 CHEVY pick up, HAMILTON Cultured 4306.
121 S. Lynnwood
$300. 753-3913 evenings.
balls, clothes, misc
Sq. Ft. living area; 600
LWB, PS, PB, AC, lots marble and tile 643 Old
ROCKY COLSON Home
Estates
Benton Rd. 753-9400
Sq. Ft. garage & stor
of extras. 753 7810
Repair. Roofing, siding,
37. Livestock-Supplies
INSULAT
ION blown in painting, plumbing,
age area. Nice large lot,
1976 GMC Midas mini
3rd house on left
REGISTERED and
all city hook-ups, gas
300 South 4th
home, self contained, by Sears. TVA ap- concrete. Free es
Clothes, jewelry,
- commercial Beef Master
proved.
heat and TVA insulated.
Save on those timates. Call 474-2307 or
double air, PB, PS,
759-1026
and Brangus Cross bulls
3 or 4 bedroom, large
• FM radio, speed high heating and cool
753-6973.
linens & nic nacs
and heifers. David Spain
Fri. 7:30-12:30
dining room, neat
control and awning. ing bills. Call Sears SEWING Machine ReCome Trade With
and Sons, Hopkinsville
753 2310 for free
family room with
753 6048.
Fri. & Sat.
pair_ All makes and
905 Coldwater
America's Team
(502)885 7725, 886 4864 or
fireplace, breakfast
1985 JAYCO 19' pop up estimate.
models. Home & In886-5743.
July 10th & 11th area with large kitchen, Tommy & Donnie
Road
camper, like new, $2700. LICENSED electrician, dustrial. Bag closing
SIMMENTAL and
utility-mudroom off
residential and com
437-4267.
730C '85 Cut. Sup
machines. Also scissor
415
So.
8th
St.
garage, garage
Simbrah bulls. Per
Kids clothes, lit22' A.LJO travel trailer, mercial. Air condition
sharpening. 40 yrs.
Brh.
Snarp.
Loaded
finished-out with elecformance & semen
ing.
Sales
and
service.
priced right
experience. All work
Call
Bedroom suite, twin tric door opener. neat 3300 '81 Cut Sup
tle girl 0-2, little
tested. Excellent qual
Gas installation and guarant
436 2976.
eed. Kenneth
deck
with
ity. $650 8. up Cadiz,
repair
2
for
French
natural
door
and
beds,
desks,
Brh
couches,
4 Dr
boys up to 31,
Barnhill, 753 2674,
entrances, 1 to master
Ky. 522 8794.
LP. Fred's Repair 753
52 Boats -Motors
Stella, Ky.
334,' OgirTiza Wag
lots of misc. items
ladies and men's
bedroom and family
7203.
Fri. & Sat.
15
WET BASEMENT? We
STARCRAFT
38 Pets-Supplies
290
room. Lots of large
MOBI
LE
HOME
clothes, misc
make wet basements
✓ unabout, 6 OHP
July 10th & 11th
closets. Custom deSpecialist, Repair,
AKC Boxer puppies,
5100 84 Pont
Evinrude and trailer.
dry. Work completely
corated
with
wallpaper
leveling,
,
underpin
ning,
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
shots Male and female
Good condition. $1600
guaranteed. Call or
Like new
chair railing, crown
roofs, floors, plumbing,
$100 Call 247 2502,
753-6912.
write Morgan Con914
N.
16th
molding,
etc...
Call
3100
for
wiring
'81
MC.
2-tone
washin
,
g, struction
Mayfield
Rain or Shine
1977 AEROGLASS 15' hurricane
Co. Rt. 2, Box
Appoin
tment
after
Several
straps.
pieces of
759- 409A,
AUSTRALIAN Blue
2500 '78 Cutlass 2-tone
Paducah, Ky.
skiboat, walk through 4850.
5P.M. 753-3966.
Fri. & Sat.
Healer puppies, full
furniture & lots of
42001
or call 1-44-7026.
windshield, fold down
2900 '80 Cutlass Sup Brh
NICE three bedroom,
NEED work on your
blooded, 7 weeks old,
Go 121 South to Locust
seats, 18 gallon gas
misc. items.
one bath house for sale
2200 '78 Cutlass Sup Brh
trees? We can beautify
wormed 436 5438
tank, topper. Johnson
Grove Church Rd turn
55 Feed and Seed
at 811 Sunny Lane.
your yard by topping
Fri. 7-?
4000 '83 Pont. Bonn., 4-dr
70H P motor, Heavy
right go 1% miles.
Quiet neighborhood,
shaping, dead-wooding
Sat. 7-Noon
duty trailer, extra nice,
2200 '78 Toy Cei GT
White brick on left.
reasonable price. For
or removing dead or
$2900. Call 753,9291.
2300 College Farm Rd.
'79 Ford Pick-up; oak
more information call
Sports
Car
diseased trees. For
Sat., July 11, 1987 - 10:00 a.m.
21'
SILVERA
DO,
extra
(House next to Murray
753-8717
after 5P.M. or
table, canning jars &
satisfaction call the
has
1999 'SO OMni "cheap'
sharp,
with
Road
RunHenry Co. Tennessee
weekends
.
proven professionals at
Country Club entrance)
clamps, dishes & hot
bargar
ner
1450
tandem
Phoenix
'80
axle
trailer,
Sale will be held at the home of Sandra Anderson, of the
Master
turn , baby terns, Pfsnes
Mix
PEACE and quiet,
Bover's Tree Service plate, toaster oven,
low hours. Must see to 753 0338.
.Antioch Community. From Paris, Tennessee go 10 miles
,ecords. drapes bikes. pctures.
minutes from Court
The competi
wicker, big mans, ladies
Centra
l
Soya
apprecia
east on Hwy. 79 to Antioch Road, turn right, go 3 miles
te
Call
354roto-iiiier, mattresses. etc
Square. 3 acres, 2 houses, 1984 PULSAR NX 5
tion knows us
you
& boys clothing
to Antioch Harbor, FOLLOW SIGNS.
should too.
city water. $55,000. For speed, air, sunroof, 8605
You Name IV
Feeds
Selling to settle the Joe Anderson Estate
appointment call 753-2669. sport package, bought
Raln or Shine
ODD rob specialist,
4 3 . Real Estate
Heg-ner Poly Cut 3 Jig saw•B hp. 12" planer•Craftman 6"
for
53 Services Offered
all pets
ceiling fans, electrical,
new in Murray. Good
joiner•Craftman lathe•Craftman saber saw &
47
Motorcycles
plumbing
fencing.
,
and
livesto
You
condition
ck.
$6200
.
or best APPLIANCE
table•Craftman 12" band saw•Craftman 9" table
-FOR SALEname it, I do it You
1984 VIRAGO, good offer. 753-7827 or can be
saw•Craftman drill piress•6" table sander•3" belt Sander
SERVICE. Kenmore, buy, I install.
You
condition. Can be seen seen at 1508 London Dr
B&D•4" sander era!trnan•hand planer Craftznanr" Skil
5000 sq. ft. brick,
W estinghouse, break, I fix.
Call 436
at 1548 Oxford Dr after 1985 OLDS Calais Indy
saw•t,y" drill•Craftman 1 hp bench grinder & saw
Fri.
&
masonry building,
Sat.
Whirlpool. 27 years 2868 evenings.
sharpener•new ty hp motor•Black & Decker 'work
5P.M.
pace Car Edition, 3000 experience. Parts
and
1 block from
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
bench'," drive socket set.•3 drawer tool box•Several
81 HARLEY, kept in actual miles, excellent service. Bobby Hopper,
carbon tipped saw blades•Wood vise•set of router
courthouse square.
garage,
real
condition
sharp
,
all
STUMP REMOVAL
options.
Bob's
in case of
Appliance Ser
bits•3-5" drillei set of display shelves•1 lot of dry
437-4849
437-4366.
56
206 N. 4th St.
Free Column
vice, 202 S. 5th St
0 below surface
lumber•i cast iron seat•gas heater•2-220 v
rain cancelled
'86 YAMAHA Virago '63 CHEVY Impala 350 Business 753 4872, 436
inexpensive. clean
heaters•several C clamps•axes•hoes•post hole
6
LITTLE
kittens, t
110 N. 10th St.
1100cc, $.3900 Call 753
Phone
automatic, white, runs 5848 (home).
digger•several claw hammers'other items not listed
No Lawn Damage
weeks old Flea dipped
7354
good,
perfect
for re - APPLIANCE Service
502-444-7246 or
ARTS & CRAFTS
and wormed. Very
Childreci's
toy
storation, $1200 OBO. on all brands washers
Mr Anderson was an exhibitor at many arts & crafts
playful. Make good
write M. Livingston
4
9
Used
Cars
7
53-54
children
Also,
i
& adu t
1970 Monte Carlo, dryers refrigerators
shows His wooden toys and decorative items are unique
pets. Mixed eolors. Call
Co.,
Box
&
1039,
FREE
ESTIMA
TES
Excellent original con- freezers- electtic
and have won prizes and been exhibited in craft shows
clothing, fur
492-8247
dition. 642 2867.
all over the area These llems are to be sold at auction
Paducah, Ky.
rali,
ges
air conodd
&
ends.
Wooden toys. unique wooden puzzles, all wood working
'78 OLDSMOBILE ditioners. George
42001.
toy machtnery, wall hangings and other items. THESE
Cutlass Supreme, extra Hodge & Son, 010 DixieMUST BE SEEN To BE APPRECIATED.
land Shopping Ceriter,
nice, 1 owner. 753-4875
BEDROOM down
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Cash or cheek with proper
(To hIgh•st bid)
'79 MUSTANG with air 753-4669.
stairs; 2 bedroom upI.D. Complete settlement day of sale.
YARD landscaping,
stairs. Private enconditioning, PS, PB
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: This sale offers a wide selecleveling driveways,
trances, both currently
753-0393.
Custom Kitchen
tion of shop and woodworking tools, and a wide variety
rented. Call after 5P.M.
Sera 1CS43T7C182997
'79 PONTIAC Bonneville, blade work and bush
of wooden crafts. Please plan to attend
Cabinets
hogging.
Call
5.430
436
or
753-0087.
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
good motor, transmission
Announcements day of sale take precedence over
Bids
taken
until
753-0659.
All Types Of
previously printed material
needs work. Best offer.
810 Elated Ext.
44. Lots for Sale
COLLEY Tree Service.
Not Responsible for Accidents
Call
753-6331
753-0389
or
7110187. See car at:
Custom Woodworking
Lot of good household items,
For More Information Contact
00x150 LOT, Pinecrest,
'81 CAPRICE, loaded, Keep your trees in
silverware,
glassware,
shape by topping, prunadjoining Kenlake State
59,000 miles $3425 753
ing, deadwooding,
dishes, etc Good clothing
Park. 753-4545.
4545.
4t
Call 492-8136
spraying, fertilizing, or
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
and many misc items Elec1,1c & Bonded in KY & TN - Firm 01445
kENTUCKY Lake lot. 1
'83 Li Grand Prix, V-8, removal
41
for more information.
'Drop by & sire our showroom
of unwanted
tric typewriter & adding
"SATI8F4CI7ON IS OUR CRY"
acre, 12x60 mobile
it
loaded, low mileage, ex
MURRAY - (Behind Bunny beech
trees. Stump removal.
400 SUNBURY
Joe Pat Lamb - 502/4924527
machine
home, septic and well,
tra nice. Call 753 4487.
Complete tree care 14
Doug Taylor - 801/247-3784
$16,500. Home • 554-8128 1973 FORD LTD, excel
sale
No Early Sales
trade
or
69
years experience Free II.
or Office 442 3632. Ow- lent condition, $900. Call Corvette
and '85 Monte estimates. 753 0366.
Open 8 a.m.
before 9P.M. 753 8950.
ner financing.
Carlo SS for a 4 door CONCRETE work.
NICE lot on 127, 6-1/2 1974 PONTIAC LeMans, car, mini van,
backhoe patio, sidewalk, car
miles North on natural $500. 759-1396
or small motor home
port Free estimates
gas lines. 180x300, $3600. 1977 BUICK Regal, Call 753-7975
759 1202
Days 753-1953 or nights- local car, good condi
Sat. July 11, 10 a.m.
IMPORT Auto Salvage
CONCRETE driveways.
tion, $850. 753 0530
753 0870.
Installing City Sewer &
Motors, transmissions, patios, brick and block
310 N. 6th St., Murray, KY
starters
alternat
,
ors,
work
CALL
502 492 8160
Selling the personal property from the
Thurs. & Fri.
etc. Come see our MITCHELL Paving
late Ines Stewart estate, R.C. Stewart, ad•
prices 474 2325
a.m.-?
7
Driveways, parking
ministrator, will sell love seat - 2 rockers
lots, seal coating and
July 11 at 2:00 p.m.
3 miles on 94 East to
- recliner - chair - cane bottom chairs - cofstriping
Also,
Van Cleave Rd., right
fee & end tables - odd tables - magazine
limestone, gravel, top
9 Ky. Lake Lots
on
Knight
Rd.,
3rd
soil and grading Phone
rack - B & W TV - Color TV - stereo record
5 Waterfront
irormerly of Murray & Fultonl
trailer on right
753 1537
player - old oak bed - oak dresser - 3 pc.
FENCE sales at Sears
Located 9 miles east of
cedar bedroom suite with poster bed - 3
Furniture, collectibles
now Call Sears 7.53 2310
Murray, KY on Hwy. 280
wood beds - 1 metal bed • odd chest - cedar
household items
for free estimate for
(Formerly of Benton)
wardrobe - old trunk - feather bed - several
your needs
lE tOrl
Chevrolet
quilts - old hat boxes & ladies hats - jewelry
REAL ESTATE d AUCTION CO
boxes & costume jewelry - coat rack - treOldsmobile
811 Paris Rd., P.O. Box 1006
dle sewing machine - old picture frames &
Mayfield. Kentucky 42006
Cadillac, Inc.
pictures - wooden ironing boards - lots of
(502) 2-471585
of Paris, TN
old scarves - crochet pcs - old dolls - old
Fri. & Sat. 9-1
bells bottom kitchen cabinet with frosted
Open: Mon.-Sat.
GM Executive 8
801 S. 17th
glass doors - round oak table & 4 chairs 8 a.m -10 a.m. & 5 p.m.-7 p.m.
7539626
& Johnson Blvd.
stone crocks & pitchers- churn lid - depresProgram Vehicles
sion glass. Noritake china - cast iron corn
.Cu Cur.
2 desks, 2 long tables, law'
887 Cadillac Deviiies
bread stick pans - cracker tin - odd dishes
mowers, chain Saw, weei.
•87 Olds Firer: •
- pots & pans - misc kitchen items - toaster
eater, some bedding, misc
•87 Oldt Caia
Sat., July 18th, 1987 at 10 a.m.. From Mur- mixer - ichest type freezer - electrical
kit utensils, king size bed
017 Cries eleDr,!
ray take 121 South to New Concord. Follow
heaters - electric fan - wringer washer balls, gloves, tennis rackets
'8'
7 Olds Toronacc
121
approx.
auction.
5
miles
to
Real Estate
witshtubs • porch swing - lawn chairs - lawn
etc Call 753-4186
.86 Olds Cutlass
will sell at 12 noon.
ornaments - alum step ladder - step stool
.86 Cadiiiac Er Dorci
CHARLES POWELL - OWNER
2 bedrooms - living room - eat-in kitchen
- metal garbage cans- post hole digger Call Collect
.86 Olds Toronadi
1
- bathroom - laundry room - private well on
sledge hammer - hoes - rakes - extension
502-382-2826
....
,
7 acres + or - of land The Real Estate will
cords - wood level - small hand tools - lots
.., ._
sell to the highest bidder day of auction
of nits('
Terms on Real Estate: 20% down selling
We
Went Your Business
QUALITY POOLS AT
Fri. & Sat.
Sale Conducted By:
price day of auction. Bal. in 15 days with
Let Us Prove It
•
AFFORDABLE PRICES
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
passing of deed. Possession with deed.
7;901-042-3900
707 Poplar St.
HvvN, 79 W Par,'
Wocker, glassware, comics, interesting books,
50
Used Trucks
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate
Hardin, KY
-FREE ESTIMATESgames, price guides and
l';'4 1 1
--Pat Johnston Auctioneer - 427-4444
1 ....•••.64
Pete
Waldr
1970
Broke
111
ors) q
op r
CHEVY pick up long
1
much more
Amos McCarty Jr. App. Auctioneer - 7542249
COMPLETE LINE OF CHEMICALS
wheel base, 350 auto
/Lest 1Y Sell ikr Viola
435-4144 or Mrs. Racine Malcolm 4381497
Held inside If It reins
-WE D
- EAL IN SATISFACTION- 214 S. FIFTH ST UNION CITY
matic 492 8208 after
5P M
.
MUR-Cal apts
Nor- FOR sale one year old
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. Persian cats orange
Now renting. Equal male neutered and grey
Housing Opportunity. and cream female 753
4856
759 4984
NOW available Large I VORKIE puppies, re
asonably priced Call 247
bedroom; kitchen; liv
0159 after 5p m
ing room; bath, apar
tments Clean, attrac
tively furnished. $165
per month includes all 40
Produce
utilities. Deposit re
quired No children or
pets. Near downtown
location. 436 2755

Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.
1609 Miller
Ave.

Illinois Chief
Extra Sweet Corn

435.4178

PATIO
SALE

Moving
Sale

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

Sweet Corn
7534O95

Garage
Sale

Community
Yard Sale

Fri. Only
North End
Penny Road
Look for signs.

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale

SPEEDWAY
AUTO SALES

Yard
Sale

YARD
SALE

Garage Sale

3 Party
First Time
Yard Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION

Ag Brokers

Yard Sale

Industrial Rd.
753-4533

Sunny Slap Raoul

For Sale
Repossessed Car

2 Party
Yard Sale

1977 Chrysler

Dee's Bank of Hazel

LAMB & TAYLOR AUCTION SERVICE

FOR

Estate Auction

Rex Camp's Backhoe Service

4 Family
Yard Sale

Water Lines

753-9224

Auction Sale

Dan Taylor

641 U-Pick
Tomatoes

Freddie Poe

2 miles South of Murray
On 641

'IV.

C.E.'s

Moving
Sale

39t

Remodeling & small
plumbing jobs.

Absolute Auction

Real Estate & Personal Property

BACK-YARD
SALE

Johnston Auction
Service

TOWN & COUNTRY
<>POOLS & SPAS

SAVE SAVE

Dan Miller -Auctioneer

/

A

We Specialize In In-Ground
And Above-Ground Pools

C.

•
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Calloway men escape serious injury

Democrats see too few votes to stop Persian Gulf plans
WASHINGTON t AP I — Senate
Democrats opposed to President
Reagan's plan to protect Kuwaiti
oil tankers in the war-torn Persian
Gulf admit they can't break a
Republican filibuster aimed at
maintaining that policy.
The Democrats planned a vote
today on whether to invoke
cloture, the parliamentary device
needed to end a filibuster. At issue
is a resolution aimed at holding in
abeyance U.S. protection of 11
Kuwaiti oil tankers set to begin as
early as next week.
-I think that at this juncture, it's
very doubtful that we've got the
votes to end the filibuster," Sen.
James Sasser, D-Tenn., one of the
resolution's 11 Democratic sponsors, said late Wednesday.
"It's uphill for us, although the
House vote will help." he said,
referring to the 222-184 approval
by the House of a 90-day delay in
Reagan's plan.
A successful cloture motion requires 60 votes, meaning that
Democrats, with a 54-46 margin,
would have to hold all their
members and pick up six
Republicans.
Reagan's program of protecting
the tankers is scheduled to begin
in mid-July, although no formal
date has been announced. The
plan involves putting U.S. flags
and captains aboard the tankers
and escorting them with Navy
warships through the gulf plagued
by attacks since the Iran-Iraq war
began 642 years ago.
Sasser and other congressional
opponents fear Reagan's program
might involve the United States in
the Iran-Iraq war because Kuwait
ha§- aided Iraq.
But Sasser ad Med. "It's not
likely that we c
o anything to.
stop it now. alth gh we're still
trying.

The House vote, which split
generally along party lines, added
the appeal for delay to a bill
authorizing the Coast Guard
budget for the fiscal year starting
Oct. 1.
The House later passed the bill,
279-126, sending the measure to the

Before voting for the 90-day
delay, the House rejected, 283-126,
a tougher proposal that would
have flatly blocked Reagan's plan
The three hours of discussion in

the House mirrored much of the
congressional debate over
Reagan's plan, particularly since
37 U.S. seamen were killed in the
May 17 attack by Iraq on the Navy
frigate Stark.
"This is a snake pit; this is a
flawed policy," said Rep. Toby
Roth, D-Wis.

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

Public Health Service awards grant to MSU
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford announced earlier today that the
U.S. Public Health Service has
awarded a grant to Murray State
University in the amount of
$13341.
The grant is designated for a
program called Occupational
Safety and Health-Improving the
Undergrad. This action funds the
grant at the 75 percent level.
"The grant is awarded by the
Center for Disease Control
through the National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health,"
said George Nichols, chairman of

the Department of Safety,
Engineering and Health. "The
purpose of the grant is for improving our undergraduate program in
occupational safety and health."
He added that the program in-

GM QUALITY
SIRVICE PARTS

volves seminars throughout the
year on various topics concerned
with occupational health and
safety.
The program director is Dr.
Marvin Mills.
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1985 Chevy Cav., 4
DR, white, P.S.. P.B.,
air, auto.. 36XXX
miles.

Carrel arrested for receiving property
Billy D. Carrel, 21, 103 N. 14th,
Murray, was arrested Wednesday
afternoon and charged with
receiving stolen property over
$100, according to Murray Police
Detective Charles Peeler.
The arrest was made in connec-

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753.2017

GM

tion with the alleged theft of a
typewriter and two radio/cassette
players from Overby Honda on the
night of July 7, Peeler said
Carrel is lodged in the Calloway
County Jail on a $2,000 cash bond,
he added.

KOPPERUD REALTY
Recently listed 4 bedroom, 24
bath residence on quiet street
*70's Phone 753-1222.

Four women killed
in West Germany
in truck explosion
HERBORN, West Germany
( API — Four women were killed
after a truck carrying gasoline
slammed into an ice cream parlor,
but dozens of other patrons
escaped moments before explosions turned the building into an
inferno, authorities said.
Town spokesman Gerhard
Boekel said the accident injured 34
people.
Rescuers originally feared that
at least 30 people were killed in
Tuesday evening's fiery crash,
which devasted the downtown
area of HerbOrn, a town of 21,600
residents 35 miles northwest of
Frankfurt.
But fears of the higher death toll
subsided as up to 50 people
originally reported missing were
accounted for. Wednesday evening, police put, the official death
count at four.
The ice cream parlor was full of
young people on the warm summer evening when the truck barreled into the building.
The tank truck's crash ruptured
a gas main and sparked a series of
explosions and fires that leveled
three buildings and gutted nine
others.
The survivors said they fled the
parlor after the crash, moments
before the explosions.
Police said the truck had been
carrying over 9,000 gallons of
gasoline.

Senate. But no final Senate action
is likely before the plan takes
effect.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after their trucks collided at approximately 9.30 a.m., yesterday
Witnesses told Riggs the accident occurred when Key. who was
traveling east in a flat-bed pickup, attempted to make a left turn
and collided with the Fautch pickup, who was attempting to pass
him.

Two Calloway County men
escaped a two-car accident
Wednesday morning on Kentucky
94 just east of Lynn Grove with only minor injuries, according to
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Chuck Riggs
James Key, 59, Lynn Grove, and
Larry Don Fautch, 16, Hazel were
treated and released from the

We're SOLD On Murray!
I
4' LTA

A lot of home for the money in this
4 bedroom, 2 bath home with central gas heat $30's

Relax in your own swimming pool
that goes with this lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath home *70's

Owner wants offer on this spacious
family home on wooded 14 acre
lot. Priced just reduced $5,000.

The 1987 Home Team

.41
34
Over 3,000 sq ft under roof in this
3 bedroom, 2 bath home on large
lot in town. Low E60's.

Newly listed home with view of KY
Lake. One of the prettiest settings
in this county. E80's.

Attractive 3 bedroom home with
central gas heat. A very neat home
offered in the $50's.

Extremely well-maintained 3
home
bedroom
with
no
maintenance exterior totally redcorated in 1980. $43,500. Just listed.

Another new listing at 1508 Glendale. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, central
heating/cooling. *50's

Newly listed contemporary style
home located southeast of Murray.
44
$37,500 Phone 753-1222

3 bedroom, ranch style home on
quiet residential street. 142,300.
Contact Kopperud Realty.

Owner says "sell" and is offering
this home in the $40's. Phone
753-1222.

4 bedroom, 2 bath home with fenced backyard. Excellent location.
Upper $40's.

Classic styling and charm are
yours with this 5 bedroom home
located near Murray High School
*90's

Pocketbook pleaser — wellmaintained home with central gas
heat. Located on Olive Street
$25,000.

Priced to sell, located near the
University. This home offers efficient and economical living —
$20's

Distinctive older home totally
remodeled and redecorated Take
a look — you'll like it 753-1222

,

4 bedroom, 21,.2 bath Gatesborough
home with all the extras. Phone
753-1222.

Totally renovated older home on
North 10th Street — neat as a pin
$30's. Immediate occupancy.

Hot air balloon
crashes in Oldham
BUCKNER, Ky. ( AP — A hot
air balloon crashed in Oldham
County today, its gondola scorched by flames, authorities and
witnesses said.
The pilot apparently had been
able to get oyt of the balloon and
was flown by rescue helicopter to
a Louiville hospital, according to
county police. Authorities believed she was the only person aboard.
A radio station's helicopter traffic reporter followed the drifting
balloon and reported live as it
crashed shortly after 9 a.m. near
Kentucky 146 in the Buckner community, just over the Jefferson
County line.
Reid Yadon, the reporter for
WHAS radio, said he landed near
the balloon and found that its gondola had been burnt and saw no
one inside
The pilot was found in the Briarwood subdivision near Kentucky
22, county police said. They did not
immediately know how she had
gotten out.

Impressive setting and home includes 14 acres with extra double
car detached workshop garage

Recently listed and charming
older home near the Murray.
Calloway Hospital. This spacious
home has 14 closets. $55,000.

Another new listing — roomy brick
home on approximately 2 acre lot.
*50's

3 bedroom, 2 bath home built in
1983. Ideal location, minutes from
town. *60*s

When You List With Us...

START PACKING!
Located near the Oaks Country
Club, this 4 bedroom home needs
no cleaning or maintenance —
move right in $70's

Vacant and ready to move right into Large master bedroom, large
closets, large rustic den, central
gas heat $40's

753-1222

711 Main, Murray

753-1222

Homes FOR uvinG.

Our Entire Collection Of

Silk Flowers...20% to 50% off
A FlacrTia Dcwt.

Home and 37 acres offered at a
bargain price. $28,000. Call office
for details. 753-1222.
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